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Introduction 1
U TO M A TIC  speech recognition (ASR) is an application of pattern recognition
and machine learning, in which the speech recogniser learns to map acous­
tic features representing speech to a sequence of words or some other rep­
resentation of meaning. While ASR has become reasonably accurate in quiet envi­
ronments and for carefully pronounced speech, performance still degrades rapidly 
for conversational speech and when the speech signal is corrupted by noise. Such 
noises can take the form of environmental noises, background music or even com­
peting speakers. The reason why ASR performance drops with increasing levels of 
noise, is that the observed acoustic features no longer match the acoustic models 
learned during training. This process is shown schematically in Fig. 1.1.
A practical approach to improve the noise robustness of a speech recogniser is 
multi-condition training [1]. In this approach, the training-test mismatch is reduced 
by training acoustic models directly on noisy speech signals, rather than only on 
speech from a quiet environment. The training set is selected to reflect the mul­
tiple acoustic environments that are considered to be representative for the target 
application.
While effective, especially for stationary background noise, recognition accura­
cies obtained with multi-condition training usually deteriorate when the noisy test 
environments deviate from the ones that were used for training. Since it is impos­
sible to fully predict the range of noise environments that may be encountered in 
practical applications, multi-condition training is not a very fundamental solution 
to the noise robustness problem. Moreover, multi-condition training requires the 
availability of large amounts of noisy training data. Another disadvantage of multi­
condition training is that the performance for clean speech deteriorates compared 
to the condition in which clean speech is recognised with clean models.
Other noise robustness approaches that have been proposed to reduce the mis­
match between the acoustic models and the observed acoustic features focus either 
on changing the acoustic models, or on changing the acoustic features. Changing 
the acoustic models, often referred to as m odel compensation, usually involves mak­
ing an estimate of the corrupting noise and modifying the acoustic models to reflect 
the changed distributions of the observed acoustic features [2, 3].
Reducing the training-test mismatch by modifying the acoustic features prior to 
recognition is called feature enhancem ent [4]. In its simplest form, the noisy acous-
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Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of the recognition of noisy speech. In the top panel, denoted 
clean speech, the spoken utterance “one” is first converted to a spectro-temporal distribu­
tion of acoustic power. The recogniser decodes speech using a previously trained parametric 
speech model. As can be seen in the figure, the acoustic features used in the speech model 
match those in the input, because they also pertain to clean speech. As a result, the utterance 
is correctly recognised. In the bottom panel, denoted noisy speech, both the speech signal 
and the resulting acoustic features have been corrupted by the background noise. With the 
speech model still employing clean speech features, the mismatch results in the recogniser 
being unable to correctly recognise the utterance.
tic features are normalised to have the same mean and variance as the clean train­
ing speech. More advanced approaches make an estimate of the corrupting noise 
and attempt to remove the effect the noise had on the features. In Fig. 1.2 the two 
approaches to noise robustness are illustrated. Readers are referred to [1] and the 
references therein for a more complete overview of noise robust ASR techniques.
The PhD research described in this thesis was carried out in the Missing Data So­
lutions (MIDAS) project [5], part of the STEVIN programme which is funded by the 
Dutch and Flemish Governments. The MIDAS project focuses on the application 
of Missing Data Techniques (MDTs) [6] for noise robust ASR. The goals of the MI­
DAS project are to improve the recognition accuracy and computational efficiency 
of MDT-based ASR. Moreover, the project contributes to the development of a noise 
robust speech recogniser for the Dutch language and contains evaluations on both 
English and Dutch speech databases.
2
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Figure 1.2: Schematic overview of noise robust speech recognition. In the top panel, denoted 
feature enhancement, the noise-corrupted acoustic features are transformed (‘enhanced’) to 
obtain an estimate of the underlying clean speech features. As a result, the mismatch with the 
previously trained speech model is reduced and the utterance can be correctly recognised. 
In the bottom panel, denoted model adaptation, the mismatch between the noisy speech 
features and the previously trained acoustic model is reduced by adapting (‘compensating’) 
the acoustic model to better reflect the spectro-temporal distributions encountered in the 
noisy speech.
1.1 Missing data techniques
In ASR, acoustic features are obtained by representing a speech signal as a spectro- 
temporal distribution of acoustic power, a spectrogram. In noise-free conditions, 
the power value of each time-frequency element in the spectrogram is determined 
only by the speech signal. In noisy conditions, the power in each cell represents a 
combination of speech and background noise.
Missing Data Techniques (MDTs), first proposed in [7], are an approach to im­
prove noise robustness that ideally overcomes the problems with multi-condition 
training. MDT is built on two assumptions: The first assumption is that it is possible 
to estimate —prior to decoding— which spectro-temporal elements in the acoustic 
representation of noisy speech are reliable (i.e., dominated by speech energy) or un­
reliable (i.e., dominated by background noise). The matrix with reliability estimates 
for all spectro-temporal elements is referred to as a missing data mask. The second 
assumption is that the reliable features remain relatively uncorrupted, and can di­
rectly be used as estimates of the underlying clean speech on which the recogniser 
was trained.
In the unreliable elements, the speech information is considered missing, and 
the challenge is to do speech recognition with the remaining, partially observed
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data. Techniques for speech recognition with missing data can be divided in two 
categories: marginalisation and imputation. In the marginalisation approach [8, 9], 
acoustic likelihoods are calculated by integrating over the range of possible values 
of the missing features and thus recognition is carried out primarily based on the 
reliable features. In the imputation approach [10, 11, 12], the missing features are 
replaced by clean speech estimates, after which recognition can proceed without 
modification of the recognition system. Thus, in its straightforward form, missing 
data imputation is a form of feature enhancement.
1.1.1 Missing data imputation
In this thesis, only imputation methods are employed. Imputation methods are at­
tractive for two reasons. First, after the missing spectro-temporal features have been 
replaced with clean speech estimates, any recogniser developed for clean speech 
can be deployed without further modifications. Another benefit is that the recon­
structed spectro-temporal features can be converted to an arbitrary domain, like 
the cepstral domain. Many conventional (non-MDT) speech recognisers employ 
cepstral features, obtained by applying a de-correlating Discrete Cosine Transfor­
mation (DCT) on logarithmic compressed spectral features. De-correlation of the 
spectral bands of acoustic feature is important, because this allows the modelling of 
speech using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) with diagonal covariance. The use 
of de-correlated (cepstral) features requires less training data for reaching a certain 
accuracy and is computationally more efficient than the use of full covariances [ 13].
Originally, MDT was formulated in the log spectral domain [14, 10] and speech 
was modelled by GMMs. The GMM is then used to reconstruct clean speech by find­
ing the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimate of the unreliable features 
given the reliable features. When doing bounded imputation, the unreliable features 
are used as an upper bound on the log-power of the clean speech estimate [11]. Af­
ter imputation, the reconstructed clean speech features can be transformed to the 
cepstral domain.
Later, it was found that the imputation accuracy could be improved by using 
state-[15, 8] or even Gaussian-dependent [16] clean speech estimates. In these ap­
proaches, imputation is no longer a purely front-end based feature enhancement 
process. Instead, the unreliable features are imputed during decoding and effec­
tively depend on the hypothesised state identity. The reason these approaches to 
imputation work better than purely front-end based methods is that information 
of speech characteristics, known by the recogniser in the form of dictionaries and 
word-transition probabilities, are indirectly taken into account when computing a 
state-dependent clean speech estimate. The downside of this approach is, however, 
that the recogniser is required to operate on spectral features, because estimating a 
missing data mask in the cepstral domain is very difficult. As mentioned before, the
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use of spectral features results in a decrease in performance compared to cepstral 
features.
In order to address this issue, in [16] a technique was proposed to do Gaussian- 
dependent (bounded) imputation in the cepstral domain, albeit at the price of a 
considerable increase of computational cost. Finally, in [17] the previously intro­
duced high computational cost was reduced by replacing the DCT used in the gener­
ation of cepstra by a different linear transformation, dubbed PROSPECT. PROSPECT 
features are less computationally demanding because they consist of a low order 
cepstral representation combined with residual spectral features.
1.1.2 Mask estimation
A crucial aspect of MDT is the estimation of the missing data mask. In experiments 
with artificially added noise, an oracle mask can be computed simply by determin­
ing, for each time-frequency cell of the noisy speech, whether the power of the un­
derlying clean speech is larger than the power of the added, corrupting noise. The 
oracle mask is useful to assess the potential of missing data imputation techniques 
and to compare the performances of different techniques in ideal conditions. In 
realistic situations, however, the masks must be estimated from the noisy speech.
Mask estimation techniques can roughly be divided in three different categories. 
In the first category, mask estimation is done by making estimates of the underlying 
clean speech and corrupting noise and comparing these, just as was done for the 
creation of an oracle mask [18,19]. While the estimates of the clean speech may not 
be accurate enough for use in feature enhancement, the assumption here is that 
mask estimation is less sensitive to getting the exact underlying speech and noise 
correct.
A second category consist of techniques that try to make as little assumptions 
about the corrupting noise as possible, and to focus on detecting speech charac­
teristics. Examples of this approach are the harmonicity based mask estimation 
[20, 21], and mask estimation exploiting binaural cues [22] or correlogram struc­
tures [23].
A third category is formed by treating mask estimation as a machine learning 
problem in which the classifier, given a set of features derived from the noisy speech, 
will label the speech features directly as reliable or unreliable. As with any super­
vised machine learning approach, the classifier is trained using labelled training 
material. In the case of learning to construct a missing data mask, the training ma­
terial consists of artificially corrupted noisy speech with the oracle mask serving as 
a target label. In [24, 25, 26], a Bayesian classifier was used for mask estimation.
For a more complete overview on mask estimation techniques, I refer the reader 
to [27] and the references therein.
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1.2 Issues in the application of missing data techniques
Despite more than a decade of research on MDT, some issues remain that prevent 
MDT from being the noise robustness method of choice for ASR. Three of these is­
sues are addressed in this thesis: a rapid decrease in recognition accuracy at lower 
SNRs, a lack of experience in the application of MDT on real-world recordings and 
difficulties in the accurate estimation of missing data masks.
1.2.1 Recognition performance at low SNRs
An advantage of missing data imputation is that recognition accuracy at high signal- 
to-noise ratio’s (SNRs) does not degrade. One issue with conventional imputation 
approaches, however, is a rapid decrease in recognition accuracy at low SNRs (SNR 
<  5 dB). This decrease in accuracy at lower SNRs occurs even when using the error- 
free oracle mask. In this thesis, it is argued that the observed performance loss is 
at least partly due to the fact that conventional methods work on a frame-by-frame 
basis.1 At low SNR’s, a substantial number of frames contains few, if any, reliable fea­
tures. The more features become unreliable, the more serious the risk that an indi­
vidual frame contains too little information for properly reconstructing the missing 
features. This effect will be more serious if some of the features were incorrectly la­
belled as unreliable by the used mask estimation procedure. As a consequence, the 
acoustic scores of such frames will be affected and if there are too many frames with 
few isolated reliable features, recognition accuracy is bound to suffer significantly.
Approach taken in this thesis
In this thesis, a novel imputation method, dubbed sparse imputation, is proposed. 
Sparse imputation is, unlike conventional imputation methods, a non-parametric 
method that models speech as a linear combination of speech exemplars. An exem­
plar is a segment of speech extracted from a training database, and the name of the 
method stems from the fact this linear combination is sparse, that is, a linear com­
bination of only a few exemplars can represent an observed speech segment with 
sufficient accuracy.
Importantly, an exemplar can span a time-context that is (much) larger than a 
single frame, which is customary in parametric models of speech. Typically, para­
metric models only model a single time-frame (10ms), with possibly indirectly mod­
elling time-context through the use of first and second derivatives of the acoustic 
features. The reason for this is that the number of parameters in models that cover 
a wider time-context quickly becomes unwieldy [12]. In contrast, the exemplars
1In ASR, fram e-based features are obtained by windowing the speech signal with overlapping windows 
with a window-shift of (typically) 10ms. As a result, acoustic feature ‘fram es’ represent samples o f the 
speech spectra 10m s apart.
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employed in this thesis can span multiple-time frames, possibly modelling multi­
ple phones or even entire words. Typical durations of exemplars investigated in this 
thesis range from 1 to 35 frames (10 to 350ms).
With speech modelled as a sparse linear combination of exemplars, SI works by 
finding the sparsest possible linear combination of clean speech exemplars which 
jointly represent only the reliable features of the observed noisy speech. Imputation 
of the unreliable features is accomplished by replacing these with the correspond­
ing features of the linear combination of clean speech exemplars. Due to the fact 
that exemplars can span a large time-context, reliable features from the entire time- 
context can be used, which solves the data scarcity issue in parametric models and 
allows the method to deliver high recognition accuracies even at low SNRs.
1.2.2 Performance on real-world speech
An issue concerning the applicability of imputation methods in different ASR tasks 
that remains under-investigated is their application on real-world speech. Most 
work on MDT has been done on artificially constructed databases (c.f. [8, 12, 28]). 
In these databases, speech recorded in clean studio conditions is artificially mixed 
with various noise sources, often at a number of SNRs, in order to study recogni­
tion accuracy as a function of SNR and noise type. Using artificially corrupted data 
is attractive as it allows the calculation of the oracle mask because the underlying 
speech and noise components are known.
The fact that most research in MDT has used artificially corrupted speech data­
bases, however, means that the potential and limitations of the missing data ap­
proach in real-world environments are not well known. The results from experi­
ments with artificially corrupted speech are not truly indicative for real-world con­
ditions where the observed signal is not constrained to be a simple addition of clean 
speech and noise: channel effects, the Lombard effect [29], and room reverberation 
can also affect the observations. As a result, the ‘reliable’ features may no longer 
match an acoustic model trained on clean speech.
Approach taken in this thesis
Recently, several speech databases have become available that allow us to investi­
gate the issue of the applicability of MDT on real-world recordings. Material from 
three databases has been used: the Dutch and Finnish SPEEC O N  databases [30] and 
the Dutch SpeechDat-Car database [31]. In total, there are four recording environ­
ments: office, public hall, entertainment room and car.
These databases contain speech recorded with multiple microphones at vari­
ous distances. The closest microphone, a headset microphone, delivers a high SNR 
speech signal, that can be considered as a good approximation of clean speech. De­
pending on the distance and placement of the other microphones, the speech sig­
nal captured by those microphones can be corrupted by environmental noise, but
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also by room  effects such as reverberation. The com parison betw een recognition 
accuracies obtained with the different m icrophones allows for an analysis of the in ­
fluence of environm ental noise and other corrupting effects in real-world environ­
m ents.
1.2.3 Mask estimation accuracy
The effectiveness of MDT hinges upon  a successful classification of the noisy speech 
features as either reliable or unreliable. Mask estim ation itself, however, may be 
m ore error-prone in the settings described above, e.g., low-SNR conditions and real- 
world speech. Moreover, conventional m ask estim ation techniques often do not 
fully exploit the tim e-redundancy of the tim e signal bu t work, like the im putation 
m ethods described above, mostly on a frame-by-frame basis.
A pproach taken  in  th is thesis
In this thesis, the effectiveness of m ask estim ation techniques is investigated, both  
for artificially corrupted speech as well as for speech recorded in real-world environ­
m ents. This is done by com parison betw een the recognition accuracy obtained by 
estim ated masks and the error-free oracle mask. Moreover, two new  mask estim a­
tion techniques are proposed. The first is a m ask estim ation m ethod of the m achine 
learning category, based on the use of Support Vector Machines (SVMs). SVMs have 
the advantage of being well-suited for binary classification tasks and  are known for 
their generalisation power w hen trained on relatively small data sets [32].
The second m ask estim ation technique fits in the first category m entioned in 
section 1.1.2, e.g., com paring estim ates of the underlying clean speech and  corrupt­
ing noise. The technique attem pts to make estim ates of the clean speech and noise 
using a variant of the exem plar-based speech m odel introduced in  section 1.2.1. As 
such, it has the advantage of being able to employ a wider tim e-context than  cus­
tom ary in m ask estim ation approaches.
1.3 Overview of the chapters
This section contains a short overview of the four articles contained in the body of 
this thesis. The thesis concludes w ith a general discussion and directions for future 
research.
Article 1: Compressive Sensing for Missing Data Imputation in 
Noise Robust Speech Recognition
Article 1, in  chapter 2, describes the sparse im putation m ethod introduced in sec­
tion 1.2.1. In this work, exemplars are fixed-length speech segm ents describing an 
entire word. Experiments are carried out on the a u r o r a -2 database, w hich contains
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spoken digits artificially corrupted by noise of various types and at various noise 
levels.
The chapter is adapted from: J. F. Gemmeke, H. Van ham m e, B. Cranen and  L. 
Boves, “Compressive sensing for missing data im putation in noise robust speech 
recognition”, published in IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Signal Processing, vol­
um e 4, num ber 2, pages 272-287, 2010 [33].
Article 2: Sparse imputation for large vocabulary noise robust ASR
Article 2 (chapter 3) describes an extension of the sparse im putation approach in ­
troduced in chapter 2. The approach is m odified to enable im putation of large vo­
cabulary speech. This is done by using a sliding window approach: exemplars now 
describe fixed-length speech segm ents random ly extracted from a training set. An 
utterance is then  divided in multiple, overlapping windows of the same size. Im pu­
tation is done separately for each window, after which the im putation candidates 
from overlapping windows are merged.
The sparse im putation  technique is tested  on bo th  artificially corrupted speech 
as well as speech recorded in real-world environm ents. As such, the chapter ad ­
dresses bo th  issues discussed in section 1.2.
The chapter is adapted from: J. F. Gemmeke, B. Cranen and  U. Remes, “Sparse 
im putation for large vocabulary noise robust ASR”, accepted for publication in Com­
puter Speech and Language [34].
Article 3: Automatic speech recognition using missing data tech­
niques: Handling of real-world data
Article 3, (chapter 4) addresses the issue raised in section 1.2.2 and  describes a de­
tailed investigation of the effectiveness of conventional MDT approaches on real- 
world data. The article also investigates to w hat extent MDT can be com bined 
w ith three conventional noise-robustness techniques: m ulti-condition training, de­
reverberation and  feature enhancem ent. Moreover, it introduces a new m ask esti­
m ation technique based on m achine learning employing Support Vector Machines 
(SVMs) [32].
The chapter is adapted  from: J. F. Gemmeke, M. Van Segbroeck, Y. Wang, B. 
Cranen and  H. Van ham m e, “Automatic speech recognition using missing data 
techniques: Handling of real-world data”, to appear as a book chapter in Robust 
Speech Recognition of Uncertain or Missing Data, Springer, editedby Reinhold Haeb- 
U m bach and D orothea Kolossa [35].
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Figure 1.3: Schematic overview of speech decoding using an exem plar-based speech model. 
In this architecture, the speech models used by the decoder are now exem plar-based rather 
than  param etric. The speech decoder models noisy speech directly as a linear com bination 
of both  speech and noise exemplars. It avoids the need  for additional feature enhancem ent 
or m odel adaptation  steps and does no t require tha t the underlying noise is estim ated in 
advance.
Article 4: Exemplar-based sparse representations for noise robust 
automatic speech recognition
Article 4 (chapter 5) takes a new approach to the exem plar-based speech model de­
scribed in chapters 2 and 3. In this article, it is proposed to directly model noisy 
speech as a sparse linear com bination of noise and clean speech exemplars. With a 
suitably chosen dictionary containing clean speech and noise exemplars, a decom ­
position of noise and speech can be obtained by finding the sparsest possible linear 
com bination of exemplars that jointly describe the noisy speech. This decom posi­
tion can be used to estim ate the underlying clean speech and noise; these in turn  
can be used for feature enhancem ent or to estim ate a missing data mask.
More importantly, however, it is shown that if the speech exemplars are labelled 
with their underlying phonetic identities, the weights of the linear com bination of 
speech exemplars themselves can be used for (noise robust) speech recognition. 
With the weighted sum  of exemplars providing noise robust state likelihoods, de­
coding is done using the HMM back-end of a conventional recogniser.
As such, the decoding architecture is quite different than those described ear­
lier, because now the recogniser models noisy speech directly as a com bination of 
speech and noise. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.3. In this hybrid decod­
ing framework there is no need for additional, error-prone mask estimation, feature 
enhancem ent or im putation steps and the approach delivers m uch higher accura­
cies at lower SNRs.
The chapter is adapted from: J. F. Gemmeke, T. Virtanen and A. Hurmalainen, 
“Exemplar-based sparse representations for noise robust autom atic speech recogni­
tion”, accepted for publication in IEEE Transactions on Audio, Speech and Language 
processing [36].
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Compressive Sensing for Missing Data 
Imputation in Noise Robust Speech Recognition
An effective way to increase the noise robustness of autom atic speech recognition 
is to label noisy speech features as either reliable or unreliable (missing), and  to 
replace (im pute) the m issing ones by clean speech estim ates. C onventional im pu­
tation techniques employ param etric m odels and im pute the m issing features on a 
frame-by-frame basis. At low SNR’s these techniques fail, because too m any time 
frames m ay contain few, if any, reliable features.
In this paper we introduce a novel non-param etric, exem plar-based m ethod  for 
reconstructing clean speech from  noisy observations, based on techniques from  the 
field of Compressive Sensing. The m ethod, dubbed sparse im pu tation , can im pute 
m issing features using larger tim e windows such as entire words. Using a dictionary 
of clean speech exemplars, the m ethod  finds the sparsest com bination of exemplars 
that jointly approxim ate the reliable features of a noisy utterance. That linear com ­
bination  of clean speech exemplars is used to replace the m issing features.
Recognition experim ents on noisy isolated digits show tha t sparse im putation  
outperform s conventional im putation  techniques at SNR =  —5 dB w hen using an 
ideal ‘oracle’ mask. W ith error-prone estim ated m asks sparse im putation  perform s 
slightly worse than  the best conventional technique.
2.1 Introduction
R
e m o v i n g  a foreground object that partially occludes the image of interest is a 
well-known image processing task (cf. Fig. 2.1). Occlusion due to the pres­
ence of objects betw een the cam era and the object(s) of interest is a per­
vasive problem  in image recognition. Recognition perform ance can be improved 
by discarding the features that are missing due to the occlusion, or by im puting the 
missing features on the basis of w hat is still visible [37, 38]. Speech recognition in 
the presence of com peting audio signals can also be form ulated as a missing data 
problem , similar to the treatm ent of partially occluded images. Audio signals can 
be represented as two-dim ensional grey-scale (or color) pictures, where one axis 
represents time, the other represents frequency and the grey value (or color) repre­
sents the acoustic energy at a specific instan t in tim e in a specific frequency band  
(cf. Fig. 2.2a). If the noise power in a certain tim e-frequency area is larger than  the
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(a) Occluded Image (b) Missing data mask (c) Restored Image
Figure 2.1: A typical task in image processing, ‘inpain ting’, is removing a foreground object 
from an occluded image (Fig. 2.1a) using a m anually selected missing data m ask (Fig. 2.1b), 
yielding the unoccluded object displayed in Fig. 2.1c.
power of the speech, it can be said that the noise occludes or masks the speech. In 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) Missing Data Techniques (MDTs) [10, 8, 6] do 
indeed provide a powerful way to mitigate the im pact of both stationary and non- 
stationary noise for a wide range of Signal-to-Noise ratios (SNR).
Obviously, MDT hinges on the assum ption that it is possible to estim ate —prior 
to decoding— which spectro-tem poral elem ents represent speech and which repre­
sent background noise that ‘occludes’ the speech. These estimates, referred to as 
a spectrographic mask, can then be used to instruct the decoder to ignore these el­
em ents (known as marginalisation), or to replace the occluded elem ents by clean 
speech estimates prior to or during decoding. The latter case is an example of miss­
ing data imputation  [11,12]. In this paper we will only investigate im putation tech­
niques.
While missing data im putation appears to be very effective in noise robust ASR 
at m oderate SNR levels > 10 dB, the perform ance of conventional techniques drops 
substantially at SNR levels < 0 dB, even when using an ‘ideal’ spectrographic mask 
(cf. Fig. 2.6). This drop is due to several interrelated problems. First, the proportion 
of data that is missing is substantial: at SNR =  —5 dB over 80% of the data needs to 
be im puted (cf. Fig 2.3). Second, contrary to the typical case in image recognition, 
occlusions are no t confined to com pact regions of the spectro-tem poral picture (cf. 
Fig. 2.2c). While a random  distribution of occlusions m ight seem  conducive to esti­
m ating the features of the occluded parts, in actual practice it gives rise to the third 
problem: It becom es difficult to know which parts of the picture represent speech 
and which represent noise. The difficulty of telling speech from noise is only aggra­
vated by the fact that (different from m ost image recognition tasks) even in clean 
speech there are no sharp boundaries between speech and ‘silence’. Finally, the 
energy in a spectro-tem poral cell is a random  variable in its own right. A speaker 
cannot produce the exact same signal twice when repeating a word or an utterance. 
Moreover, small changes in the position of the m icrophone relative to the lips and 
the properties of a specific m icrophone and transm ission channel may result in a 
large change of acoustic energy.
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(a) Clean digit (b) Noisy digit (c) Ideal missing data mask (d) Estimated mask
Figure 2.2: Fig. 2.2a shows the spectro-tem poral representation of the digit ‘one’. In Fig. 2.2b 
the clean speech is artificially corrupted by suburban train  noise at SNR =  —5 dB. The hori­
zontal axis represents time, the vertical axis represents frequency and the intensity represents 
the acoustic energy. As can be observed in Fig. 2.2c, a substantial part of the data needs to be 
im puted even w hen using an ideal missing data m ask w hich is calculated using knowledge 
of the corrupting noise. Com parison w ith the realistic estim ated m ask in Fig. 2.2d shows that 
the m ask estim ation is not error-free. In this case this results in even more missing data that 
m ust be im puted.
From the articulation processes that produce speech signals it can be inferred 
that values of adjacent tim e-frequency cells are strongly correlated along both axes. 
Yet, conventional im putation techniques for ASR employ param etric models for re­
constructing the spectral envelope on a frame-by-frame basis (i.e., for individual 
time slices). Parametric models are used because until recently non-param etric 
m ethods for reconstructing spectral envelopes from a possibly small num ber of 
‘clean’ observations were no t available. Im putation is lim ited to one axis because 
the num ber of param eters of models that cover a sufficiently wide window in two 
dim ensions quickly becom es unwieldy [12]. The preference for the frequency axis 
over the time axis is because in general the spectral envelope is sm oother than the 
time envelope. Yet, limiting the im putation to the spectral envelope of a single time 
frame makes this approach especially vulnerable in frames that contain few spec­
tral regions where speech energy is higher than the energy of the com peting sounds. 
Here, help from expectations based on the tem poral envelope could come in handy. 
Thus, it would seem unlikely that fram e-based param etric techniques for recon­
structing clean speech spectra from noisy speech observations can solve the recog­
nition problem s at SNR levels < 0 dB.
In this paper we introduce a non-param etric, exemplar-based, m ethod for re­
constructing clean speech from noisy observations, based on a Compressive Sensing 
approach [39, 40]. The approach, dubbed sparse imputation , can im pute missing 
features using time windows that comprise m ultiple frames. Conceptually, the use 
of exem plar-based im putation can be justified with a m etaphor: if we observe a few 
m ountain tops above a blanket of low clouds, and we have cloud-free 3-D repre­
sentations of all m ountainous areas on the planet, we can reconstruct the invisible 
terrain very accurately by finding the representations that m atch best with the ob­
servations. Due to the intrinsic variability in speech exact reconstruction of a speech 
spectrum  from a small num ber of observations may be impossible, bu t because of 
the fact that speech signals are observations of a random  process to begin with, this
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is probably no t necessary either.
The theory of Compressive Sensing (CS) asserts that if a signal (such as a p ic­
ture) can be expressed as a sparse linear com bination of vectors, it can be recovered 
using a very lim ited num ber of m easurem ents. In [41] it was suggested tha t CS tech­
niques can be used for missing data im putation. They illustrated their approach by 
recovering missing pixels in images tha t were sparsely represented in an inverse dis­
crete cosine transform ation (IDCT) basis. The technique works by treating the n o n ­
missing pixels as m easurem ents of an unknow n sparse representation. After finding 
the sparse representation, the com plete picture can be recovered by projecting the 
sparse representation in the IDCT basis. In [42] it was suggested tha t a picture might 
be very sparsely represented in a dictionary of examples, by expressing tha t picture 
as a linear com bination of a small num ber of example images.
In this paper we investigate w hether a com bination of the approaches proposed 
in [41] and [42] can be applied to noisy speech. Thus, the goal of the paper is to 
explore w hether sparse imputation  can solve the missing data im putation problem s 
for noise robust ASR tha t were sketched above. To that end we com pare recognition 
accuracies obtained using sparse im putation w ith the results obtained with state- 
of-the-art conventional im putation techniques. As a first step towards more general 
ASR tasks we test our approach with m aterial from the well-known a u r o r a -2 digit 
recognition task [43]. While doing so, we address two issues in particular. First, 
since the m inim um  proportion of spectro-tem poral features tha t is required for re­
constructing clean speech spectra is no t known, we develop a theoretical estimate 
for this proportion and pu t it to an experim ental test. Second, to investigate the in ­
fluence of m ask estim ation errors, we com pare two types of masks: 1) The ‘oracle’ 
m ask1 and the harmonicity mask that derives reliability estim ates from a harm onic 
decom position [20].
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2.2 we introduce Missing 
Data Techniques for ASR and the two types of missing data masks that we will com ­
pare. In section 2.3 we describe the sparse im putation framework. In addition, we 
propose a theoretical estim ate for the m inim um  num ber of spectro-tem poral fea­
tures tha t are needed for successful reconstruction of noise-free representations. In 
section 2.4 we briefly describe the two conventional im putation  techniques against 
w hich the novel sparse im putation technique will be com pared. In section 2.5 we 
explain the design of the experim ents and  the results are presented in section 2.6. 
We discuss the results in  section 2.7 and  suggestions for future research in sec­
tion 2.8;we present our conclusions in section 2.9.
1 Oracle masks are masks in which reliability decisions are based on exact knowledge about the extent 
to which each time-frequency element is dominated by either noise or speech.
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2.2 Missing data techniques in ASR
2.2.1 Motivation
In this section we give a very brief introduction to the use of MDT for noise robust 
ASR [44, 45]. In ASR, speech is represented as a spectro-tem poral distribution of 
acoustic power, a spectrogram. In noise-free conditions, the value of each time- 
frequency cell in the spectrogram, a two-dim ensional matrix, is determ ined only by 
the speech signal. In noisy conditions, the power in each cell represents a com bina­
tion of speech and background noise.
Assuming noise is additive, the power spectrogram  of noisy speech, denoted by 
Y, can be approximately described as the sum  of the individual power spectrograms 
of clean speech S and  noise N, i.e., Y =  S +  N. ASR systems mimic hum an hearing by 
employing logarithm ic com pression resulting in log-spectral energy features. The 
logarithm ic com pression of a sum  can be approxim ated by a com pression of the 
largest of the two term s [46]. For noisy speech features in which the speech energy 
dom inates we can write:
log[S(k, t )+ N (k , t )] =  log[S(k, t )(1 +  N g ) j
*  log[S(k , t )] .
w ith the spectrogram s S, N and  Y represented as K  x T dim ensional m atrices (with 
K  the num ber of frequency bands and T the num ber of tim e frames) indexed by 
frequency band  k (1<k < K  ) and time frame t (1<t <T  ).
From (2.1) we can infer that noisy speech features in which the speech energy 
dom inates rem ain approximately uncorrupted  and can be used directly as estim ates 
of the clean speech features.
2.2.2 Missing data masks
Elements of Y tha t predom inantly contain speech or noise energy are distinguished 
by introducing a spectrographic mask M. The elem ents of a m ask M are either 1, 
m eaning that the corresponding elem ent of Y is dom inated by speech (‘reliable’) or 
0, m eaning that it is dom inated by noise (‘unreliable’ c.q. ‘missing’). Thus, we write:
M  (k , t )=■
1 d=e f reliable
def
0 =  unreliable
if S[k,tl > Q
N(k,t) > Q
otherwise
(2.2)
w ith constant threshold Q. Smaller values of Q will result in  m ore elem ents consid­
ered as reliable in the mask, bu t the proportion of errors im plied in the assum ption 
tha t S(k , t ) =  Y(k , t ) will be larger, while larger values of Q lead to a safer model, bu t 
fewer reliable elem ents to im pute the missing data from.
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In experim ents with artificially added noise, the oracle masks can be com puted 
directly by m eans of (2.2) using knowledge of the corrupting noise and the clean 
speech signal. The oracle m ask is useful to assess the potential of missing data im ­
putation techniques and to com pare the perform ances of different techniques in 
ideal conditions.
In realistic situations, however, the masks m ust be estim ated from the noisy 
speech. Many different estim ation techniques have been proposed, such as SNR 
based estim ators [18], m ask estim ation by m eans of Bayesian classifiers [24, 25], 
m ethods tha t focus on speech characteristics, e.g. harm onicity based SNR estim a­
tion [20], and  m ask estim ation exploiting binaural cues [22] or correlogram struc­
ture [23] (cf. [27] and  the references therein for a more com plete overview of mask 
estim ation techniques). In the experim ents presented in this paper we used  the or­
acle m ask and the estim ated harm onicity m ask [20].
Fig. 2.3 shows the proportion of missing data in the a u r o r a -2 database for sev­
eral SNR values, bo th  for the oracle and  the estim ated harm onicity mask. The m ost 
interesting observations that can be m ade from that figure are (1) that the h a r­
m onicity m ask is more biased towards considering spectral values unreliable than 
the oracle mask, (2) tha t the proportion of unreliable values varies widely for every 
SNR value, (3) that the harm onicity mask considers a substantial proportion of the 
values in clean speech as unreliable, and  (4) that even for the oracle mask m ore than 
80% of the data are unreliable at the SNR value -5 dB.
2.2.3 Estimating missing data masks
2.2.4 Use of MDT in ASR
Techniques for speech recognition in  the presence of missing data can be divided in 
two categories: m arginalisation and im putation. In the m arginalisation approach 
[8, 9] acoustic likelihoods are calculated by integrating over the range of possible 
values of the missing features and  recognition is carried out primarily based on 
the reliable features. In the im putation approach [11, 12] the missing features are 
replaced by clean speech estimates, after which recognition can proceed w ithout 
modification of the recognition system. In conditional imputation  the clean speech 
estim ates are m ade dependent on the underlying statistics, such as the hypothe­
sised state.
The advantage of the im putation approach is that the reconstructed clean 
speech features can be converted to cepstral features, which improves recognition 
accuracy at high SNR’s. Marginalisation, on the other hand, has been shown to be 
m ore robust against data scarcity at low SNRs than  traditional im putation m ethods 
[8]. In this paper we will only investigate im putation techniques.
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Figure 2.3: The percentage of m issing data  as a function of SNR for all digits in  the test 
database of a u r o r a -2 . Results are shown for the oracle m issing data  mask, w hich is calcu­
lated from  exact knowledge of the corrupting noise, as well as for an  estim ated mask, the 
harm onicity  m ask described in  section 2.5.3. The vertical bars around the data  points show 
the 1st and  99th percentile.
Both m arginalisation and  im putation approaches are called unbounded if there are 
no restrictions on the range of possible values the unreliable features can take. In 
this work we consider only additive noise. This implies tha t the observed acoustic 
power of noise corrupted speech can be considered as an upper bound for a clean 
speech estimate:
In reconstructing the clean speech estim ate S the upper bound  given by (2.3) should 
no t be exceeded.
2.3 Sparse imputation
A key concept in Compressive Sensing is tha t m any real-life signals have a sparse 
representation given an appropriate change of basis. In section 2.3.1 we will show 
how speech signals corresponding to spoken digits can be sparsely represented in
2.2.5 Bounded MDT
S(k, t  )=  Y(k , t ) if M  (k , t )=  1 
S(k, t  ) < Y(k , t ) if M  (k , t ) =  0
(2.3)
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a dictionary of example speech tokens and  how such a sparse representation can 
be recovered from observed spectrographic elements. In section 2.3.2 we show how 
the sparse representation can be recovered from incom plete spectrogram s and how 
the missing data can be reconstructed. In section 2.3.3 we discuss the difficulties as­
sociated w ith determ ining how m uch reliable data m ust be available to reconstruct 
the spectrogram  of a spoken digit in the presence of com peting acoustic signals.
2.3.1 Sparse representation of speech
We express the K  x T spectrogram  of clean speech S as a single vector s of dim en­
sion D =  K  • T by concatenating T subsequent tim e frames. To keep the correspon­
dence with research in image processing, we assum e that T can be fixed. This can 
be achieved, for example, by tim e-norm alising all utterances [47].
Inspired by a similar approach in the field of face recognition [42], we assume 
tha t s can be represented exactly (or at least approxim ated w ith sufficient accuracy) 
by a linear com bination of exemplar spectrogram s a n, where n denotes a specific 
exemplar (1 < n < N ) in the set of N  available exemplars:
w ith x an N -dim ensional weight vector,2 and the dictionary A =  (a1 a2 ... aN) a m a­
trix of size D x N  w ith N  »  D .
Although it may no t be obvious at first tha t an arbitrary log-power spectrogram 
can be represented as a sparse linear com bination of similar spectrograms, the ex­
perim ental data below indicates that this is a reasonable assum ption. The reason 
for this is that spectrogram s of different realisations of the same word have approx­
imately the same patterns of energy concentration. The differences betw een m ul­
tiple exemplar spectrogram s of the same word m anifest themselves mainly as rel­
atively small variations in the shape and  position of the high-energy regions in the 
tim e-frequency plane. As a consequence, a linear com bination of exemplar spectro­
grams that represent the same word, will result in a new spectrogram  that looks very 
similar to a possible realisation of that word bu t with slightly different boundaries 
of the high-energy regions.
Although the system of linear equations in (2.4) has no unique solution, research 
in the field of Compressive Sensing [39, 40] has shown that if x is sufficiently sparse, 
x  can be uniquely determ ined by solving:
w ith ||.||0 the l 0 zero norm  (i.e., the num ber of nonzero elements).
2We do not require that x  is non-negative. In practice, however, we hardly observe any negative values.
N
(2.4)
n =1
x =  argmin{ |x | 0} subject to s =  Ax
xe IRN
(2.5)
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The com binatorial problem  (2.5) is NP-hard [48] and therefore unfeasible for 
practical applications. It has been shown in [49] however, that w ith weak conditions 
on A the solution of the l 0 zero norm  m inim isation is equal to the solution of an
I % orm  minimisation:
x =  argmin{ | |x| | i } subject to s =  Ax (2.6)
xsIRN
This convex m inim isation problem  can be cast as a least squares problem  with an
I I penalty, also referred to as the LASSO [50]:
x =  argmin{||Ax -  s | | 2  +  A||x||1 } (2.7)
xsIRN
with a regularisation param eter A. Public dom ain software packages exist to solve 
problem  (2.7) efficiently.
We can use this approach to obtain a sparse representation x of the clean speech 
vector s by treating the speech features as m easurem ents of the unknow n sparse 
signal x.
2.3.2 Imputation
By concatenating subsequent tim e frames of the spectrographic m ask M, similarly 
as we did for the clean speech spectrogram  S, we construct a m ask vector m. Us­
ing the same approach for the noisy speech spectrogram  Y we construct a noisy 
observation vector y. The elem ents of y  corresponding to elem ents of m ask vector 
m  equal to 1 are the reliable coefficients y r . We use the reliable elem ents y r as an 
approxim ation for the corresponding elem ents of s, so problem  (2.7) becomes:
x =  argmin{ |  Arx -  yr | h +  A| |x| 11 } (2.8)
xsIRN
with Ar pertaining to the rows of A for w hich m  =  1. We can now use the sparse 
representation x obtained by solving problem  (2.8) to estim ate the clean observation 
vector as s =  Ax. However, since the reconstruction error will generally no t be zero 
if we solve problem  (2.8), we only im pute the unreliable elements:
with Au and  su pertaining to the rows of A and s for which m  =  0. Note that the 
resulting clean speech estimate s is obtained using unbounded im putation: we 
have not taken the upper bound  on clean speech estim ates into account (cf. sec­
tion 2.2.5). While bounded im putation would probably better be im plem ented by 
adapting the m inim isation problem  (2.6) (cf. section 2.8.3), we have opted for a 
com putationally m ore convenient solution, i.e., we reject those elem ents of which
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we are sure they have been  estim ated incorrectly incorrectly because the estimate 
exceeds the observed noisy speech. For that purpose we modify (2.9) as follows:
s = 1  sr yr - r  A (2.10)[su =  m in (Au x, yu )
with the m in operation taking the element-wise m inim um  of two values.
Aversion of s tha t is reshaped into a K  x T m atrix can be considered a denoised 
spectrogram  of the underlying speech signal and  can directly be used for speech 
decoding.
2.3.3 Minimum proportion of reliable features for successful im­
putation
The question arises how m uch missing data can be im puted using sparse im puta­
tion. Obviously, no im putation is possible if y  does not contain any reliable coeffi­
cients. In practice, a m inim um  num ber of reliable coefficients will be required for 
successful restoration of y. However, it is not possible to give an exact lower bound 
for the proportion of reliable features needed for successful im putation.
A necessary condition for the recovery of x is given in [49] :
,, ,, -  F +  1
l|x| | 0  < ^ ^  (2.11)
with F the num ber of ‘m easurem ents’ of x. Thus, at least F =  (||x||0 • 3) — 1 m ea­
surem ents (in our case, observed reliable features in y) are necessary to recover x. 
However, this does no t necessarily equal the num ber of m easurem ents that are suf­
ficient to recover x. Three issues play a role here.
The first issue is that, for a given speech token, we do not know how sparse its 
representation x is. While an average sparsity (i.e. the num ber of nonzero elem ents 
in x) could be established using a representative collection of clean speech tokens, 
specific speech tokens may require far m ore or far less exemplars. Thus, any bound 
will depend on the individual properties of the speech token under consideration.
The second issue is that (2.11) is only a necessary condition. Depending on the 
dictionary A, the real num ber of m easurem ents necessary can be higher [51]. Some 
theoretical bounds exist (cf. [52, 53]) on the successful recovery of a sparse repre­
sentation given the sparsity of x and a dictionary A. Unfortunately bounds such as 
the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) are sufficient, bu t not strictly necessary con­
ditions and are NP-hard to establish.
The third issue is that even if we h ad  a bound on the num ber of m easurem ents 
needed to recover x using the dictionary A, we recover x using the row-reduced dic­
tionary Ar . The Johnson-Lindenstrauss lem m a [54] asserts that w hen points are pro ­
jected onto a random ly selected subspace of suitably high dimension, the distances 
betw een the points are approximately preserved. Removing random ly selected rows
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from A could be considered a random  m apping of A to a low dim ensional version 
Ar, thus allowing recovery of x from Ar . Unfortunately, in our application the m iss­
ing data is no t random ly distributed. Even if the background noise was random  
noise, the reliable data would still be located in com pact regions determ ined by 
the speech signal (corresponding to high energy regions in the spectrogram). This 
makes bounds on the successful recovery of x dependent on the exact structure of 
Ar, w hich will be different from utterance to utterance.
All considerations above make it unpractical to derive bounds on successful re­
covery. We will therefore follow an experim ental approach in which we first inves­
tigate w hat the sparsity is of clean speech and  then  try to generalise that result to 
noisy speech.
2.4 Baseline missing data ASR methods
In this section we briefly describe two im putation m ethods that are am ong the best 
front-end (i.e. im putation before decoding) and  best overall (employing im putation 
during decoding) m ethods in the literature on missing data techniques for ASR. The 
front-end m ethod is inspired by cluster-based imputation  [12] and  is described in 
section 2.4.1. The second m ethod is called per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation 
[20] and  is described in section 2.4.2.
2.4.1 Cluster-based imputation
Consider a single tim e frame of the clean speech spectrogram  S and the noisy 
speech Y and  denote these by ç ( t) and ÿ ( t ). In the cluster-based im putation front­
end, we assum e that every clean speech frame ç ( t) is part of a cluster. Each cluster 
is described by a Gaussian distribution N (ßz , S z ) w ith cluster identity z e  Z , m ean 
ß  and  full covariance m atrix S.
The cluster m eans are trained on a clean speech database using K-means vector 
quantization (VQ). Once the cluster identities of all speech frames in the database 
are known, we determ ine the covariance of each cluster.
If we know the cluster identity z of an observed noisy speech vector, its Maxi­
m um  Likelihood Estimate (MLE) under the assum ption of additive noise (cf. sec­
tion 2.2.5) is:
Çz =  argmin{1 (Ç — ß z )'S—1(Ç — ß z )} subjectto  Çu < ÿ u, Çr =  ÿ r  (2.12)
çeIRK 2
in w hich we dropped the tim e dependency to simplify notation. The m inim iser 
çz is a clean speech estim ate for the noisy speech frame. ç u and ÿ u denote the 
unreliable elem ents of ç and  ÿ ,  respectively. Accordingly, çr and ÿ r denote the 
reliable elem ents of ç and ÿ .
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Since in practice we do no t know the cluster identity in advance, we construct 
clean speech estim ates çz for all clusters Z  and  calculate their likelihood using:
«  eXp (— 2 (Çz — ßz )/S—1(Çz — ß z ))
f  (çz \z  ) =  __ K I----------  (2.13)
-/2 n  y det(Sz)
Finally, we construct s as a weighted sum  of cluster-conditioned clean speech esti­
mates:
s = y  f (çz|z ) ç (214)
f ( Ç z |z ) Çz ( . )
By applying this procedure for every tim e frame independently we obtain an esti­
m ate of a clean speech spectrogram.
2.4.2 Per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation
We used a m ainstream  Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based recogniser w ith Gaus­
sian Mixture acoustic Models (GMM). A clean speech frame g(t) is m odelled by a 
mixture of Gaussians with diagonal covariance. We explain the im putation tech­
nique for a single Gaussian, bu t the results extend naturally to a mixture of Gaus­
sians [20].
In an HMM the likelihood of observing g(t) is calculated under the assum ption 
of being in the q -th  HMM state by:
f (  Ç(t )|q ) =  N  ( Ç(t ); ßq , Sq ) (2.15)
with state index q and  N (x; ß, S) a Gaussian density function at x w ith m ean ß  and 
diagonal covariance S.
For every Gaussian the MLE of an unreliable elem ent is given by its correspond­
ing Gaussian m ean ß . Under the constraint of additive noise (cf. section 2.2.5) this 
gives:
Çu (t) =  m in (ÿu  (t), ßq) (2.16)
with the m in operation working element-wise.
Features in the log-spectral dom ain are no t attractive for speech recognition b e ­
cause they tend  to be correlated. In autom atic speech recognition a linear trans­
form ation (such as for example a Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT)) is used to 
decorrelate the log-spectra. Under a transform ation C we express g(t) as:
c( t ) =  C Ç(t ) (2.17)
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w ith C the DCT-matrix in the case of cepstral features. Under this transform ation 
(dropping the tim e dependency and  index q for ease of notation) the MLE is given 
by:
ç =  argmin{1 (Ç — ß ç)/P(Ç — ß ç)} subject to Çu < ÿ u  (2.18)
ÇeIRK 2
w ith ß Ç the Gaussian m ean in the log-spectral dom ain. P is constructed as:
P =  C/S —1C +  kS— (2.19)
w ith Sc the diagonal covariance in the transform ed domain, SS the diagonal covari­
ance in the log-spectral dom ain and  k a regularisation param eter w hich depends on 
the structure ofC.
The m inim isation problem  (2.18) can be cast as a non-linear least squares p rob­
lem  and  can be solved efficiently using a gradient descent or multiplicative updates 
m ethod.
W hen modelling the speech by a mixture of Gaussians, the clean speech esti­
m ates are conditioned per-Gaussian: we get as m any clean speech hypotheses for ÿ  
as there are Gaussians in the speech model. Each Gaussian conditioned likelihood is 
evaluated using the im puted speech. During the Viterbi search over all likelihoods, 
these hypotheses are in com petition with each other.
In our im plem entation, we did not use the cepstral transform ation, bu t 
PROSPECT features (cf. [17]), a com putationally efficient low order approxim ation 
of cepstral features tha t does no t require regularisation of P. The speech recogniser 
uses first and  second tim e derivatives of features which are processed in  a similar 
m anner [55].
2.5 Experimental setup
In this section we outline the setup of our experim ents with spoken digit recogni­
tion. The recognition task is described in more detail in section 2.5.1. Section 2.5.2 
explains the preprocessing of the speech data prior to recognition. Section 2.5.3 dis­
cusses the creation of the two types of missing data masks that are used  in the exper­
im ents. The im plem entation of the sparse im putation  algorithm and the creation of 
the dictionary of exemplars are described in section 2.5.4. The im plem entation of 
cluster-based im putation is described in section 2.5.5. The speech decoder tha t can 
perform  per-G aussian-conditioned im putation is described in section 2.5.6.
2.5.1 Recognition task
We studied an isolated-digit recognition task using speech data from the a u r o r a -
2 corpus [43]. The isolated-digit speech data was created by extracting individual
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digits from the connected digit u tterances in  the a u r o r a -2 corpus. To this end we 
used  a segm entation obtained from a forced alignm ent of the clean speech u tte r­
ances with the reference transcription.
The clean speech training set of a u r o r a -2 consists of 27748 digits in 8440 u t ­
terances. The original connected digit u tterances were used for extracting cluster 
m eans and covariances for cluster-based im putation (section 2.5.5) and for training 
the acoustic m odels of the ASR engine (section 2.5.6). Isolated digits extracted from 
these u tterances were used to construct the exemplar dictionary used in sparse im ­
putation (section 2.5.4).
For our experim ents we used  test set A, w hich com prises 4 clean and  24 noisy 
subsets. The noisy subsets are com posed of four noise types (subway, car, babble, 
exhibition hall) artificially mixed at six SNR values, SNR= 20,15,10,5,0, —5 dB. Every 
SNR subset consisted o f3257,3308,3353 and  3241 digits per noise type, respectively. 
All experim ents were carried out on the isolated, tim e-norm alised digits.
We evaluated word recognition accuracy of the im putation m ethods as a func­
tion of SNR and  mask type, averaging the results over the four noise types.
2.5.2 Preprocessing
Acoustic feature vectors consisted of mel frequency log power spectra: 23 frequency 
bands w ith centre frequencies starting at 100 Hz (frame shift =  10 ms). All words 
were represented as a m atrix of 35 tim e frames, using spline interpolation to com ­
press longer and expand shorter word tokens. This corresponds to the average d u ­
ration of the digits in the training set. Com parison with previously reported recog­
nition accuracies of a u r o r a -2 clean speech (cf. [56] in which the same ASR engine 
was used as in the current study), shows that the time norm alisation does no t affect 
recognition accuracy.
The ASR engine requires first and second tim e derivatives of the features. Both 
for cluster-based im putation and sparse im putation these derivatives were obtained 
from the tim e-norm alised representations after im putation. For per-Gaussian- 
conditioned im putation first and  second derivatives were calculated based on the 
noisy (but tim e-norm alised) spectra. Adding the derivatives results in a 69 features 
per frame.
2.5.3 Missing data mask estimation
The oracle m ask was calculated for every digit using (2.2) (for a u r o r a -2 the power 
spectrogram s of bo th  clean speech S and noise N are available) with a threshold 
10log10(0)=-3 dB.
For the com putation of the harm onicity mask, we followed the procedure de­
scribed in [20]. The noisy speech signal is first decom posed in a harm onic and a 
residual part using a least squares fitting m ethod. The harm onic energy can be used 
as an estim ator of the clean speech energy and the residual as an estim ator for the
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noise energy, for use in (2.2). However, the harm onic part will also contain contribu­
tions from the noise, while the residual also contains contributions from the speech. 
Therefore, the m ethod uses a signal-to-noise-dependent com pensation, com bining 
harm onicity and  SNR criteria. Following [20, 47] we chose 10log10(0)=-9 dB. From 
Fig. 2.3 it can be seen tha t the harm onicity m ask systematically overestimates the 
proportion of unreliable features (relative to the oracle mask). Experiments have 
shown tha t lowering the proportion of false unreliables raises the proportion of false 
reliables at at least the same rate, resulting in a lower overall recognition perfor­
m ance.
For per-G aussian-conditioned im putation we calculated masks for the first and 
second tim e derivatives of features by taking derivatives of the static missing data 
m ask (cf. [55]).
2.5.4 Sparse imputation
The sparse im putation  m ethod was im plem ented in MATLAB. The l 1 m inim isation 
was carried out using the l l _ l s  solver [57].3 The regularisation param eter A was 
determ ined using the utility function . The stopping cri­
terion of the solver was a duality gap of 0.01.
A pilot study conducted to investigate the effect of the num ber of examples in 
the dictionary showed tha t recognition accuracy did no t improve w ith dictionary 
sizes N  > 4000, while com putational complexity increased more than  linear in  the 
dictionary size (in [57] it was stated that the l l _ l s  solver has complexity 6 (N 12)). 
Therefore, we used a single dictionary containing 4000 exemplars that were ran ­
domly selected from the set of clean speech training exemplars. No attem pt was 
m ade to represent genders, regional background or digits uniformly.
The exemplars were tim e-norm alised in the m anner described in section 2.5.2. 
Next, every digit (exemplar) was represented as a 23 • 35 =  805 dim ensional vector 
by concatenating subsequent time-frames. The resulting N  =  4000 exemplars were 
concatenated to form a single 805 x 4000 dim ensional dictionary m atrix A. Finally, 
the Euclidean norm  of all colum ns were norm alised to 1.
2.5.5 Cluster-based recognition
As in [12] we extracted m eans and covariances for 512 clusters from the (non time- 
normalised) clean speech training set of a u r o r a - 2 . First, the cluster m eans were cal­
culated on 50 000 frames, w hich were random ly selected from the training set, using 
the k -m eans function of the SPIDER toolbox.4 Then, every frame of the 745 761 
clean speech frames in the training set was assigned a cluster identity based on the 
Euclidean distance to these cluster m eans. Finally, we calculated for every extended
3This solver is publicly available from h t t p :  //www. s t a n f o r d .e d u /~ b o y d / l l _ l s /
4The toolbox publicly is available from 
h tm l
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cluster the new m ean and  covariance, resulting in 512 Gaussians of 23 dim ensions 
w ith full covariance.
The bounded  im putation routine was im plem ented in MATLAB and  carried out 
using 300 multiplicative updates [58].
2.5.6 Speech recognition
For recognition we used  a MATLAB im plem entation of the ASR engine described 
in [17]. This engine internally converts the spectral features to PROSPECT features 
(cf. section 2.4.2). As in [17] we trained 11 whole-word m odels w ith 16 states per 
word, as well as two silence words w ith 1 and  3 states, respectively, using the (non 
tim e-norm alised) clean speech train set of a u r o r a - 2 . Every state was m odelled by 
16 Gaussians w ith diagonal covariance.
The recognition system perform s per-G aussian-conditioned im putation during 
recognition, guided by a missing data mask. For the experim ents with cluster-based 
im putation and sparse im putation we used  the same recogniser, fed with clean 
speech estim ates provided by the im putation front-ends, in com bination w ith a 
m ask that labels all features reliable.
2.6 Results
In this section we present the results of several experiments. In section 2.6.1 we 
investigate how sparsely clean speech digits can be represented using our exem ­
plar dictionary. We give visual examples of the ou tpu t of cluster-based im putation, 
sparse im putation and  per-G aussian-conditioned im putation in section 2.6.2. We 
conclude with describing the recognition results obtained by employing the three 
im putation m ethods for bo th  m ask types and  report recognition accuracy as a func­
tion of SNR in section 2.6.3.
2.6.1 Sparse representation of speech
We investigated the sparsity of clean (uncorrupted) speech of isolated digits in sub­
set 1 of the a u r o r a -2 test database. To com pare the sparsity of different digits the 
observation vector was norm alised to a Euclidean un it norm . For every digit, we 
recovered its sparse representation by solving problem  (2.7) using a dictionary of 
N  =  4000 exemplars. Then, we sorted the resulting weight vector x w ith respect to 
weight. Finally, we averaged the sorted weight vectors over all 3257 digits.
The result is a cumulative weight vector which shows the average weights of 
sparse representations of digits ordered w ith respect to the largest weights of ev­
ery digit. The 40 largest weights are shown in Fig. 2.4. From this figure it can be seen 
tha t the isolated clean speech digits in the test set can indeed be sparsely repre­
sented in a dictionary of exemplar digits. The results show that there is a fast decay
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Figure 2.4: The sparsity of clean speech isolated digits in  subset 1 of the a u r o r a -2 test 
database. The sparse representation  x  of every digit is found by solving problem  (2.7) u s­
ing a dictionary of N  =  4000 exemplars taken from  the clean training database of a u r o r a -2 . 
The graph shows the average weight of the 40 largest nonzero elem ents of each sparsely rep ­
resented  digit.
of the sparse weights and  tha t on average digits can be sparsely represented using 
no more than  approximately 25 exemplars.
2.6.2 Visual example of imputation results
In Fig. 2.5 we show the clean speech estim ates of a single isolated digit. The digit 
is the word “three” (pronounced /0 r i /  using the IPA phonetic alphabet) extracted 
from the utterance MAH_1390A which was artificially mixed with subway noise at 
SNR =  5 dB. In all cases the digit h ad  been correctly recognised after im putation.
The clean speech estim ate of per-G aussian-conditioned im putation was created 
after recognition using the recognised state-sequence. This is necessary since the 
m ethod  creates an im putation hypothesis for every Gaussian (and thus every state). 
The clean speech estim ate at every tim e frame corresponds to the im putation hy­
pothesis of the best scoring Gaussian pertaining to the recognised state.
Comparing the clean speech spectrogram  shown in Fig. 2.5a w ith the oracle 
m ask overlayed noisy digit shown in Fig. 2.5d it can be seen tha t an im putation tech­
nique has to reconstruct the onset (the m oderate energy pattern  on the left of the 
spectrogram, indicated by ellipse num ber 1 in Fig. 2.5a) as well as the frication of the 
/ 0 /  (the high energy pattern  in the upper left corner, ellipse num ber 2). Making the
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same com parison with the estim ated m ask overlayed noisy digit shown in Fig. 2.5e it 
can be seen that the im putation technique has to reconstruct an additional form ant 
trace (the high energy structure in the upper right corner, ellipse num ber 3).
Comparing the three clean speech estim ates obtained with an oracle m ask of 
per-G aussian-conditioned im putation, cluster-based im putation and sparse im pu­
tation shown in Figs. 2.5f, 2.5g and  2.5h we can see substantial differences. Cluster 
based im putation shown in Fig. 2.5g clearly has retained some of the corrupting 
noise shown in Fig. 2.5c and failed to reconstruct some of the occluded high energy 
areas. Both per-G aussian-conditioned im putation  (Fig. 2.5f) and sparse im putation 
(Fig. 2.5h) have reconstructed the missing energy patterns to some extent bu t the 
clean speech estim ate of per-G aussian-conditioned im putation looks m ore like a 
checker board  than  the sparse im putation result.
Clean speech estim ates created by cluster-based im putation employing the es­
tim ated m ask shown in Fig. 2.5j clearly fails to reconstruct the high energy structure 
in the upper right corner. Per-Gaussian-conditioned im putation (Fig. 2.5i) and to 
a lesser extent sparse im putation (Fig. 2.5k) have succeeded in reconstructing this 
structure. Finally, it is w orth noting that the clean speech estim ates obtained using 
the oracle m ask (Fig. 2.5f) and  the estim ated m ask (Fig. 2.5i) are very similar when 
employing per-G aussian-conditioned im putation.
2.6.3 Recognition experiments
Fig. 2.6 depicts the recognition accuracy on the a u r o r a -2 single-digit task obtained 
using the oracle mask. In this figure three lines are plotted corresponding to sparse 
im putation, per-G aussian-conditioned im putation and  cluster-based im putation. 
It is im m ediately apparent tha t our sparse im putation technique perform s very well. 
While the differences betw een the three techniques are negligible at high SNR's 
(> 15 dB), sparse im putation substantially outperform s the other two im putation 
techniques at lower SNR's. At SNR =  —5 dB sparse im putation obtains a recognition 
accuracy of 92% versus 61% for per-G aussian-conditioned im putation and  50% for 
cluster-based im putation.
Fig. 2.7 shows the recognition accuracies of the three im putation techniques ob­
tained with the harmonicity m ask described in section 2.5.3. It can be seen that 
per-G aussian-conditioned im putation now outperform s sparse im putation, while 
cluster-based im putation still perform s worst. As with the results displayed in 
Fig. 2.6, the differences are negligible at SNR's > 15 dB. Overall, the differences in 
accuracy betw een the three techniques w hen using the estim ated (harmonicity) 
m ask are m uch smaller than  with the oracle mask. The largest gap betw een the 
recognition accuracies of per-G aussian-conditioned and  sparse im putation is 4.6% 
at SNR =  5 dB, while the largest difference betw een sparse im putation and  cluster- 
based im putation is 8% at SNR =  0 dB.
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(a) Clean digit (b) Background noise (c) Noisy digit
(d) Applied oracle mask (e) Applied estimated mask
(f) per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation 
with oracle mask
(g) Cluster-based imputation with oracle 
mask
(h) Sparse imputation with oracle mask
(i) per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation 
with estimated mask
(j) Cluster-based imputation with esti­
mated mask
(k) Sparse imputation with estimated 
mask
Figure 2.5: Fig. 2.5a shows the spectrographic representation of the digit ‘three'. The horizon­
tal axes represent tim e and the vertical axes frequency. The ellipses indicate areas of interest 
for im putation. Fig. 2.5b shows the spectrographic representation of the background subway 
noise. Fig. 2.5c shows the spectrographic representation of the digit artificially corrupted by 
the background noise at SNR =  5 dB. Figs. 2.5d and 2.5e show the noisy digit w ith the oracle 
respectively estim ated m ask overlayed. Figs. 2.5f, 2.5g and 2.5h show the im putation results 
of per-G aussian-conditioned im putation, cluster-based im putation  and sparse im putation 
respectively using the oracle mask. The im puted spectra obtained using the estim ated mask 
are displayed in the corresponding Figs. 2.5i, 2.5j and 2.5k.
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Figure 2.6: Recognition results of the single digits extracted from  a u r o r a -2 . The results d is­
played in  this figure are obtained using an oracle mask. We com pare three im putation  tech­
niques: sparse im putation, per-G aussian-conditioned im putation  and cluster-based im pu­
tation. The horizontal axis describes the SNR at w hich the clean speech is mixed w ith the 
background noise, while the vertical axis describes recognition accuracy averaged over the 
four noise types described in  section 2.5.1. The accuracy range in  this figure is [40,100]. The 
vertical bars around the data  points indicate 95% confidence intervals.
2.7 Discussion
We first discuss the results of the experim ents in sections 2.7.1, 2.7.2 and 2.7.3. In 
section 2.7.4 we discuss the generalisability of the findings presented in this work. 
Finally, we discuss related work in section 2.7.5.
2.7.1 Sparse representation of speech
The experim ent described in section 2.6.1 was carried out on clean speech, so the 
sparse representations were obtained using F =  D =  K  • T =  23 • 35 =  805 m easure­
m ents (features in  s). We showed that the average sparsity of clean speech digits 
is 25. Using the necessary condition in (2.11) as a best-case scenario, it can be in ­
ferred that to recover x we need at least F =  (25 x 3) — 1 =  74 m easurem ents. It 
is unlikely tha t 74 reliable features of a noisy speech spectrogram  are sufficient in 
practice, however: (un)reliable features are not random ly distributed over tim e and 
frequency and  the real num ber of features required will depend on the dictionary A 
(cf. section 2.3.3). Still, we can use this figure to estim ate a best-case upper bound
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on the SNR at w hich we can achieve ‘perfect' reconstruction using the results in 
Fig. 2.3.
The 74 features am ount to 74/805 ^  9% of the available features in  a spectro­
gram. From Fig. 2.3 we can deduce that for the oracle mask, even at SNR =  —5 dB 
on average 18% of the features is reliable, which is more than  the lower bound  of 
9%. However, for some noisy digits the num ber of reliable features will be below 
average, leading to a erroneous im putation ;th is may reduce the overall recognition 
accuracy.
We can make an estim ate of an upper bound  on the SNR that still allows ‘perfect' 
reconstruction by finding the SNR at which for m ost digits up to 100 — 9 =  91% of 
the features is missing. Using the 99th percentile shown in Fig. 2.3 we can infer 
tha t for the oracle m ask this occurs at SNR ^  5 dB. For the harm onicity m ask the 
91% lim it is reached at SNR ^  15 dB. In other words, we can at best expect ‘perfect' 
reconstruction for 99% of the digits for SNR's up to 5 dB for the oracle mask. Ignoring 
m ask estim ation errors we can at best expect ‘perfect' reconstruction at SNR =  15 dB 
for the harm onicity mask. This is corroborated by the results in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7.
2.7.2 Visual example of imputation results
The cluster-based im putation m ethod  described in section 2.4.1 failed to recon­
struct the high energy structures of the clean speech spectrogram  outside the frames 
w hich contain reliable features bo th  w hen using an oracle and an estim ated mask. 
This is due to the frame-by-frame processing: the im putation has no knowledge of 
neighbouring frames, neither through state-based knowledge as in per-Gaussian- 
conditioned im putation nor through the longer time-windows used in sparse im pu­
tation. Cluster-based im putation also retained m uch of the corrupting noise. This is 
due to the difficulty of determ ining cluster-identity. In our im plem entation we use a 
weighted sum  of all cluster-based im putation hypotheses. While some hypotheses 
m ay contain no residual noise, the weighted sum  is likely to contain residual noise 
due to the averaging. As noted  in [12], however, choosing only one im putation hy­
pothesis result is not a solution, due to the difficulty of selecting the proper cluster 
identity in the presence of noise.
Both sparse im putation and  per-G aussian-conditioned im putation succeed in 
reconstructing the unseen  clean speech features to a large extent. In per-Gaussian- 
conditioned im putation this is due to the knowledge of an underlying state- 
sequence, in sparse im putation through the use of the large time-window.
The greater roughness of per-G aussian-conditioned im puted spectra when 
com pared to sparse im putation  can be understood from the state/G aussian con­
ditioned nature. The spectra are reconstructed based on a state-description. That 
m eans tha t every time a new state is entered, a different Gaussian is used for im ­
putation. This results in the block structure in Figs. 2.5f and 2.5i w ith every block
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Figure 2.7: Recognition results of the single digits extracted from  a u r o r a -2 . The results d is­
played in  this figure are obtained using an estim ated mask, the harm onicity  mask described 
in  section 2.5.3. We com pare three im putation  techniques: sparse im putation, per-Gaussian- 
conditioned im putation  and cluster-based im putation. The horizontal axis describes the 
SNR at w hich the clean speech is mixed w ith the background noise, while the vertical axis 
describes recognition accuracy averaged over the four noise types described in section 2.5.1. 
The accuracy range in this figure is [20,100]. The vertical bars around the data  points indicate 
95% confidence intervals.
having a length of a few frames (recall that digits are described by 16 states in 35 
time-frames).
Finally, the similarity betw een the per-G aussian-conditioned reconstructed 
spectra employing the oracle and  estim ated m ask is also due to its state-based n a ­
ture: In bo th  cases the digit in this example was first (correctly) recognised, after 
w hich the state sequence is used for selecting the state-dependent clean speech es­
tim ate. Since the state sequences are very similar if the recognition result is the 
same, the clean speech estim ates are also very similar. Consequently, when a digit 
is no t correctly recognised, the reconstructed spectra m ight look very different from 
the clean speech spectra.
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2.7.3 Recognition experiments
Oracle m ask
The recognition accuracies displayed in Fig. 2.6 show that sparse im putation can 
successfully restore the missing data even at low SNR's. Since at SNR =  —5 dB on 
average 82% of the data is missing (cf. Fig 2.3), this is a very encouraging result. By 
contrast, recognition accuracies obtained using per-G aussian-conditioned im puta­
tion and cluster-based im putation show a sharp decline at SNR's < 5 dB. This is due 
to the fram e-based character of these techniques: m any frames contain few -if any- 
reliable features making successful im putation of those frames difficult.
Recognition accuracy using sparse im putation rem ains alm ost constant for 
SNR > 10 dB. This SNR corresponds with the prediction on the basis of reliable 
m easurem ents derived in section 2.7.1. The decline in recognition accuracy for 
sparse im putation at lower SNR's can be explained by the fact that either the as­
sum ption that data is missing at random  fails or because digits occasionally do not 
have enough reliable features.
It is interesting to note tha t per-G aussian-conditioned im putation shows the 
steepest decline in accuracy. Because all im putation hypotheses are in com peti­
tion through the Viterbi search, accuracy falls off very steeply once too m any frames 
do no t contain any reliable values.
Estim ated m ask
The recognition accuracies in Fig. 2.7 show a qualitatively different picture. Most 
strikingly, with the estim ated harm onicity m ask the recognition accuracies start to 
drop already at m oderate SNR's for all three im putation m ethods. Also, the dif­
ference betw een the three m ethods is m uch smaller when com pared to the oracle 
m ask situation. Moreover, the per-G aussian-conditioned im putation now outper­
forms sparse im putation.
As was the case w ith the oracle mask, the SNR at which the recognition perfor­
m ance with sparse im putation starts to break down corresponds with the prediction 
on the basis of reliable m easurem ents derived in section 2.7.1. However, the m uch 
steeper drop in recognition accuracies at SNR < 5 dB com pared to the oracle mask 
is som ewhat unexpected. Part of the differences in  recognition accuracy betw een 
harm onicity and oracle m ask can be attributed to a smaller num ber of reliable fea­
tures. The lower recognition accuracies for sparse im putation cannot entirely be 
explained by the reduced num ber of reliable features alone, however. One explana­
tion is that m ask estim ation techniques suffer from two kinds of errors, unreliable 
features tha t are incorrectly labelled as reliable (false reliables) and reliable features 
incorrectly labelled as unreliable (false unreliables). Both errors affect im putation: 
false unreliables reduce the num ber of features we can use to recover x, while false 
reliables m islead the search for a correct sparse representation x. As can be inferred
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from Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, the harm onicity m ask is tuned  towards avoiding false reli­
ables. The price to be payed, of course, is having fewer reliable elem ents in total.
Besides the fact that false reliables may play a role here, another factor m ust 
be taken into account: The location of the true reliable and  unreliable features in 
the tim e-frequency plane. As was no ted  in [24], differences in recognition accuracy 
cannot be expressed simply as a function of the num ber of differing tim e-frequency 
cells: Some incorrectly labelled spectro-tem poral elem ents may hardly affect recog­
nition, while others are crucial for discrim inating betw een different words. Appar­
ently, the set of features that are classified as reliable by the harm onicity m ask at 
lower SNR's contain (much) less inform ation about the word identity com pared to 
the oracle m ask situation.
Mask estim ation procedures are m ore likely to correctly label large coherent ar­
eas reliable because speech energy tends to be concentrated in coherent regions 
of the tim e-frequency plane. From a compressive sensing perspective this is not 
ideal, because the m easurem ents are no t sam pled randomly. Moreover, changes in 
the m ask estim ation algorithm, such as changing the threshold 6 , are likely to yield 
fewer or m ore reliable features in the same coherent regions. These reliable features 
m ight be m uch less informative than  a single reliable feature in a different area of 
the tim e-frequency plane.
We conclude that the harm onicity mask, already at m oderate SNR's, fails to label 
some “crucial” features as reliable, making it impossible to correctly im pute prior to 
decoding. Features that are the m ost likely to be incorrectly labelled unreliable are 
the low energy features in the consonant parts (like the /0 /  in the digit “three”). 
Yet, the consonant parts tha t are extremely im portant for discrim inating betw een 
different digits that have similar vowels.
Per-G aussian-conditioned im p u ta tion  vs sparse im pu ta tion
An intriguing question tha t rem ains is why sparse im putation perform s m uch b e t­
ter than  the other im putation m ethods when using the oracle mask, while the per- 
Gaussian-conditioned im putation perform s best w hen using an estim ated mask. 
Our current experim ents do no t allow to form ulate a definitive answer to this ques­
tion, bu t several plausible explanations come to mind.
(1) A first explanation is related to the assum ption that the noise is additive. 
We will discuss this issue in more detail in section 2.8.3. (2) It is also possible 
tha t sparse im putation is simply m uch more sensitive to false reliables than  per- 
Gaussian-conditioned im putation: in per-G aussian-condition im putation a false 
reliable only affects the im putation of a single frame, while neighbouring frames 
are only indirectly affected through the Viterbi search, which takes place over all 
possible frame based  im putations. In contrast, in sparse im putation, a single false 
reliable influences the search for x over m ultiple frames (in our case entire words). 
Thus, w hat appears to be a strength w hen using oracle masks —only a few reli­
able features are needed for successful im putation— may turn  into a weakness as
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soon as the estim ated m ask contains a substantial num ber of false reliables. (3) 
Per-Gaussian-conditioned im putation does missing data im putation on static fea­
tures as well as on the first and second time derivatives of the features as opposed 
to sparse im putation where only static features are im puted. With per-Gaussian- 
conditioned im putation the derivative features are im puted using separate masks. 
In contrast, in sparse im putation, derivative features are derived directly from the 
statics of the clean speech estim ates solely to serve as input for the ASR engine. As 
a consequence, any incorrect im putation of the statics is only reinforced by these 
derivative features. In practice, this m eans that the recogniser m ay be confronted 
w ith vastly different derivative features than  those seen during training.
2.7.4 Generalisability of findings
Our experim ents using estim ated masks were lim ited to the harm onicity mask. 
Moreover, we did no t optim ise the estim ation procedure for the three different im ­
putation m ethods. In fact, we kept the settings tha t resulted from previous op ti­
m isation for per-G aussian-conditioned im putation. It should be noted, however, 
tha t different im putation m ethods may require different settings for optimal per­
formance. Therefore, there is room  for im provem ent of the perform ance of cluster- 
based and sparse im putation.
The m ask estim ation techniques reported in [21, 59] appeared to improve recog­
nition accuracy in com bination with per-G aussian-condition im putation. It is rea­
sonable to expect that mask estim ation techniques can be developed tha t diminish 
the gap in perform ance betw een the oracle m ask and  the estim ated mask for sparse 
im putation. Since sparse im putation outperform s per-G aussian-conditioned im ­
putation w hen using an oracle mask, we believe tha t sparse im putation is a prom is­
ing alternative.
The experim ents described in this paper are lim ited to recognition of single 
words extracted from one dataset (i.e.,the a u r o r a -2 corpus). Obviously, this raises 
questions about the generalisability of our findings to m ore general noisy speech 
recognition tasks. A set of experim ents that are no t reported in this paper suggest 
tha t our sparse im putation m ethod can be extended beyond the realm  of isolated 
a u r o r a -2 words. The sparse im putation framework presented here has also been 
used  for noisy consonant recognition in the VCV-consonant challenge [60]. The 
sparse im putation results for tha t challenge were com parable w ith those obtained 
using other missing data approaches [61]. This suggests that the current findings 
can be replicated at least in  other small vocabulary tasks. Furthermore, in [59] it 
was shown tha t the sparse im putation framework can also be extended from iso­
lated  word recognition to a connected digit recognition task (cf. section 2.8.5). Also 
in that work it was found that the sparse im putation approach substantially ou tper­
forms per-G aussian-conditioned im putation w hen using oracle masks.
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The extent to which our findings can be generalised to large vocabulary contin­
uous speech recognition is still an open issue. In section 2.8.6 we discuss in more 
detail how the com plications of handling the m uch larger variability of the speech 
feature vectors in large vocabulary continuous speech could be addressed.
2.7.5 Related work
Independent of our work, the authors of [62] have applied l 1 m inim isation in  a sim i­
lar fashion to im pute missing features of m otion trajectories using the com plete test 
set of trajectories as a dictionary. The differences with our work are tha t in our ap ­
plication the missing data is no t random ly distributed, the location of missing data 
has to be estim ated (and thus is error-prone) and that we use a separate dictionary 
of uncorrupted  (clean speech) exemplars for missing data im putation.
Work in  inpainting has utilised sparsifying dictionaries [63, 64]. The difference 
with our work is again that the location of the occlusions is known exactly and  that 
these are often distributed more evenly over the pictures. Moreover, the am ount of 
missing data in inpainting applications is typically m uch smaller.
Also, there is a substantial am ount of work on source separation using sparse 
representations (e.g. [65, 66, 67]). These m ethods, however, have in  com m on that 
they decom pose the signal using m odels of all sources. In our case that would 
am ount to having a model of the clean speech as well as a model of the corrupt­
ing noise. In m ost speech recognition applications it is not possible to build a useful 
m odel of the noise.
In [11] the author proposed a covariance-based reconstruction m ethod which 
also exploits the tim e-context during reconstruction. It works by modelling the 
spectral features as a stationary random  process. Then, pairwise statistical corre­
lations (i.e. correlations across frequency and  tim e dimensions) are used to recon­
struct missing regions. The m ethod  was found to perform  well w hen features are 
missing at random , bu t was outperform ed by bounded  cluster-based im putation in 
a more realistic setting. The m ain difference w ith our m ethod  is that we make no 
assum ptions about the statistical distributions of the underlying process, because 
we use an exem plar-based approach.
Finally, the speech fragm ent decoder approach [45, 68] is w orth m entioning, in 
which a m arginalisation-based decoder sim ultaneously searches for a set of reliable 
speech fragments and a word sequence that best m atches the target speaker, effec­
tively perform ing a search over a large num ber of possible missing data masks. In 
this approach tim e-context is indirectly taken into account during the search.
2.8 Future application of sparse imputation in ASR
The sparse im putation m ethod presented in this work outperform s cluster-based 
im putation, a state-of-the-art front-end based im putation technique. Therefore,
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the sparse im putation technique is prom ising for fields where adaptation of the 
speech decoder is undesirable or impossible, or for applications such as speech 
enhancem ent. The excellent oracle m ask results also indicate that the sparse im ­
putation technique m ight be useful in applications where the missing data m ask is 
exactly known, such as bandw idth extension [69].
Additional research is needed to bridge the gap betw een the results obtained 
with the oracle m ask and the estim ated harm onicity mask. Several options could 
be explored to achieve this. Below, we discuss using probabilistic missing data 
masks (also known as soft masks) as a way to mitigate m ask estim ation errors (sec­
tion 2.8.1), extension of the m ethod  to im pute derivative features, just like the per- 
G aussian-conditioned im putation m ethod does (section 2.8.2), adapting the way 
in which the constraint posed by the fact that noise is additive is handled (sec­
tion 2.8.3), and finally, the introduction of a sparse error term  in the m inim isation 
problem  to improve noise robustness (section 2.8.4).
For future application of sparse im putation to noise robust ASR it is imperative 
tha t the m ethod is able to im pute tim e-continuous speech. We sketch a possible ex­
tension to tim e-continuous ASR in section 2.8.5 and  discuss determ ining a suitable 
exemplar dictionary in section 2.8.6.
2.8.1 Soft missing data masks
In practical settings, especially at low SNRs, missing data m ask estim ation errors 
are unavoidable. Previous studies [70,24, 56] have shown that the influence of mask 
estim ation errors can be reduced w hen the binary reliability score is replaced by 
the probability that a spectral com ponent is reliable: soft masks. Soft masks can 
be generated directly using the probabilistic ou tpu t of m achine learning techniques 
[24], or by the approach followed in [70, 56], e.g. by replacing the binary decision in 
(2.2) by a sigmoid function.
One possible approach to exploiting the additional inform ation captured by soft 
masks is to replace (2.8) w ith a weighted norm minimisation. In a weighted norm  
m inim isation problem, the reconstruction error of features is weighted by the p rob­
ability that the feature is reliable. This allows the im putation  to exploit m ore fully 
the inform ation from the underlying speech signal, especially w hen the energy lev­
els of noise and  clean speech are approximately equal.
In [71] the use of soft masks in the sparse im putation framework is described 
and  substantial im provem ents are reported.
2.8.2 Imputation of derivative features
Time derivatives of static features are known to improve recognition accuracy sub­
stantially in noise-free conditions. In a noisy environm ent, however, an increasing 
proportion of the static features becom es unreliable. As a consequence, no reliable 
derivative features can be com puted whenever one of the static features involved in
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the com putation appears to be unreliable. To avoid obfuscation of our experim en­
tal results related to this issue, the presented sparse im putation m ethod was applied 
to static features only. In principle, however, it can be applied to any data that has 
a sparse representation. Since derivative features are linear com binations of time 
shifted log-spectra, it is likely that the sparse m odel holds equally well for this type 
of feature.
Hence, two alternative m ethods to handle this inform ation come to m ind. First, 
one could im pute the derivative features independently of the static features. The 
im puted derivative features could then  be offered as a separate inform ation stream 
to the speech recogniser as is custom ary to ASR systems. As a second option, one 
could im pute static and derivative features jointly, arguing that the sparse model 
holds for the static and derivative data jointly. Such an approach would have the ad ­
ditional advantage that the consistency betw een bo th  stream s is guaranteed. One 
m ight object that in the second option the derivative features com prise only depen­
dent data that is being added. However, it is im portant to realise that the masks of 
the static and  derivative features need no t be the same so tha t the incorporation of 
derivative features does in fact enable to im pose new constraints. Future research 
has to reveal to w hat extent derivative features can help reduce the overall num ber 
of im putation errors in actual practice.
2.8.3 Bounded imputation
Both cluster-based im putation and  per-G aussian-conditioned im putation employ 
bounded imputation: The im putation result is calculated using the constraint that 
the energy of the clean speech feature vector s (and thus the clean speech estimate 
s) cannot exceed the energy in the noisy observation vector s. Sparse im putation 
adheres to this constraint by rejecting individual elem ents of the linear com bina­
tions of exemplars which exceed the observed energy. However, sparse im putation 
m ay still represent a noisy digit using exemplars of which the corresponding u n ­
reliable areas do exceed the observation energy. Since such exemplars m ay corre­
spond to different digits, it is conceivable that we get better results if we take a differ­
en t approach. One option would be to remove for every digit, prior to norm alising 
the colum ns of the dictionary, all exemplars from the dictionary which have energy 
values w hich exceed the corresponding observation energy. A more principled ap ­
proach would be to constrain the m inim isation itself, changing (2.6) as follows:
The interior point technique [57] used in this work cannot be used  to solve p rob­
lem  (2.20). Thus, investigating the extent to w hich such a form ulation can improve 
recognition accuracy will require the use of general-purpose solvers or the develop­
m ent of a custom  solver.
(2.20)
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2.8.4 Error correction
The sparse im putation m ethod may be m isled by features that are erroneously la ­
belled as reliable by the m ask estim ation procedure. In [42] the authors achieve 
robustness against corruption in face recognition by including an error term  in the 
m inim isation problem.
Assuming tha t most, if not all, reliable features are correctly identified by the 
m ask estim ation procedure, it is reasonable to assum e tha t an error vector e (de­
scribing which elem ents of the reliable feature vector y r ^  s r + e constitute false reli­
ables) will be sparse. Accepting the fact tha t mask estim ation will never be flawless, 
it m ight make sense to search for a sparse solution from the dictionary in  com bina­
tion with a sparse error vector. Thus, we could modify (2.8) as follows:
w  =  argm in{||w ||i} subject to y r =  [Ar, I]w (2.21)
we IRn +v
with V the dim ensionality of the reliable feature vector y r , I the V x V  identity m atrix 
and  w  =  [x, e]' with the error e e  IRv . Using this formulation, errors incoherent with 
respect to the dictionary A will be captured by activations of the identity m atrix I as 
encoded in e. In [72] it was shown that such an approach can handle large and  even 
dense errors effectively. Investigating to w hat extent such a form ulation can reduce 
the effect of false reliables is left as future work.
2.8.5 Time-continuous imputation
The prom ising results obtained w ith sparse im putation raise the question how ap ­
plicable this technique m ight be for applications in large vocabulary continuous 
speech recognition. Continuous speech recognition differs in three aspects from 
isolated word recognition: we do no t know the w ord-boundaries in advance, the 
utterances may vary in duration so that tim e-norm alisation is no longer an option 
and  the intrinsic variability of the speech is m uch larger in a large vocabulary task. 
In practice, this m eans tha t we have to adapt bo th  the exemplar dictionary (to ac­
count for the larger variability in speech and  the lack of duration invariance) and 
the im putation technique (to deal with the continuous, non-segm ented character).
Given a suitable exemplar dictionary (discussed in more detail in the next sec­
tion), one possible approach is to apply sparse im putation using a sliding tim e w in­
dow of a fixed num ber of frames: im putation in every window is treated as a sep­
arate im putation problem . One can use overlapping windows to provide robust­
ness for windows that contain few -if any- reliable elements. Overlapping windows 
would also result in several overlapping im putation candidates. This can be handled 
by using for example averaging or more elaborate schem es that take the estim ated 
quality (confidence) of the im putation  into account. While using overlapping time 
windows leads to an increase in com putational complexity, this increase is linear
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in the num ber of overlapping windows. First experim ents w ith this approach are 
presented in  [59].
2.8.6 Dictionary selection
In this work, the exemplar dictionary was created by a random  selection from a 
larger set of exemplar digits. While this approach showed prom ising results, it is 
easy to see how it could be improved. A better dictionary could result in sparser 
solutions (thus allowing reconstruction with fewer m easurem ents), and provide ro ­
bustness against duration variation and  tim e-shifts in continuous speech recogni­
tion. Another issue is tha t in large-vocabulary continuous speech the variability of 
the speech feature vectors is m uch larger. The digits 0,1, ••• ,9 do no t comprise all 
phonem es of English, and  an even smaller fraction of the diphones and triphones.
For tim e-continuous im putation we need an exemplar dictionary w hich can 
sparsely represent arbitrary speech. Shift-invariance can be handled  algorithmically 
[73] or through inclusion of tim e-shifted variants of exemplars in the dictionary. A 
simple extension of our random  selection m ethod  would consist of random ly select­
ing fixed-length tim e windows from continuous speech utterances in the training 
set. This provides shift invariance and  will cover variability in duration. However, it 
is unlikely that such an exemplar dictionary will capture the full variance of speech 
w ith a dictionary of a few thousand exemplars. A possible way to improve the dic­
tionary would be by clustering a m uch larger num ber of exemplars and include only 
a few thousand  cluster centroids in the eventual dictionary.
Much work has been done on dictionary learning (e.g. [74, 75]). A substantial 
part of this work, however, deals w ith building atomic dictionaries: Signals are de­
scribed as com binations of low(er) dim ensional dictionary elements, called ‘atoms'. 
While a clean speech signal can be sparsely described by an atom ic dictionary (e.g. 
[65]), its sparse representation in the row-reduced dictionary (for im putation of 
missing data) will m ost likely no t be equal to its sparse representation of clean 
speech, preventing the im putation of the missing elements. In other words: Such 
dictionary elem ents give us no inform ation about the missing parts of the spectro­
gram.
2.9 Conclusions
In this paper we in troduced a non-param etric, exem plar-based m ethod for recon­
structing clean speech from noisy observations, based on techniques from the field 
of Compressive Sensing. While conventional im putation techniques for ASR em ­
ploy param etric m odels and im pute the missing data on a frame-by-frame basis, 
our m ethod, dubbed sparse imputation, can im pute missing data using larger time 
windows such as entire words. Using a dictionary of clean speech exemplars, the 
technique first finds the sparsest com bination of exemplars w hich jointly approxi­
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m ate the non-m issing features of a noisy speech signal. Next, that linear com bina­
tion of clean speech exemplars is used to replace the missing features.
We com pared our front-end based m ethod with two state-of-the-art baseline 
m ethods: a front-end based technique, cluster-based imputation  and a technique in 
which im putation is integrated in the speech decoding, per-Gaussian-conditioned 
imputation. Our results show that sparse im putation perform s m uch better than 
the two baseline m ethods w hen using an oracle mask, w ith a recognition accuracy of 
92% at SNR =  —5 dB. With error-prone estim ated masks sparse im putation perform s 
slightly worse than  per-G aussian-conditioned im putation, bu t it achieves higher ac­
curacies than  cluster-based im putation.
We have discussed ways for improving the perform ance of sparse im putation 
w ith estim ated masks and  outlined a strategy for extending the approach to large 
vocabulary continuous speech recognition.
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Sparse imputation for large vocabulary noise 
robust ASR
An effective way to increase noise robustness in  autom atic speech recognition is 
to label the noisy speech features as either reliable or unreliable (‘m issing’), and 
replace (‘im pute’) the m issing ones by clean speech estim ates. Conventional im ­
putation  techniques employ param etric m odels and  im pute the m issing features 
on a frame-by-fram e basis. At low SNR’s, fram e-based im putation  techniques fail 
because m any time frames contain few, if any, reliable features. In  previous work, 
we in troduced an exem plar-based m ethod, dubbed sparse im pu tation , w hich can 
im pute m issing features using reliable features from  neighbouring frames. We 
achieved substantial gains in  perform ance at low SNR’s for a connected digit recog­
nition  task. In  this work, we investigate w hether the exem plar-based approach can 
be generalised to a large vocabulary task.
Experim ents on artificially corrupted  speech show tha t sparse im putation  su b ­
stantially outperform s a conventional im putation  technique w hen the ideal ‘oracle’ 
reliability of features is used. W ith error-prone estim ates of feature reliability, sparse 
im putation  perform ance is com parable to our baseline im putation  technique in 
the cleanest conditions, and substantially better at lower SNR’s. W ith noisy speech 
recorded in  realistic noise conditions, sparse im putation  perform s slightly worse 
than  our baseline im putation  technique in the cleanest conditions, bu t substan ­
tially better in the noisier conditions.
3.1 Introduction
Au t o m a t i c  speech recognition (ASR) perform ance drops rapidly w hen speech is corrupted with increasing levels of unfam iliar background noise (i.e., noise no t seen during training) since the observed acoustic features no 
longer m atch the acoustic models. Although in  real-world environments, speech 
is often corrupted by several unknow n and  time-varying noise sources, few tech­
niques other than  m ulti-condition training have been proposed to enhance robust­
ness towards non-stationary noise. Missing Data Techniques (MDT) [6] are am ong 
the m ost prom ising alternative proposals.
MDT, first proposed in [7], build on the assum ption that one can estim ate—prior 
to decoding—which spectro-tem poral elem ents in the acoustic representation of
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noisy speech are reliable (i.e., dom inated by speech) and  which are unreliable (i.e., 
dom inated by background noise). In the unreliable elements, the clean speech in ­
form ation is considered missing, and  the challenge is then  to do speech recogni­
tion w ith partially observed data. In this work, we focus on the so-called im pu­
tation approach [10] w hich handles the missing elem ents by replacing them  with 
clean speech estimates. Classic im putation m ethods include e.g. correlation and 
cluster-based reconstruction [12, 6] and  m ethods for reconstruction in the cepstral 
and  PROSPECT dom ains [17], while the state-based im putation m ethod  proposed 
in [15] com bines front-end im putation and classifier modification.
Im putation has been proven an effective technique in bo th  small and  large 
vocabulary tasks [28], perform ing better than  conventional feature-enhancem ent 
techniques (cf. [20, 76]). However, a num ber of issues concerning the applicabil­
ity of im putation m ethods in different ASR tasks rem ain under-investigated. First, 
since m ost work on MDT has been  done on artificially constructed databases (see 
e.g. [8, 12, 28]), the potentials and  lim itations of the missing data approach in real- 
world environm ents are no t well known. Using artificially corrupted data is attrac­
tive as it allows estim ating which features are reliable based on exact knowledge of 
the speech and noise power in each tim e-frequency cell. This facilitates com pari­
son of different MDT approaches and allows for analysis of the influence of errors 
in reliability estimation. The results from such experim ents are not, however, truly 
indicative for real-world conditions where the observed signal is rarely a simple ad ­
dition of clean speech and  noise: in m any cases, channel effects, the Lombard effect, 
and  room  reverberation also affect the observations.
Another issue is the im putation perform ance w hen the signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) is low and a substantial num ber of frames contains few, if any, reliable fea­
tures. In previous work [47], we suggested that the observed perform ance loss when 
using conventional im putation m ethods at low SNR’s is at least partly due to the 
fact that these m ethods work on a frame-by-frame basis. We argued that taking into 
account the tim e-context and  utilising reliable features from neighbouring frames 
could reduce the num ber of im putation errors significantly. The use of tim e context 
for im putation  has been explored in various other studies [11, 77]. Our approach 
to harnessing the inform ation in neighbouring frames is by using a novel, non- 
param etric im putation m ethod, sparse imputation  (SI). We showed tha t the use of 
SI results in large perform ance gains and allows for successful missing data im pu­
tation at lower SNR’s provided that the locations of the reliable tim e-frequency cells 
are estim ated accurately [33].
The key concept in sparse im putation is tha t any speech fragm ent can be repre­
sented as a linear com bination of a small num ber of example speech tokens. First, 
a dictionary of exemplars is constructed using fixed-length clean speech tokens. 
Then, a sparse linear com bination of exemplars is sought using only the reliable 
speech features. Im putation of the unreliable features is accom plished by replac­
ing them  w ith the corresponding features of the linear com bination of clean speech
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dictionary exemplars. Initially, we illustrated SI on an isolated digit recognition 
task where each fixed-length exemplar in the dictionary corresponded to a com ­
plete word [47]. In [78], we successfully adapted  the technique for continuous dig­
its by using a sliding window approach and  a dictionary that consists of random ly 
selected, fixed-length segm ents of clean speech. During im putation, the reliable 
features of each window of the speech signal are treated  as a sparse linear com bi­
nation of clean speech windows in  the dictionary. At every instant in time, the final 
estim ates for each spectral feature vector are then  calculated as an average over the 
reconstructions in overlapping windows.
In [78], the sparse im putation approach for continuous digits was evaluated on 
the a u r o r a -2 digit recognition task [43] which is frequently used in noise robust 
ASR experiments. However, it is well known that results for small vocabulary tasks 
are difficult to generalise to large vocabulary continuous speech recognition. One 
reason for this is that speech sounds occur in a m uch larger num ber of different con­
texts in large vocabulary tasks, which might make it more difficult to model speech 
as a sparse com bination of a small num ber of examples. This problem  will only b e ­
come more serious if the num ber of context frames in the SI approach is increased. 
In this paper, we will investigate to what extent the increased num ber of reliable fea­
tures that comes from using multiple time-frames, in com bination w ith the natural 
coherence of speech signals, will result in perform ance gains at low SNR’s, despite 
the potential loss in accuracy due to increased variation.
In this work, we apply the sliding window approach for sparse im putation p ro ­
posed in [78] on large vocabulary continuous speech data from the Finnish s p e e c o n  
database [30]. The data used  in  the experim ents are either the original s p e e c o n  data 
recorded in real-world noisy environm ents or artificially constructed from mixing 
clean speech s p e e c o n  data and  noise from the n o i s e x -92 database [79]. By exper­
im enting on different window sizes and  noise types, we will investigate to what 
extent using more tim e-context can improve recognition accuracy. We will com ­
pare the results obtained w ith sparse im putation to results obtained with a standard 
fram e-based param etric m ethod, cluster-based im putation [12, 6], which has been 
shown to work well for the s p e e c o n  database [19].
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 3.2, we discuss Missing 
Data Techniques for ASR and introduce the two types of reliability estim ates and 
missing data masks used in this work. In section 3.3, we briefly describe the baseline 
cluster-based im putation m ethod. In section 3.4, we describe the sparse im putation 
approach and  discuss the generalisation to im puting large vocabulary speech by 
using a sliding time window. In section 3.5, we present the experim ental setup, while 
the results appear in section 3.6 and  are discussed in section 3.7. Conclusions and 
suggestions for future research are given in section 3.8.
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3.2 Missing data techniques in ASR
3.2.1 Motivation
In this section, we briefly discuss the MDT framework as used for noise robust 
ASR [44, 45]. In ASR, the basic representation of speech is a spectro-tem poral dis­
tribution of acoustic power, a spectrogram. In noise-free conditions, the value of 
each tim e-frequency cell in this two-dim ensional m atrix is determ ined only by the 
speech signal. In noisy conditions, the value in each cell represents a com bination 
of speech and  background noise power.
Assuming noise is additive, the power spectrogram  of noisy speech can be ap ­
proximately described as the sum  of the individual power spectrogram s of clean 
speech and noise. To mimic hum an  hearing, often a Mel-frequency scale and loga­
rithm ic com pression of the power scale are employed. Since the logarithmic com ­
pression of a sum  can be approxim ated by the logarithm  of the largest of the two 
term s [46], it approximately holds for noisy speech features that:
Y *  max(S, N) (3.1)
w ith the (Mel-frequency) log-power spectrograms Y denoting noisy speech, S de­
noting clean speech and N representing the background noise. From (3.1) we can 
infer tha t the noisy speech features dom inated by clean speech energy rem ain ap ­
proximately uncorrupted  and can be used directly as estim ates of the clean speech 
features. The noise dom inated features, on the other hand, provide only an upper 
b ound  for the clean speech, w hich m eans the clean speech features cannot be ob­
served and  are effectively missing.
3.2.2 Missing data masks
Elements of Y tha t predom inantly contain speech or noise energy are distinguished 
by introducing a spectrographic mask M. The elem ents of a m ask M are either 1, 
m eaning that the corresponding elem ent of Y is dom inated by speech (‘reliable’) or
0, m eaning that it is dom inated by noise (‘unreliable’ c.q. ‘missing’). Thus, we write:
M  (k , t )=■
d e f
1 =  reliable if S(k, t ) — N  (k , t ) > 9  
de f (3.2)
0 =  unreliable otherwise
w ith M, Y, S, and  N two-dim ensional m atrices of K  x T , with frequency-band in ­
dex k , 1 < k < K  and  tim e-fram e index t , 1 < t < T . 9 denotes a constant SNR- 
threshold.
Smaller values of 9 will result in  more elem ents being considered as reli­
able in the m ask bu t the proportion of errors im plied in the assum ption that
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S(k , t ) =  Y(k , t ) will be larger. Larger values of 9 lead to a safer m odel bu t also to 
fewer reliable elem ents for estim ating the missing values.
3.2.3 Estimating missing data masks
In experim ents w ith artificially added noise, an oracle mask can be com puted di­
rectly w ith (3.2) using knowledge of the corrupting noise and  the clean speech sig­
nal. The oracle m ask is useful to assess the potential of missing data im putation 
techniques and  to com pare the perform ances of different techniques in ideal con­
ditions.
In realistic situations, however, the masks m ust be estim ated from the noisy 
speech. Many different estim ation techniques have been proposed, such as SNR 
based estim ators [18, 19], m achine learning approaches to m ask estim ation [24, 25, 
26], m ethods that focus on speech characteristics, e.g. harm onicity based SNR es­
tim ation [20, 21], and m ask estim ation exploiting binaural cues [22] or correlogram 
structure [23] (cf. [27] and  the references therein for a more com plete overview of 
m ask estim ation techniques).
In this work, we use the mask estim ation approach described in [ 19]. Local SNR’s 
are obtained from com paring the noisy speech to a noise estimate which is calcu­
lated  based on frames identified as non-speech by a speech/non-speech classifier. 
Im plem entation details are given in section 3.5.4. Since im putation accuracy is de­
penden t on the quality of the missing data mask, we investigate the influence of 
m ask estim ation errors by additionally using oracle masks when the test set con­
tains speech artificially corrupted with background noise.
3.2.4 Use of MDT in ASR
Techniques for speech recognition w ith missing data can be divided in two ca t­
egories: m arginalisation and im putation. In the m arginalisation approach [8, 9], 
acoustic likelihoods are calculated by integrating over the range of possible values 
of the missing features and recognition is carried out primarily based on the reliable 
features. In the im putation approach [11, 12], the missing features are replaced by 
clean speech estimates, after w hich recognition can proceed w ithout modification 
of the recognition system.
The m arginalisation approach has been shown to be more robust against data 
sparsity at low SNR’s than  the traditional im putation m ethods [8]. Im putation m eth ­
ods are, however, attractive for two reasons. First, after the missing features have 
been replaced w ith clean speech estimates, any recogniser developed for clean 
speech can be deployed w ithout further modifications. Another benefit is that the 
reconstructed features can be converted to an arbitrary domain, like the cepstral 
dom ain. This is advantageous since cepstral features are known to be less corre­
lated  and better suited for processing w ith the state-of-the-art HM M -based ASR
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techniques [13]. Therefore, in this work, only im putation techniques are investi­
gated.
3.3 Cluster-based imputation
As m entioned in  the introduction, we use the cluster-based im putation m ethod p ro ­
posed in [12] as the baseline approach for missing data speech recognition. It is a 
fram e-based m ethod where the unreliable feature values are estim ated based on 
inform ation in the observed features and  a param etric clean speech model.
3.3.1 Modelling assumptions
The clean speech distribution m odel used  in cluster-based im putation [6, 12] as­
sum es the clean speech vectors s(t ) are independent and identically distributed 
(i.i.d.). Thus, the m odel will capture the statistical dependencies betw een spectral 
channels bu t no t betw een time-frames. It is also assum ed the clean speech data 
can be clustered so that the features in each cluster are approximately norm ally dis­
tributed, and  the clean speech can be m odelled using a Gaussian mixture model 
(GMM):
P (s(t)) =  ^ P (z ( t) =  V)N[s(t);ß ( v ),S (v )] V t , (3.3)
V
where v  are the cluster indices, z ( t ) indicates the current cluster, P( z ( t ) =  v ) are 
the cluster weights i.e. prior probabilities for z ( t ), and ß (v ) are the cluster m eans 
and  2 (v ) the covariance matrices. Here, the cluster identities z ( t ) underlying s ( t) 
are assum ed unknow n and m odelled as a latent variable. In this work, the clusters 
and  the distribution param eters ß(v  ) and 2(v ) were jointly estim ated from a clean 
speech training corpus using the expectation-m axim isation (EM) algorithm.
3.3.2 Missing data imputation
The noisy observations y(t ) corresponding to individual frames of the spectrogram
Y are divided into m utually exclusive reliable and  unreliable regions y r (t  ) and y u ( t  ) 
as indicated by the missing data mask (3.2). In cluster-based im putation [6, 12], the 
clean speech estim ates or reconstructions for the unreliable features are chosen so 
tha t 1) the reconstructed vectors s ( t) =  sr( t ) U su( t ) are similar to clean speech i.e. 
provide the best possible fit with the clean speech distribution m odel while 2) the 
reconstructed values su ( t  ) are constrained not to exceed the observed values y u ( t  ). 
Finding such reconstruction can be w ritten as a bounded  m axim um  a posteriori 
(BMAP) estim ation task, where the BMAP estim ator for the unreliable features is 
given as
su =  argmax {P(su |sr,A)}, (3.4)
su €IRU ,s„ <y„
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where A are the param eters estim ated for the GMM (3.3) and U is the num ber of 
unreliable features in y ( t). We dropped the explicit notation to indicate the depen­
dency on t , i.e., s =  s ( t) and y  =  y ( t). Note that the m odel contains two unknow n 
variables: in addition to the unreliable feature values, the cluster identities z =  z ( t ) 
are unknown. In (3.4), the latent variable z has been marginalised, bu t the depen­
dency can be m ade explicit and  (3.4) w ritten as
su =  argmax P(z =  v |s0 A)P(su|s„A,v)}, (3.5)
s„ €IRU ,s„ <y„ V
where the first probability term  is the posterior probability for the v -th GMM clus­
ter given the reliable features y r ( t ) and  the upper bound  given by the unreliable fea­
tures y u( t ), and  the second is the cluster-conditional posterior probability for the 
unreliable features.
In practice, finding m axim um  a posteriori estim ates for GM M -distributed vari­
ables is difficult. Therefore, in cluster-based im putation [12, 6], (3.5) is approxi­
m ated as
su = ^ P(z =  v |sr,A) argmax {P(su|sr,A,v )}, (3.6)
v su €IRU ,s„ <y„
where the latter term  is the cluster-conditional BMAP estim ate for the unreliable 
features su. The cluster-conditional estimate for su is weighted w ith the poste­
rior probability for cluster v  w hich is calculated based on the prior probability 
P( z ( t ) =  v ) and  cluster-conditional observation probability. In this work, we use 
full covariance m atrices 2 (v ) and  calculate the cluster-conditional BMAP estim ates 
iteratively over the frequency channels k as proposed in [6, 12]. The covariance 
m atrices are only assum ed diagonal w hen evaluating the posterior probabilities for 
z (t  ) =  v .
3.4 Sparse imputation
In sparse im putation, speech tokens are represented as a linear com bination of to ­
kens from a dictionary of noise-free exemplars represented as fixed-length vectors. 
For an unknow n speech token, a sparse linear com bination is sought in the dictio­
nary using all reliable features in the entire token. Im putation of the unreliable fea­
tures is then  accom plished by replacing them  w ith the corresponding values from 
this linear com bination of the clean speech dictionary exemplars. In [47], the tokens 
were chosen to constitute tim e-norm alised com plete words, bu t for the continuous 
large vocabulary speech used  in this work, we m ust apply the sliding window ap ­
proach proposed in [78].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation  of sparse im putation, using isolated, pre-segm ented 
digits as an example. Digit labels are at the top of the log-power spectrogram s, where “Z” 
denotes “zero” and “O” denotes “oh”. Panel A shows the sparse representation  of the digit 
“three” in  the case of clean, unm asked speech. Panel B shows the same digit w ith background 
noise at —5 dB SNR. The m issing data  (in black) is replaced by the corresponding features of 
the linear com bination of clean speech dictionary exemplars found. In bo th  panels, only the 
five largest nonzero weights of the linear com bination are shown.
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3.4.1 Sparse representation of speech
The log-power spectrogram  of clean speech, S, is reshaped to a single vector s of di­
m ension D =  K  • T by concatenating T subsequent K -dim ensional time frames. For 
now, we assum e that T is fixed. Inspired by a similar approach in the field of face 
recognition [42], we assum e that s can be represented exactly (or at least approxi­
m ated with sufficient accuracy) by a linear, non-negative, com bination of exemplar 
spectrogram s an, where n denotes a specific exemplar (1 < n < N ) in the dictionary 
of N  available exemplars:
N
s =  ^ x n an =  Ax subject to x > 0 (3.7)
n =1
w ith x an N -dim ensional activation vector. The m atrix A denotes a dictionary: A =  
[a1 a2 ... aN ], w ith dim ensions D x N  w ith N  »  D .A  schem atic representation of 
this process for a set of non-noisy spoken digits (1 through 9, “zero”, and “oh”) is 
displayed in Fig. 3.1 A.
Although the system of linear equations in (3.7) has no unique solution, research 
in the field of Compressive Sensing [39, 49, 40] has shown that under m ild condi­
tions on A, the activation vector x can be uniquely determ ined if x is sufficiently 
sparse. This is accom plished by solving:
x =  argmin{||Ax — s | | 2  +  A||x||1 } (3.8)
xeffiN
with a regularisation param eter A. The requirem ent tha t the linear com bination 
m ust be sparse m eans that it m ust be possible to represent speech tokens with a 
small num ber of exemplars, resulting in a small num ber of nonzero values in x. For 
spoken digits, it was shown in [33] that the representation is indeed sparse.
3.4.2 Missing data imputation
If the data contains missing values, we begin by concatenating subsequent time 
frames of the spectrographic mask M discussed in section 3.2.2 to form  a m ask vec­
tor m; this is done similarly as described for s in the previous section. Using the 
same approach for the noisy speech spectrogram  Y we construct a noisy observa­
tion vector y. The elem ents of y  corresponding to elem ents of the mask vector m  
tha t are equal to 1 are the reliable coefficients y r . We use the reliable elem ents y r as 
an approxim ation for the corresponding elem ents of s, so problem  (3.8) becomes:
x =  argmin{ |  Ar x — yr I2 +  A |x| |1 } (3.9)
xe/RN
with Ar pertaining to the rows of A for which m  =  1. The sparse representation 
x obtained by solving problem  (3.9) could be directly used to estimate the clean 
observation vector as s =  Ax. A schem atic representation of this process for a set of
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pre-segm ented spoken digits (1 through 9, “zero”, and  “oh”) is displayed in Fig. 3.1 
B.
In practice, the sparse representation is no t directly used  as a clean speech es­
tim ate since the reconstruction error for the reliable coefficients will generally be 
non-zero if we solve problem  (3.9), so it is better to only im pute the unreliable el­
em ents. Furthermore, under the assum ption tha t noise and  speech are additive in 
the power domain, the observed noisy speech y  is an upper lim it for s. Incorporating 
these two m odifications we obtain:
s =  f**,- =  yr (3.10)
[su =  m in (Au x, yu )
with Au and  su pertaining to the rows of A and  s for which m  =  0 and w ith the min- 
operator taking the element-wise m inim um  of two values. A version of s that is re­
shaped into a K  x T m atrix S can be considered a denoised spectrogram  represent­
ing the underlying speech signal, and as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 B, it can be directly 
used  in speech recognition.
3.4.3 Sliding window approach
The approach described above is suitable for im putation  of noisy speech tokens that 
can be adequately represented by a fixed num ber of tim e frames T [47]. Since ar­
bitrary length u tterances clearly do no t satisfy this constraint, we adopt a sliding 
window approach introduced in  [78]. In this approach, each window is im puted 
separately using sparse im putation as described in section 3.4.2. Subsequently, at 
every tim e frame, the different clean speech estim ates resulting from any overlap­
ping windows are combined.
Consider a noisy speech utterance Yt ot represented as a spectrogram  with K  
frequency bands and Ttot time-frames. The goal of the missing data im putation 
process is to provide an estim ate Stot of the underlying clean speech Stot using a 
missing data m ask Mt ot .
We slide a window of length Tw through Y tot, w ith shifts of A,1 < A < Tw frames 
(cf. Fig. 3.2). Yw and  Mw describe the noisy speech and  associated missing data 
m ask for each window w , 1 < w  < W . The ratio of A and  Tw determ ines the degree 
with w hich subsequent windows overlap. Larger step sizes A reduce com putational 
effort, bu t can decrease im putation accuracy [78]. Throughout this paper, we keep 
the window shift constant at A =  1 frame.The total num ber of windows we process 
is W  =  Ttot — Tw +  1.
We then  use, for each window, the sparse im putation approach described in sec­
tion 3.4.2 to provide a clean speech estimate Sw of the underlying clean speech Sw. 
Since windows overlap, each frame in Y is associated w ith m ultiple clean speech es­
tim ate candidates, w ith the num ber of candidates ranging from 1 (at the beginning 
and  end of an utterance) to Tw. For each frame, the feature values of the final clean
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram  of the sliding window approach for im putation. The dark 
shaded tim e-fram e in  Y tot is processed in several fixed-length im putation  windows, of w hich 
we have shown Y^ through Y ^ +3. W ithin each window, the given frame takes a different posi­
tion due to the w indow shift A. The corresponding tim e-fram e in the clean speech estim ate 
Stot is the average over these individual w indow -based im putations.
speech estim ate Stot are created by averaging over the m ultiple clean speech esti­
m ate candidates pertaining to that frame (cf. Fig. 3.2). The clean speech estimate is 
calculated using only clean speech estim ates derived from windows w ith a nonzero 
num ber of reliable elements.
However, in very noisy conditions and particularly at the start and end of an 
utterance, it may happen  that m any adjacent windows do not contain reliable fea­
tures, leaving the m ethod unable to provide a clean speech estimate from averag­
ing. Yet, despite the lack of inform ation about the underlying signal, input m ust be 
provided to the ASR engine. Thus, we opted to im pute silence (the average feature 
values per frequency band  for silence states as observed in a training database) for 
such frames.
3.5 Experimental setup
3.5.1 Speech recognition system and performance evaluation
The speech recognition system used  in this work is the large vocabulary continuous 
speech recognition system developed in the Adaptive Inform atics Research Centre 
at the Aalto University School of Science and Technology. The acoustic m odels are 
trained with 30-hours of clean speech recorded with a headset in quiet conditions 
and  selected from the Finnish s p e e c o n  database (recorded w ith a 16 kHz sampling 
rate) [30]. The training set com prises 293 speakers (142 female and 151 male). The
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utterances used for training contain words, read sentences and spontaneous speech 
in order to have a general acoustic m odel valid for multiple tasks.
The decoder used in the system is a tim e-synchronous beam -pruned  Viterbi 
token-pass system described in [80] and  the acoustic m odels are state-clustered, 
h idden Markov triphone models, constructed with a decision-tree m ethod [81]. 
There are acoustic m odels for 13 250 triphones and two silences. The triphones are 
m odelled as left-right HMM with three states and silences w ith one state each. In 
total we used  1564 individual states modelled w ith approximately 28 Gaussians per 
state. Each state is also associated w ith gam m a probability functions to m odel the 
state durations [82].
The language model employs m orphem e-like subword units, called statistical 
morphs, discovered in an unsupervised, data-driven m anner [83]. These are used 
because w ord-based modelling is not feasible for highly inflected languages such as 
Finnish, Estonian, or Turkish. The statistical m orph lexicon with 25k m orphem e­
like units was learned from the 160k m ost com m on words extracted from 145 m il­
lion words of Finnish book and new spaper data [84]. The variable-length, growing 
n-gram  language m odel [85] used  in this work was trained on the same text corpus 
and  contains 52 million n-grams. The decoding vocabulary is in practice unlim ited 
since all words and word forms can be represented using the statistical m orphs [86].
Finally, in this work, the speech recognition perform ance is m easured primarily 
in letter error rates (LER). This is because the words in Finnish are often long and 
consist of several m orphem es so tha t m easuring the word error rate (WER) would 
correspond better to m easuring sentence or phrase error rates in languages such as 
English. Using the word error rate is also considered to over-penalise misrecognised 
word breaks.
3.5.2 Recognition task
The im putation  m ethods are evaluated with clean speech recordings artificially cor­
rup ted  w ith noise at different SNR's as well as w ith speech recorded in real-world 
noisy environm ents. In bo th  conditions, the speech data consists of read sentences 
selected from the Finnish s p e e c o n  database [30]. The artificially corrupted clean 
speech was constructed by mixing headset-recorded clean speech utterances with 
a random ly selected sample of the babble noise from the n o i s e x -92 database [79] at 
SNR's 15 dB, 10 dB, 5 dB and 0 dB. The real-world noisy speech data is recorded in 
two types of environments: in a car and  in public places bo th  indoors and  outdoors. 
These recordings have been m ade with three m icrophones: 1) w ith a headset, 2) 
with a lavalier m icrophone, and 3) with a m icrophone from 0.5 m-1 m  distance (in 
public environm ents) or with a m icrophone m ounted  on the rear-view m irror (in 
car environments).
In the s p e e c o n  docum entation, the average SNR’s in  the public environm ents 
are estim ated to be 24 dB for the headset m icrophone data, 14 dB for the lavalier m i­
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crophone data, and 9 dB for the far-field m icrophone data. For the car recordings, 
the estim ated average SNR’s are 13 dB for the headset m icrophone data, 5 dB for 
the lavalier m icrophone data, and  8 dB for the rear-view m irror (RVM) m icrophone 
data. The RVM m icrophone data has a higher SNR than  the lavalier m icrophone 
data because the RVM m icrophone (AKG Q400 Mk3T) has a lim ited frequency re­
sponse, specifically designed for in-car use and  suppressing low frequency noise.
The speech m aterial in each of the three scenarios (public environments, car 
environm ents, and artificially added babble noise) is divided in developm ent and 
evaluation sets. The com position of the sets in term s of num ber of utterances (#u), 
duration (d), num ber of speakers (#s), num ber of female speakers (#f) and  num ber 
of male speakers (#m) is shown in Table 3.1. None of the sets share speakers with 
each other or with the speech data used  for training the speech recognition system.
Table 3.1: Composition of development and test set.
Public Car Babble
#u d (min) #s #f #m #u d (min) #s #f #m #u d (min) #s #f #m
Development 587 60 20 7 13 288 29 10 2 8 1093 115 40 22 18
Evaluation 878 94 30 13 17 575 57 20 12 8 1118 113 40 21 19
3.5.3 Feature extraction
Feature extraction was carried out using a 16 m s Ham m ing window w ith 8 m s over­
lap betw een subsequent windows. First-order pre-em phasis was applied to the sig­
nal using a coefficient of 0.97. After Fourier transform ation, the log-power was com ­
pu ted  in 21 triangular-shaped Mel-frequency bands. Im putation was carried out on 
these log-power Mel-frequency spectra to obtain clean speech estimates.
After im putation, the resulting spectra were transform ed to 12 Mel-frequency 
cepstral coefficients (MFCC) and a log-energy feature, augm ented with first and 
second-order tim e derivatives for a total of 39 features per time frame. Channel 
norm alisation was applied using cepstral m ean subtraction, and as a final step, a 
m axim um  likelihood linear transform ation (MLLT). The MLLT, optim ised during 
training of the acoustic models, is applied on the norm alised features to improve 
the modelling of any rem aining correlation in the norm alised MFCCs as proposed 
in [87].
3.5.4 Missing data mask estimation
In this work, the missing data masks are constructed based  on local SNR estim ates 
obtained from com paring the noisy speech to a static noise estim ate calculated 
during speech pauses. These speech pauses were detected using an HMM-based
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speech/non-speech classifier described in [19]. Additionally, we used the MATLAB 
com m and b w areao p en  to discard small, isolated regions of reliable features from 
the estim ated m ask since it was suggested in [88] that such glimpses are not de­
tectable to hum an listeners and  are therefore unlikely to contain usable inform a­
tion. Experiments on the s p e e c o n  developm ent data also confirm ed that removing 
glimpses com prising less than  five spectro-tem poral com ponents improves speech 
recognition results. In experim ents with artificially corrupted speech, we also com ­
pu ted  oracle masks (section 3.2.3) from w hich glimpses were no t removed.
The SNR threshold 6 for deciding w hether a tim e-frequency com ponent is 
treated as reliable or unreliable was determ ined by maximising recognition accu­
racy on the developm ent sets described in section 3.5.2. For bo th  real-world noisy 
speech sets, the optim um  value for estim ated masks was at 6 =  3 dB for both  
im putation m ethods. For artificially corrupted speech, we determ ined an SNR- 
independent threshold using the developm ent data sets containing noise at 10 and
5 dB SNR. The optim um  m ask threshold value for the estim ated masks was at
6 =  4 dB for bo th  im putation m ethods and  for the oracle masks at 6 =  —2 dB for 
sparse im putation and  6 =  —1 dB for cluster-based im putation.
3.5.5 Cluster-based imputation
The clean speech model used in this work is a 5-com ponent GMM trained using 
a 52-m inute dataset of 500 read sentences random ly selected from the sPEECONln 
chapters 3 training data described in section 3.5.1. The clusters and distribution p a ­
ram eters are jointly estim ated using the expectation-m axim isation (EM) algorithm 
im plem ented in the GMMBayes toolbox1. The cluster-conditional bounded  maxi­
m um  a posteriori (BMAP) estim ates are calculated in  an iterative m anner as de­
scribed in [12] using a MATLAB im plem entation. The estim ates are calculated in 10 
iterations over the mel-frequency bands.
The num ber of 5 clusters was selected as a reasonable balance betw een im puta­
tion perform ance and com putational complexity. Non-exhaustive tests on the de­
velopm ent data showed tha t while m ore clusters do improve recognition accuracy, 
the increase is slight com pared to the extra com putational effort required.
3.5.6 Sparse imputation
The sparse im putation was im plem ented in MATLAB. The l 1 m inim isation (3.9) 
was carried out using the S o lv e L a sso  solver.2 Due to instability issues, the 
slower, bu t more robust l l_ l s _ n o n n e g  solver3 [57] was used whenever the 
(fast) solver S o lv e L a sso  appeared to crash. W hen using the l l_ l s _ n o n n e g
1This toolbox is publicly available from www2. i t . l u t  . f  i / p r o  j  ec t/g m m b ay es/
2This solver is implemented as part of the S p arseL ab  toolbox which is publicly available from h t t p  : 
//www. s p a r s e l a b . s t a n f o r d . edu
3This solver is publicly available from
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solver, the regularisation param eter X was determ ined using the utility function
. The stopping criterion of the 
solver was a duality gap of 0.01. The S o lv e L a sso  solver was run  for 30 iterations.
For each window size Tw e  {1,5,10,15,20,25,30,35} being considered, an initial 
dictionary is created by random ly extracting 4 spectrogram  segm ents of the desired 
duration Tw from each of the 8139 read sentences (containing 14 hours of speech) 
in the s p e e c o n  training data described in section 3.5.1. From this initial dictionary 
spanning 32556 exemplars, we then  random ly extract 8000 exemplars to form the 
final dictionary used for im putation. The dictionary size of 8000 exemplars was cho­
sen because pilot tests showed that while using larger dictionaries improves recog­
nition accuracy, the increase is slight enough to consider it a reasonable balance 
betw een recognition perform ance and com putational complexity. In exemplar se­
lection, no effort was m ade to balance a possible over-representation of spectra con­
taining silence.
After reshaping the spectrogram s to one-dim ensional vectors as described in 
section 3.4.1, the feature vectors form the colum ns of the dictionary matrix. The 
zero-dB level in the spectra is set such tha t the lowest occurring feature value in the 
dictionary is zero. Finally, the colum ns of the dictionary are norm alised to Euclidean 
un it norm .
3.6 Results
3.6.1 Public and car environment data
The speech recognition results from our experim ents w ith the data recorded in the 
public and  car real-world environm ents are displayed in Fig. 3.3. The results depict 
the letter error rate (LER) of the sparse im putation (SI) m ethod as a function of w in­
dow size (Tw e  {1,5,10,15,20,25,30,35}). The figure also shows the perform ance of 
the cluster-based im putation (CI) m ethod and the baseline (B) recogniser. The la t­
ter has no noise com pensation other than  w hat is implicit in the feature extraction 
(see section 3.5.3).
One point of interest is the fact that the LERs for SI w ith window length Tw =
1 are m uch higher than  for any other window length. In fact, in m any cases the 
perform ance at Tw =  1 is even worse than  the baseline perform ance. Possible causes 
for this effect will be discussed in section 3.7. In the rest of this section, we will 
largely ignore the data points at Tw =  1, and  focus on a com parison of CI and  B with 
SI at window lengths Tw > 5.
Another rem ark tha t holds for virtually all testing conditions is tha t with SI the 
perform ance seems to have an optim um  in the range Tw =  [5,20]. Generally speak­
ing, however, the differences obtained with various window sizes are quite small. 
Taking window size into account w hen com paring the SI results with those of the
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Figure 3.3: Recognition accuracy expressed as letter error rates (LER) for the public (left pane) 
and  the car environm ent (right pane). From  top to bottom , the rows correspond to headset, 
lavalier, and far-field m icrophone (public environm ent) or rear-view m irror (RVM) m icro­
phone (car environm ent). In each panel, the LER is shown as a function of w indow size Tw 
(in frames) for the sparse im putation  (SI) m ethod  (solid line) w ith vertical bars around the 
data  points indicating the 95% confidence intervals. The 95% confidence intervals for the 
cluster-based im putation  (CI) m ethod  are indicated by dashed lines and tha t of the baseline 
recogniser (B) by dotted  lines.
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other m ethods would unnecessarily com plicate m atters. In the description below 
we will therefore focus on gross effects that can be observed in the range Tw =  [5,20].
The first row in Fig. 3.3 illustrates results on the headset recorded data, the con­
dition which resembles clean speech the most. Although some of the observed dif­
ferences are statistically significant, the differences in perform ance of CI, SI, and  B 
are quite small.
In the case of the lavalier m icrophone data, we can observe m ore differences b e ­
tween the car and public environm ents. In the car environm ent, bo th  the baseline 
and  CI m ethod achieve 7 to 11 % absolute lower accuracies than  on data recorded in 
the public environm ent. In the public environm ent, SI perform s com parable with 
CI for window lengths in the range Tw =  [5,20], while in the car environm ent SI o u t­
perform s CI by some 4 % (absolute).
In the case of the far-field m icrophone (public environm ent) or rear-view m ir­
ror (RVM) m icrophone (car environment), the results are similar as for the lavalier 
m icrophone. Again, the car environm ent proves to be the more difficult recogni­
tion environm ent with a baseline LER score of 67.3 %, com pared to 38.3 % in the 
public environm ent. As with the lavalier m icrophone data, the SI m ethod  perform s 
substantially better than  CI in the car environm ent, doing up to 11 % (absolute) b e t­
ter for window lengths in the range Tw =  [5,15]. In the public environm ent, SI also 
perform s m uch better than  CI, although by a smaller margin.
All in all, bo th  CI and SI have a positive effect on recognition perform ance in 
com parison to the baseline, bu t clearly SI perform s better in the more difficult con­
ditions (lavalier and RVM m icrophone data from the car environm ent and the far- 
field m icrophone data from the public environments) at the cost of a small perfor­
m ance loss in relatively clean environments.
3.6.2 Artificially corrupted speech: babble noise scenario
Recognition perform ance using the clean speech data artificially corrupted with 
babble noise is displayed in Fig. 3.4. The baseline result for the clean speech sig­
nal is LER =  3.3 %.
In the SNR =  15 dB condition, SI and CI achieve com parable accuracies with 
LER ^  7.5 %, again w ith the exception of Tw =  1 w hen using an estim ated m iss­
ing data masks. We can also observe that using an error-free oracle masks leads 
to a m uch lower num ber of recognition errors: SI now comes closer to clean speech 
baseline recognition scores (LER =  4.1 %) while CI achieves 4.9 % LER. While in the 
case of the estim ated mask, there is an indication of an optim um  window length in 
the range Tw =  [10,15], no such optim um  can be seen w hen using the oracle mask.
In the SNR=10 dB condition, SI does significantly better than  CI bo th  for esti­
m ated and oracle missing data mask. The same can be observed in the SNR=5 dB 
condition, although the gap betw een SI and  CI perform ance becom es m uch larger 
at lower SNR’s, particularly w hen using the oracle mask. This indicates that SI gains
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Figure 3.4: Recognition accuracy expressed as letter error rates (LER) for the dataset con­
taining clean speech artificially corrupted w ith babble noise. The results are shown for the 
estim ated m issing data  m ask (left pane) and oracle m issing data m ask (right pane). Row one 
through four apply to different signal-to-noise ratio’s (SNR). In each panel, the LER is shown 
as a function of w indow size Tw (in frames) for the sparse im putation  (SI) m ethod  (solid line) 
w ith vertical bars around  the data points indicating the 95% confidence intervals. The 95% 
confidence intervals for the cluster-based im putation  (CI) m ethod  are indicated by dashed 
lines and tha t of the baseline recogniser (B) by dotted lines.
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m ore perform ance from the extra, error-free inform ation contained in the oracle 
mask. In bo th  SNR conditions, it is difficult to see a clear relation betw een the w in­
dow length and SI perform ance, although LER seem s to show a shallow m inim um  
around Tw =  [10,20]. Remarkably, even in the Tw =  1 condition, SI does better than 
CI w hen using the oracle mask.
In the SNR=0 dB condition w hen using an estim ated mask, neither SI nor CI 
can reconstruct the clean speech signal to a sufficient degree to achieve a usable 
perform ance , since bo th  m ethods have LER around 75 %. W hen using an oracle 
mask, the situation is quite different. While CI achieves a LER of 68.3 %, gaining less 
than  10 % from using an oracle mask, SI achieves error rates of only 11.2 % at SNR =  
0 dB.
3.7 Discussion
3.7.1 Sparse imputation for large vocabulary continuous speech 
recognition
Research on noise robust MDT started out w ith experim ents on small vocabulary 
tasks artificially corrupted by noise [8, 17]. While vocabulary sizes have since in ­
creased, in the majority of cases still artificially corrupted speech has been em ­
ployed [12,8 9 ,21].
It is no t until recently tha t research has tu rned  to MDT on large vocabulary 
speech recorded in realistic conditions [19, 59]. In this work, we investigated 
w hether the im provem ents in recognition accuracy obtained with SI on the a u r o r a -
2 digit recognition task [78] would generalise to a large vocabulary task.
Experiments on the s p e e c o n  data indicate that SI is 1) indeed capable of signif­
icantly improving large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) perfor­
m ance on noisy speech data and  2) perform s equally well on artificially corrupted 
data and noisy speech recorded in real-world environm ents where different types of 
m icrophones and  different m icrophone-speaker distances were used.
Com pared to the cluster-based im putation (CI) m ethod, SI im proved the speech 
recognition perform ance especially at low SNR’s. W hen using an estim ated missing 
data mask, SI perform ance on the cleanest conditions (headset-recorded data or ar­
tificially corrupted data at SNR=15 dB) was com parable or slightly lower than  the CI 
perform ance, bu t SI perform ed better than  CI in all the noisier conditions. The dif­
ference betw een SI and CI was m ost notable w hen using SI on the car data recorded 
with a rear-view-mirror (RVM) m icrophone, w hich resulted in 26 % relative error 
reduction in LER. In the experim ents using oracle masks, SI outperform ed CI at all 
SNR levels, and  as w ith the estim ated masks, the differences in perform ance grew 
larger at low SNR’s. On the artificially corrupted data at SNR=0 dB, the relative error 
reduction in LER was 84 % com pared to the CI perform ance.
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Initially, we expressed some concern regarding the perform ance limits of an 
exem plar-based m ethod in  modelling large vocabulary speech, especially w hen u s ­
ing windows spanning m ultiple time frames. The oracle m ask results reported in 
section 3.6, however, serve as empirical evidence tha t such concerns are unfounded, 
since the use of 8000 exemplars suffices for SI to find a proper reconstruction of the 
underlying clean speech, even when m any features are missing.
To study this issue in more detail, we did a small additional experim ent in which 
we investigated for three window lengths the sparsity of clean (uncorrupted) speech 
of a random  subset of 10 utterances of the s p e e c o n  test database. At window lengths 
Tw e  {10,20,30}, the utterances contain 6794,6694,6594 windows, respectively.
For each of the windows, the observation vector was first norm alised to a Eu­
clidean un it norm  after w hich we recovered its sparse representation x using the 
l l_ l s _ n o n n e g  solver solver (cf. section 3.5.6) and  sorted the elem ents of this vec­
tor w ith respect to weight. Finally, we averaged the sorted weight vectors over all 
windows.
The result is an average weight vector ordered w ith respect to weight which ind i­
cates how m any exemplars (on average) are needed to represent the windows of the 
selected test utterances. For each window length, the 45 largest weights are shown 
in Figure 3.5. From this figure it can be deduced that the fixed length spectrogram 
segm ents of large vocabulary s p e e c o n  speech in the test set can indeed be sparsely 
represented. The results show that, w ithin the accuracy of the solver, on average 
windowed spectra can be sparsely represented using no m ore than  approximately 
30 exemplars.
Low-noise conditions
With CI perform ance being consistently lower than  the SI perform ance in all the 
noisier conditions, it is interesting to explore in more detail why CI perform s com ­
parable or better than  SI w hen using an estim ated m ask in the cleanest conditions,
i.e., the headset-recorded data or artificially corrupted data at SNR=15 dB. A fac­
tor tha t may contribute to the difference is that CI uses the unreliable features as 
an upper bound  during the missing feature reconstruction. This has been shown 
to improve the MDT perform ance in various noise conditions [8]. In SI, the upper 
b ound  is applied on the reconstructed features after selection of the exemplars as 
indicated in Equation (3.10). As a consequence, it is no t taken into account that if 
some of the estim ates are considered incorrect because they are larger than  the ob­
served upper bound, there is no guarantee the other features are correct since they 
stem  from the same linear com bination of exemplars.
The upper bounds are likely to have the largest im pact in low-noise conditions, 
w hich is where CI perform s best, bu t the treatm ent of upper bounds does no t ex­
plain why SI does better than  CI at SNR=15 dB if the estim ated masks are replaced
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Figure 3.5: The sparsity of clean speech in a subset of the s p e e c o n  test database. The graph 
shows the average w eight of the 45 largest nonzero elem ents of x of each sparsely represented 
w indow in a random  subset of 10 utterances. The results displayed here perta in  to the window 
lengths Tw e  {10,20,30}.
w ith oracle masks. Analysing the recognition errors in detail (not shown) revealed 
tha t w hen CI outperform s SI, the difference is mainly due to insertion errors. This is 
in line w ith the observations in [78]. The SI m ethod is prone to insertion errors b e ­
cause even a single, isolated, reliable feature results in the entire Tw -frame window 
being represented as a linear com bination of clean speech exemplars. Depending 
on the decoder, such a single reliable feature could lead to the insertion of a seg­
m ent/letter/w ord. These insertion errors are m ost likely w hen using an estim ated 
m ask that erroneously marks spurious features reliable.
It is notew orthy that in the noisier conditions, an isolated reliable feature may 
be all that is left of the underlying clean speech, and  indeed, the same property 
tha t makes SI prone to insertion errors in relatively clean conditions is w hat causes 
the perform ance gain in the more difficult noise conditions where SI perform s b e t­
ter than  CI. A solution for this issue may be found in techniques such as weighted 
Viterbi decoding [77] or uncertainty decoding [90], in  which the decoder takes the 
uncertainty of the accuracy with w hich clean speech was estim ated into account. 
Preliminary experim ents on artificially corrupted speech showed that SI perfor­
m ance indeed increases bo th  at high and low SNR’s w hen using a proper m easure 
of uncertainty (cf. [91]).
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3.7.2 Optimal time context
Using m ultip le fram es of tim e-context
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 in section 3.6 clearly indicate that increasing the tim e context 
beyond Tw =  1 in the SI m ethod improves the speech recognition perform ance. In 
m ost conditions, the optim al recognition perform ance is achieved w hen the time 
context in SI is approximately 5-20 frames. A detailed analysis of the recognition 
errors (not shown) revealed tha t increasing the tim e context past the optim um  range 
systematically leads to an increased num ber of deletion errors and  that in general, 
w hen SI outperform ed CI, it was due to a reduced num ber of deletion errors.
Analysis of the clean estim ates produced by SI at window sizes larger than  5-20 
frames (not shown) revealed that the increased num ber of deletions is due to dif­
ficulties in finding a sparse linear com bination of exemplars tha t would describe 
the high-dim ensional observation sufficiently accurately. Consequently, the result­
ing sparse representations only capture the high energy regions of the spectrogram 
window and  do no t describe the details accurately. In addition, the num ber of spec­
trogram s over w hich we average to calculate the final estim ate increases w ith in ­
creasing window length, results in sm oothed approxim ations for the clean speech 
spectrogram s and  tends to decrease the dynamic range of the feature values. Since 
the decoder employs m ean norm alisation, the sm oothed, m ean-norm alised fea­
tures result in a reduced contrast betw een states and m ay even start to resemble 
silence. This, in turn, can lead to recognition errors such as deletions.
Finally, as the results reported in section 3.6 and  the previous results in [33] in ­
dicate that missing data im putation using SI benefits from increasing the tim e con­
text, the question could come to m ind w hether using more tim e-context m ight also 
be advantageous for CI. While we do no t address this question in this work, it should 
be no ted  that the com putational complexity of CI is 6  (K4), where K  denotes the 
feature dimension, which shows that adding time context (effectively increasing the 
num ber of features per frame) would quickly becom e infeasible. Moreover, there is 
a quadratic increase in  the am ount of data required to accurately estim ate the full 
covariances needed for CI, which can lead to training data scarcity.
SI perform ance for single tim e fram es
Although the SI perform ance is not better than  CI perform ance for every noise sce­
nario and window length Tw, the perform ance is never m uch worse than  CI, except 
for Tw =  1 in com bination with an estim ated mask. In this case, the SI perform ance 
is occasionally even worse than  the uncom pensated  baseline system perform ance. 
However, if oracle masks are used  instead, the SI perform ance is substantially better 
than  CI, even with Tw =  1.
There are two issues that could explain the difference. First, the way frames are 
treated w hen all features are unreliable is different in SI and  CI. In SI, frames w ithout
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any reliable features are im puted as silence. If several of such frames occur during 
a speech segment, the decoder is m ore or less forced to recognise these segments 
as silence. Since it becom es less likely that a speech segm ent of Tw frames does not 
contain any reliable frames w hen Tw is large, SI achieves better results at longer w in­
dow sizes. In contrast, CI im putes frames w ithout any reliable values by making use 
of the prior probability given the noisy data. In this approach, the im puted frame is 
less likely to be interpreted as silence all the time.
To test this hypothesis, we ran an additional experim ent on the artificial b ab ­
ble noise data. Here, CI was modified to also im pute silence for all the frames that 
contain no reliable features. The results (not shown) confirm ed tha t this decreases 
the system perform ance w hen an estim ated missing data mask is used, although 
the perform ance was still better than  the SI perform ance at Tw =  1. Interestingly, 
the modification improved the CI perform ance w hen an oracle m ask was used, al­
though the obtained accuracies were still substantially lower than  the SI accuracies 
at Tw =  1. In summary, this experim ent shows no t only that im puting silence when 
all features are unreliable is only a good approach in the absence of mask estim a­
tion errors, bu t also that the difference in treating frames w ithout any reliable values 
does no t fully explain the differences betw een SI using Tw =  1 and  CI.
A second factor tha t may contribute to the sub-optim al perform ance of SI when 
Tw =  1 and an estim ated mask is used, is that at Tw =  1, the m inim isation p rob­
lem  (3.9) gets extremely under-determ ined as the num ber of reliable features de­
creases. It is a property of the applied technique that the quality of the reconstruc­
tion does no t deteriorate gradually, bu t suffers from a sudden break-down once the 
num ber of reliable features gets below a certain threshold. This happens because 
with very few reliable values, the sparsest representation can suddenly be consti­
tu ted  of rather arbitrary exemplar vectors. As discussed in detail in [33], it is very 
difficult to give an estim ate on the m inim um  num ber of (reliable) features needed 
for im putation, bu t the results in the paper can be seen as an empirical indication 
tha t in low SNR conditions, a sizeable proportion of single time frames does not 
contain enough reliable features for the SI m ethod to work properly.
In light of these results, we m ay need to reconsider the SI approach to im pute 
silence for frames that contain no reliable features, at least w hen a short window 
is used. Possibly, a better approach would be to interpolate betw een neighbouring 
frames, to use the ou tput of the CI m ethod for frames w ithout any reliable values, or 
to use an approach related to the uncertainty decoding approach m entioned above 
by setting all state likelihoods to an equal value for frames which do no t contain 
reliable features.
3.7.3 Influence of mask quality
It is well known tha t recognition accuracy im provem ents obtainable with MDT are 
highly dependent on the quality of the applied missing data mask. W hen com par­
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ing the CI results for estim ated and  oracle mask, it is obvious tha t the absence of 
m ask estim ation errors substantially improves recognition accuracy, with relative 
LER im provem ents ranging from 10% to 45%. The same holds for sparse im puta­
tion, although the differences are larger, particularly at low SNR’s. As can be seen 
in Figure 3.4, at an SNR of 0 dB, SI achieves an accuracy of 11.2 % LER as opposed 
to the 73.1% with the estim ated m ask at Tw =  20. As in our previous experim ents 
on a digit recognition task [78], the large perform ance gap betw een the two types of 
missing data masks indicates that SI can potentially perform  m uch better than  CI, 
provided m ask estim ation errors are reduced.
An equally valid conclusion is that SI is more sensitive to mask estim ation errors 
than  CI. The reason for this is tha t m ask estim ation errors w hich incorrectly label 
features reliable will m islead the search for the ‘true’ sparse representation associ­
ated with the underlying clean speech. D epending on the location of these features, 
im puted features can becom e very different from the underlying clean speech. Us­
ing a m ore conservative estim ation m ethod is no solution, since m ask estim ation 
errors w hich incorrectly label features as unreliable reduce the overall num ber of 
reliable features available for im putation and cause the search to miss out on fea­
tures useful for distinguishing betw een exemplars [33].
The recognition perform ance using error-free oracle masks suggest an even 
larger real-world potential for SI, provided substantially better m ask estim ation 
m ethods can be found. Alternatively, the SI m ethod could be m ade m ore robust 
against m ask estim ation errors by a num ber of algorithmical im provem ents. An 
attractive approach would be to change the search for exemplars, i.e., the m inim i­
sation problem  (3.9), to include the constraint tha t the reconstructed speech should 
no t exceed the noisy observation. Other possibilities for im provem ents are the ad ­
ditional use of derivative features in the exemplars rather using only static features, 
or the use of soft missing data masks [70]. In soft masks the binary reliability score is 
replaced by the probability that a spectral com ponent is reliable, providing m ore ro ­
bustness against m ask estim ation errors. For a m ore extensive discussion on these 
potential improvements, we refer the reader to [33, 71].
3.7.4 Computational effort
To roughly characterise the com putational effort needed, we did a small test of the 
running tim e of the CI algorithm on a m achine w ith a Core 2 Duo E6550 2.33 GHz 
processor. The running tim e for an utterance of 756 frames (6 seconds of speech) 
containing 11734 unreliable values was 80 seconds. For the SI algorithm  w ith a w in­
dow length of Tw =  10 frames, the running tim e on this utterance was 61 seconds.
While SI is faster for this particular utterance, SI still perform s at about 
10 tim es real-time. It is therefore interesting to study its com putational com ­
plexity. SI using the solver has a com putational complexity of
6  ( W  ((RTw )3 +  NRTw) ) , where W  denotes the num ber of windows to be processed,
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N  the num ber of clean speech exemplars in the dictionary, R the average num ber 
of reliable features per frame, and  Tw the window length in frames. In practice, the 
com putational complexity is completely dom inated by the term  NRTw.
There are three ways to reduce the com putational effort, each of which scale 
approximately linearly. The first is to increase the window shift A which decreases 
the num ber of windows W . In [78] it was shown tha t increasing A too m uch reduces 
im putation perform ance, bu t also tha t small increases do not decrease accuracy. 
Moreover, A does not have to be constant over the utterance and  could for example 
be m ade dependent on the num ber of reliable features. The second approach is to 
reduce the num ber of features in each window. Aside from reducing the window 
length, which in section 3.7.2 was shown to decrease perform ance w hen reduced 
to much, it is also possible to apply dim ensionality reduction to the features in a 
window, as used  in [42]. Finally, the dictionary size m ight be reduced by m ethods 
such as clustering and  an algorithmic way to handle shift-invariance rather than  by 
including tim e-shifted variants of the same phenom ena.
3.8 Conclusions and future work
In this work, we investigated the perform ance of the sparse im putation missing data 
technique on read sentences of the Finnish s p e e c o n  corpus using real-world noisy 
speech recordings as well as clean speech recordings artificially corrupted with b ab ­
ble noise. In previous research sparse im putation was shown to be an effective 
m ethod  for improving the noise robustness of a connected digit recogniser using the 
artificially noisified a u r o r a -2 data [78] . The current results show that the m ethod 
can be readily extended to a large vocabulary recognition task in which the speech 
suffers from corruptions found in real-world environm ents. We found tha t also in 
the s p e e c o n  corpus, fixed-length spectrogram  windows can be adequately repre­
sented by a sparse, linear com bination of exemplars: o n  average less than  30 are 
needed. As with the a u r o r a -2 task, sparse im putation on s p e e c o n  greatly benefits 
from using additional tim e-context for im putation. With a dictionary size of 8000 
random ly selected exemplars used  in this study, we typically found a context of 5-20 
frames (i.e., 50-200 ms) to yield the best recognition accuracies.
Experiments on artificially corrupted speech indicated tha t sparse im putation 
outperform s a conventional im putation technique by a significant m argin w hen the 
ideal ‘oracle’ reliability of noisy speech features is used. With error-prone reliability 
estimates, sparse im putation  perform s slightly worse than  our baseline im putation 
technique in the cleanest conditions, bu t significantly better at lower SNR’s.
Future work in the sparse im putation  framework will focus on improving the 
robustness toward m ask estim ation errors and better handling the frames which do 
no t contain any reliable values.
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Automatic speech recognition using missing 
data techniques: Handling of real-world data
In this chapter, we investigate the perform ance of a m issing data recogniser on real- 
world speech from  the s p e e c o n  and SpeechDat-Car databases. In previous work 
we hypothesised that in real-world speech, w hich is corrupted n o t only by envi­
ronm ental noise, bu t also by speaker, reverberation and channel effects, the ‘reli­
able’ features do no longer m atch  an acoustic m odel trained on clean speech. In 
a series of experim ents, we investigate the validity of this hypothesis and explore 
to w hat extent perform ance can be im proved by com bining MDT w ith three con ­
ventional techniques, viz. m ulti-condition training, de-reverberation and feature 
enhancem ent. Our results confirm  our hypothesis and show tha t the m ism atch 
can be reduced by m ulti-condition training of the acoustic m odels and feature en ­
hancem ent, and tha t these effects com bine to some degree. Our experim ents w ith 
de-reverberation reveal tha t reverberation can have a m ajor im pact on recognition 
perform ance, bu t tha t MDT w ith a suitable m issing data m ask is capable of com ­
pensating b o th  the environm ental noise as well as the reverberation at once.
4.1 Introduction
Au t o m a t i c  speech recognition (ASR) perform ance drops rapidly w hen speech is corrupted w ith increasing levels of unfam iliar background noise (i.e., noise no t seen during training) since the observed acoustic features no 
longer m atch the acoustic models. One of the m ost effective approaches to im ­
proving the noise robustness of a speech recogniser is to perform  m ulti-condition 
training [1]: Rather than  training acoustic m odels on speech from a quiet environ­
m ent only, the acoustic models are trained directly on noisy speech signals. By care­
fully selecting the training speech to reflect the m ultiple acoustic conditions under 
which the system m ust operate, it is possible to m inimise the m ism atch betw een 
training and test/usage conditions. While often effective, recognition accuracies 
obtained with m ulti-condition training quickly deteriorate w hen the noisy environ­
m ent deviates from the one that was used for training. Another disadvantage of 
m ulti-condition training is that the perform ance for truly clean speech tends to de­
grade.
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Missing Data Techniques (MDT) [6] are a very different approach to improve 
noise robustness that ideally overcomes the problems with multi-condition train­
ing. MDT, first proposed in [7], build on two assumptions: The first assumption 
is that it is possible to estimate —prior to decoding— which spectro-temporal el­
ements in the acoustic representation of noisy speech are reliable (i.e., dominated 
by speech energy) and which are unreliable (i.e., dominated by background noise). 
These reliability estimates are referred to as a missing data m ask . The second as­
sumption is that the statistics of the features which are considered as dominated by 
speech energy match with the statistics of clean speech training data. This assump­
tion implies that the acoustic models of MDT recognisers can be trained using clean 
speech.
In the unreliable elements, the speech information is considered missing, and 
the challenge is then to do speech recognition with partially observed data. In this 
work, we focus on the so-called imputation  approach [10], which handles the miss­
ing elements by replacing them with clean speech estimates. Classic imputation 
methods include e.g. correlation and cluster-based reconstruction [12, 6], state- 
dependent imputation [15] which combines front-end imputation and classifier 
modification, and the Gaussian-dependent method [17] which additionally allows 
for reconstruction in the cepstral and PROSPECT domains. The latter method is 
employed in this chapter.
While imputation has proven effective for increasing noise robustness in the 
presence of both stationary and non-stationary noise, most of the existing knowl­
edge about the effectiveness of MDT has been acquired using databases with noisy 
speech that has been constructed by artificially adding noise of various types and 
intensities to clean speech (see e.g. [8, 12]). Using artificially corrupted data is at­
tractive as it allows creating a missing data mask based on exact knowledge of the 
speech and noise power in each time-frequency cell. This facilitates comparison of 
different MDT approaches and allows for analysis of the influence of errors in relia­
bility estimation.
Real-world recordings, however, are generally not only corrupted by background 
noise, but can also affected by room acoustics. Moreover, real-world recordings are 
more likely to introduce a mismatch between the observed speech and the speech 
on which the recogniser is trained, due to microphone characteristics and speaker 
specific behaviour such as lip-noises and Lombard effect. Very few reports exist that 
describe the effectiveness of single-channel MDT recognition on real-world record­
ings (notable exceptions are [19, 59, 92]). In previous research we have used the 
s p e e c o n  [30] and SpeechDat-Car [31] databases for that purpose. The s p e e c o n  and 
SpeechDat-Car databases are recorded in realistic environments such as in an en­
tertainment room, office, public hall and car. The databases contain simultaneous 
recordings from four microphones placed at different distances from the speaker, 
one of them being a close-talk microphone. Thus, s p e e c o n  and SpeechDat-Car 
make it possible to investigate the impact of different degrees of natural distortions
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(background noise and reverberation) on the performance of ASR systems. Specif­
ically, since the close-talk microphone could be considered as an approximation 
of ‘clean speech’, these corpora make it possible to investigate the performance of 
MDT on real-world speech using an approach similar to what has proven so effec­
tive with artificially corrupted databases.
We have found that a MDT recogniser that is trained with speech from the close­
talk microphone is not very robust against the distortions that are present in the 
speech recorded with the three other (far-talk) microphones [59]. Moreover, even 
when using information from all available channels to estimate a ‘cheating’ miss­
ing data mask, the so-called sem i-oracle mask, we obtained much lower accuracies 
than previously obtained on similar recognition tasks (such as a u r o r a -4 [93]) with 
artificiality corrupted speech [28]. We hypothesise that this is due to a violation of 
the second assumption underlying MDT, namely that the statistics of the features 
that are not dominated by background noise match with the statistics of the fea­
tures from the close-talk microphone. Experiments with artificially added noise all 
but guarantee that the second assumption holds true: If in some spectro-temporal 
element the speech energy is higher than the noise energy, the observed signal will 
fit the distribution of the clean training data. With real-world recordings, however, 
the speech in the other recording channels is not only affected by additive noise, 
but also by microphone characteristics and reverberation. This has the effect that 
the ‘reliable’ features, while dominated by speech energy, still mismatch the trained 
speech features. As a result, imputation and recognition accuracy are bound to suf­
fer.
In this chapter, we test this hypothesis and explore whether recognition ac­
curacy can be improved by combining MDT with three conventional techniques, 
multi-condition training, de-reverberation and spectral subtraction. First, we ex­
tend the MDT approach, in which the recogniser is trained on close-talk channel 
‘clean’ speech, by using acoustic models that are trained on multi-condition training 
material from all recording channels. In doing so, we assume that the proven tech­
niques for estimating missing data masks and for imputing missing data can also 
be applied to real-world speech. Second, the availability of four parallel channels in 
the s p e e c o n  and SpeechDat-Car databases makes it possible to detect strong rever­
beration and to create a new kind of ‘cheating’ missing data mask that labels time- 
frequency cells dominated by reverberation as ‘unreliable’. This missing data mask, 
reminiscent of the de-reverberation technique used in [94, 95], allows us to investi­
gate the impact of reverberation on the recognition accuracy and to explore whether 
a combination of de-reverberation and MDT will improve performance. Third, we 
investigate the performance obtainable with feature enhancement techniques on 
real-world recordings and whether feature enhancement can be combined with 
MDT, either to improve missing data mask estimation or to replace multi-condition 
training as a means for diminishing the hypothesised mismatch between training 
and test/use conditions.
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The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In section 4.2 we introduce MDT 
and the imputation method used in the chapter. In section 4.3 we describe the iso­
lated word recognition task used in our experiments. In section 4.4 we describe the 
missing data mask estimation techniques used for MDT and the decoding architec­
ture used in later sections. In section 4.5 we present the experiments with clean and 
multi-condition acoustic models. In section 4.6 we investigate the combination of 
MDT and de-reverberation and in section 4.7 we investigate use of feature enhance­
ment in combination with MDT. Finally, we have a general discussion and present 
our conclusions in section 4.8.
4.2 MDT ASR
4.2.1 Missing data Techniques
In this section, we briefly review the MDT framework [7, 6]. In ASR, the basic rep­
resentation of speech is a spectro-temporal distribution of acoustic power, a spec­
trogram. In noise-free conditions, the value of each time-frequency cell in this two­
dimensional matrix is determined only by the speech signal. In noisy conditions, 
the value in each cell represents a combination of speech and background noise 
power.
To mimic human hearing, often a MEL-frequency scale and logarithmic com­
pression of the power scale are employed. We denote the (MEL-frequency) log­
power spectrograms of noisy speech as Y, of clean speech as S, and of the back­
ground noise as N. Elements of Y that predominantly contain speech or noise en­
ergy are distinguished by introducing a missing data mask M. The elements of a 
mask M are either 1, meaning that the corresponding element of Y is dominated 
by speech (‘reliable’) or 0, meaning that it is dominated by noise (‘unreliable’ c.q. 
‘missing’). Thus, we write:
M (k , t ) =
d e f
1 =  reliable if S(k , t ) — N  (k , t ) > 9  ( )
def (4.1)
0 =  unreliable otherwise
with M, Y, S, and N two-dimensional matrices of size K  x T , with frequency-band 
index k , 1 <  k <  K  and time-frame index t , 1 <  t <  T . 9 denotes a constant SNR- 
threshold.
Assuming that only additive noise corrupted the clean speech, the power spec­
trogram of noisy speech can be approximately described as the sum of the indi­
vidual power spectrograms of clean speech and noise. As a consequence, in the 
logarithmic domain, the reliable noisy speech features remain approximately un­
corrupted [6] and can be used directly as estimates of the clean speech features.
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In the real-world speech recorded by multiple microphones considered in this 
chapter it is questionable whether features that are labelled reliable with such a pro­
cedure remain approximately uncorrupted. Most speaker effects (like the Lombard 
effect) will show up equally in all recording channels. Environmental noise, channel 
effects and reverberation, however, are likely to affect the different channel record­
ings differently. A fundamental problem is thus the definition of ‘clean’ speech and 
‘noise’ underlying (4.1). Even if a close-talk microphone signal is used for training 
the acoustic models as an approximation of ‘clean’ speech, as was done in previ­
ous work [59], the ‘noise’ in the far-talk channels actually constitutes not only the 
environmental noise, but also extra feature variation due to the way in which chan­
nel characteristics and reverberation have affected the speech energy. Conventional 
mask estimation techniques, however, make the distinction between features dom­
inated by speech or background noise by searching for spectro-temporal elements 
that have the characteristics of speech. As a result, the resulting ‘reliable’ features 
retain any channel and reverberation effects. As a consequence, ‘reliable’ features 
that are determined in the conventional way are likely to mismatch the statistics of 
the features in the close-talk channel used for training.
In sections 4.5 and 4.7 we explore the impact of reducing this mismatch between 
the acoustic model and the ‘reliable’ features. In section 4.6 we take the opposite 
approach and see if we can reduce a part of the mismatch by considering the rever­
berated speech features as ‘noise’ and modify the missing data mask accordingly.
4.2.2 Gaussian-dependent imputation
Originally, MDT was formulated in the log spectral domain [7]. Here, speech is rep­
resented by the log-energy outputs of a filter bank and modelled by a Gaussians Mix­
ture Model (GMM) with diagonal covariance. In the imputation approach to MDT, 
the GMM is then used to reconstruct clean speech estimates for the unreliable fea­
tures. When doing bounded imputation, the unreliable features are not discarded 
but used as an upper bound on the log-power of the clean speech estimate [8].
Later, it was found the method could be improved by using state- [15] or even 
Gaussian-dependent [16] clean speech estimates. In these approaches, the unreli­
able features are imputed during decoding and effectively depend on the hypoth­
esised state identity. However, filter bank outputs are highly correlated and poorly 
modelled with a GMM with a diagonal covariance. This is the reason why conven­
tional (non-MDT) speech recognisers employ cepstral features, obtained by apply­
ing a de-correlating Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) on the spectral features.
In [16] a technique was proposed to do Gaussian-dependent (bounded) impu­
tation in the cepstral domain. The drawback of that technique was the increased 
computational cost, because the imputation of the clean speech was done by solv­
ing a Non-negative Least Square (NNLSQ) problem. The Gaussian-dependent im­
putation approach used in this chapter [17] refines that approach by replacing the
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DCT used in the generation of cepstra by another data-independent linear transfor­
mation that results in computational gains while solving the NNLSQ problem. The 
resulting pRoSpECT features are, just like cepstral coefficients, largely uncorrelated 
and therefore allow to retain the high accuracy at high SNRs as well as the good per­
formance at lower SNRs obtained with Gaussian-dependent imputation.
4.3 Real-world data: the SPEECON and SpeechDat-Car 
databases
In the research reported in this chapter we used the s p e e c o n  [30] and the 
SpeechDat-Car [31] databases. These databases contain speech recorded in real­
istic environments with multiple microphones. There are four recording environ­
ments: office, public hall, entertainment room and car. The office, public hall and 
entertainment room material stems from the s p e e c o n  database and contains multi­
channel data with each channel corresponding to a different microphone position: 
channel #1 is a headset microphone, #2 a lavalier microphone and #3 and #4 are 
medium and far distance microphones placed at 0.5 to 3 meter from the speaker. 
The car environment contains material from both the s p e e c o n  and SpeechDat-Car 
databases, with again channel #1 a headset microphone and #2 a lavalier micro­
phone, while the channel #3 microphone was placed behind the rear-view mirror 
and the channel #4 microphone was placed near the rear window (SpeechDat-Car) 
or near the rear-view mirror (s p e e c o n ).  The speech material is recorded with a 16 
kHz sampling rate.
The use of these databases is a middle ground between the artificially corrupted 
speech as found in for example the a u r o r a  databases [43, 93] on the one hand, and 
the complex real-world conditions on the other.
4.3.1 Isolated word test set
For our recognition experiments, we used a subset of the isolated word data in the 
Flemish part of the s p e e c o n  and the SpeechDat-Car databases. These isolated word 
data contains command words, nouns and verbs. We constructed a test set con­
taining a balanced mixture of SNR conditions. Using the SNR estimates obtained in 
[59] we created 6 SNR subsets, each with a 5 dB bin width, spanning a 0 dB to 30 dB 
range. The SNR subsets were filled by randomly selecting 700 utterances per SNR 
subset, ensuring a uniform word occurrence. The SNR bins do not contain equal 
numbers of utterances from the four channels: Generally speaking, the highest SNR 
bins mostly contain utterances from channel #1, while the lowest SNR bins mostly 
contain channel #4 speech.
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The resulting test set contains 16,535 utterances1, with 565 unique words, 54 
minutes of speech embedded in 13 hours of audio signal. The test set is spoken by 
232 speakers, 115 male and 117 female.
4.3.2 Training sets
The clean training set contains 40 hours of speech embedded in 63.5 hours of signal. 
Among the utterances used for training are command words and read sentences. 
All the 61, 940 utterances in this set are from channel #1 data, with an estimated 
SNR range of 15 to 50 dB. The clean training set was spoken by 191 speakers, 82 of 
them are male and 109 female. There is no overlap between speakers in the test and 
training sets.
The multi-condition train set contains 127 hours of speech embedded in 208 
hours of signal, 231,849 utterances in total. Beside all channel #1 data included in 
the clean training set, the multi-condition set contains all utterances from chan­
nels #2, #3 and #4 which have an estimated SNR of 10 dB and higher. The 10 dB 
cut-off is necessary to prevent frame/state alignment issues during training and to 
ensure the acoustic models trained on this data remain sufficiently discriminative. 
The multi-condition training set thus contains an additional 55 hours of channel 
#2 data (54,381 utterances), 54 hours of channel #3 data (53,248 utterances) and 32 
hours of channel #4 data (31,975 utterances). While the training sets differ in size, 
they do not differ in terms of speech-related observations since the data stems from 
multi-channel recordings.
The speech in the training set is taken from three noise environments: office, 
public hall, and car. The channel #1 speech used in the clean training set, 63.5 hours 
of signal in total, is composed of 47 hours of signal from the office environment, 2.2 
hours from the public hall environment and 14.3 hours from the car environment. 
For the multi-condition model, the 205 hours of signal originate from 168 hours of 
signal recorded in the office environment, 6 hours from the public hall environment 
and 31 hours from the car environment.
4.4 Experimental setup
4.4.1 Mask estimation
Semi-oracle masks
With the recordings used in this paper, the underlying clean speech and noise are 
not known exactly. As a consequence, oracle masks useful for obtaining an estimate 
of the upper bound on recognition performance with MDT, cannot be computed.
*The observant reader will have noticed that the total number of words does not add up to 4 x 6 x 
700 =  16,800. This is because one subset (the entertainment room environment in the [0 — 5] dB SNR 
bin) only contains 435 utterances rather than 700 due to data scarcity.
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We can, however, use the multi-channel data to estimate the so-called semi-oracle 
mask. In order to calculate this mask, we use the channel #1 data, which is ob­
tained from a headset microphone, as an estimate for the underlying clean speech 
in the other channels. In order to compensate for the delay and microphone dif­
ferences between channel #1 and the other channels, we use an acoustic echo can­
celler (AEC) to predict the clean speech component.
By minimising the (energy) difference between a filtered version of the chan­
nel #1 signal and a far-talk microphone signal, the AEC estimates a Finite Impulse 
Response (FIR) which can be considered as the best possible estimate of the trans­
mission path from the close-talk microphone to the far-talk microphone. Thus, the 
remaining differences between the filtered far-talk channel and the unfiltered orig­
inal can be attributed to the noise in the far-talk channel and can serve as a noise 
estimate. By thresholding the difference between the speech and noise estimates 
using (4.1) we obtain the semi-oracle mask.
For the AEC, we used the PEM-AFROW algorithm [96], using second order pre­
whitening filters and a 25 ms FIR filter. Because we cannot guarantee that the dis­
tance between the speaker and the microphone is constant for all utterances in a 
session, the filters are re-estimated for every utterance and multiple iterations over 
the same utterance are used to improve the convergence. Since this is a ‘cheating’ 
missing data mask, we manually selected the optimal mask threshold after recog­
nition over a large interval of threshold values for each recording environment and 
each acoustic model.
Vector Quantization Masks
As a first approach to estimate spectrographic masks from a single recording chan­
nel, we employ the Vector Quantization (VQ) strategy proposed in [21]. Here, the 
key idea is to estimate masks by making only weak assumptions about the noise, 
while relying on a strong model for the speech. The speech model is expressed as a 
set of codewords (a codebook) containing the periodic and aperiodic part of train­
ing speech. The periodic part consists of the harmonics at pitch multiples and the 
remaining spectral energy is considered the aperiodic part. Both parts are obtained 
using the harmonic decomposition method described in [20].
During decoding, we apply the harmonic decomposition to the observed 
speech. We then use the periodic and aperiodic part of the observed speech to re­
cover a clean speech estimate from the set of stored codewords by minimising a cost 
function that is robust against additive noise corruptions. The aperiodic part of the 
observation is used to provide a noise estimate by taking its long-term minimum 
as in [97]. Finally, the spectrographic VQ-based mask is estimated by thresholding 
the ratio of speech and noise power estimates using (4.1). To compensate for linear 
channel distortions, the VQ-system self-adjusts the codebook to the channel during 
recognition.
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Since the codebook only represents a model for the human voice, decoding of 
non-speech (or noise) frames will lead to incorrect codebook matching and misclas- 
sification of mask elements. Therefore, a Voice Activity Detector (VAD), segments 
speech from non-speech frames in order to restrict mask estimation to frames con­
taining (noisy) speech. For a frame labelled as non-speech, all mask values are set 
to zero, indicating that all components are unreliable.
The VQ-codebook was trained on features extracted from the close-talk channel 
s p e e c o n  training database. The number of codebook entries was 500. The VAD was 
inspired by the integrated bi-spectrum method described in[98]. Recognition tests 
on the complete test set using a large interval of threshold values revealed that the 
threshold setting was not very sensitive. The (optimal) results presented in this work 
were obtained with 9 =  8 dB.
SVM masks
A different approach to mask estimation is to use machine learning to classify each 
feature as either reliable or unreliable. A machine learning algorithm can be used to 
associate noisy speech features with reliability scores that are obtained from suit­
able training material. Such training material must necessarily consist of oracle 
masks and therefore requires the use of artificially corrupted clean speech for train­
ing.
In [24] it was proposed to use a Bayesian classification approach for mask esti­
mation. In this work, we use Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers, a machine 
learning algorithm which is known for its excellent performance on binary classi­
fication tasks and generalisation power when trained on relatively small data sets 
[32]. From the machine learning perspective, mask estimation is a multi-class clas­
sification problem with 2K classes. Since such high-dimensional multi-class classi­
fication is infeasible, we assume that the reliability estimates are independent be­
tween frequency bands and trained a separate SVM classifier for each of the K  MEL- 
frequency bands.
Each classifier used the same set of single-frame-based 7 x K  +  1-dimensional 
features consisting of: the K -dimensional noisy speech features themselves, the 
harmonic and aperiodic part and long-term energy noise estimate described in sec­
tion 4.4.1, the gain factor described in[20], the ‘Sub-band Energy to Sub-band Noise 
Floor Ratio’ and ‘Flatness’ features derived from the noisy MEL-spectral features de­
scribed in [24], and finally a single VAD feature. The training material was taken 
from another corpus, a u r o r a -4 [93], which contains artificially noisified Wall Street 
Journal (WSJ) utterances.
SVMs were trained using LIBSVM [99] on 75000 frames (amounting to 12.5 min­
utes of audio signal) randomly extracted from the a u r o r a -4 multi-condition train­
ing set. Reliability labels used in training were obtained from the oracle mask, de­
rived by using the (available) clean speech and noise sources in (4.1) with 9 =  —3 dB
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(cf. [21]). We used an RBF-kernel and hyper-parameters were optimized by doing 
5-fold cross validation on the training set.
4.4.2 Recogniser setup 
Recogniser
The MDT-based recogniser was built by adding the required MDT modifications to 
the speaker-independent large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) 
system that has been developed by the ESAT speech group of the K.U.Leuven;cf. 
[100] for a detailed description of the system. This recogniser was chosen because 
of its fast experiment turn-around time and good baseline accuracy. Decoding is 
done with a time-synchronous beam search algorithm.
The recognition performance will be expressed in terms of the word error rate 
(WER), which is defined as the number of word errors, i.e. insertions, deletion and 
substitution errors, divided by the total number of words in the reference transcrip­
tion. The word startup cost was tuned over all noise environments and channels 
jointly, but has only minor importance given the nature of the task.
The (word-independent) word insertion penalty was tuned over all noise envi­
ronments and channels jointly by maximising recognition accuracy. The word in­
sertion penalty only marginally affects the accuracy via the pruning mechanism be­
cause in an isolated word task the same penalty is applied to all hypotheses.
Preprocessing
The acoustic feature vectors consisted of MEL-frequency log power spectra: K  =  22 
frequency bands with centre frequencies starting at 200 Hz (the first MEL-band is 
not used). The spectra were created by framing the 16 kHz signal with a Hamming 
window with a window size 25 ms and a frame shift of 10 ms. The decoder also uses 
the first and second time derivative of these features, resulting in a 66-dimensional 
feature vector. During training, mean normalisation is applied to the features. Dur­
ing decoding, the features are normalised by a more sophisticated technique which 
works by updating an initial channel estimate through maximisation of the log- 
likelihood of the best-scoring state sequence of a recognised utterance [101]. In 
the MDT experiments, as described in section 4.2.2, the spectra and their deriva­
tives are transformed to the PROSPECT domain [17] during decoding. Missing data 
masks for the derivative features were created by taking the first and second deriva­
tive of the missing data mask [55]. In the uncompensated baseline experiments, the 
MEL-frequency features are transformed using the Mutual Information Discrimi­
nant Analysis (MIDA) linear transformation [102]. The MIDA transformation max­
imises class separation much like Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) does, but is 
based on a mutual information criterion.
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Acoustic model training
First, for each of the two training sets an acoustic model was trained based on the 
MIDA feature representation. After training, the clean speech model contains 2534 
tied states using 28,917 Gaussians. Because the multi-condition training data is 
larger in size and richer in variation (the clean data plus its noisy variants), more 
tied states (4476) and slightly more Gaussians (32,747) are retained by the decision 
tree inference algorithm. We have chosen to allow the multi-condition model to ex­
ploit the augmented data set to maximise its accuracy and hence not to constrain 
its size. For the MDT experiments, we then created two new acoustic models in 
the PROSPECT domain by single-pass re-training. This retraining procedure con­
sisted of replacing the means and variances of the MIDA acoustic model with their 
PROSPECT counterparts.
For each of the two training sets an acoustic model was trained based on the 
MIDA feature representation. This is achieved in several steps. First, a set of 46 
context-independent phone models plus four filler models and a silence model are 
trained using Viterbi re-estimation. Each HMM state has a set of up to 256 unshared 
Gaussians. Subsequently, a phonetic decision tree (c.f [103]) defines the 2534 tied 
states (for the clean training data) in the cross-word context-dependent models. 
The final acoustic models are obtained by allowing sharing across all Gaussians and 
subsequently retaining only those with maximum occupancy [104], resulting in an 
average of 96.4 Gaussians per state for the clean training data.
Because the multi-condition training data is larger in size and richer in vari­
ation (the clean data plus its noisy variants), more tied states (4476) and slightly 
more Gaussians (32,747) are retained by the decision tree inference algorithm. We 
have chosen to allow the multi-condition model to exploit the augmented data set 
to maximise its accuracy and hence not to constrain its size. On average, 90.2 Gaus- 
sians per state are retained in this model. For the MDT experiments, we then created 
two new acoustic models in the PROSPECT domain by single-pass re-training. This 
retraining procedure consisted of replacing the means and variances of the MIDA 
acoustic model with their pRoSpECT counterparts.
4.5 MDT and multi-condition training
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of a classical MDT recogniser on 
speech recorded in real-world environments in combination with a multi-condition 
trained acoustic model. To that end we determined the recognition accuracy using 
a number of different mask estimation methods: the semi-oracle mask (cf. sec­
tion 4.4.1), the VQ mask (cf. section 4.4.1) and the SVM mask (cf. section 4.4.1). 
Each mask estimation method was tested using two different acoustic models: a 
model trained on the clean speech training set and a model trained on the multi­
condition training set. In order to give a baseline recognition result, we also discuss
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recognition experiments without using any additional noise-robust preprocessing 
other than what’s inherent in the acoustic model and channel compensation. In 
section 4.5.1 we describe the results of our experiments and in section 4.5.2, we dis­
cuss the results.
4.5.1 Recognition results
The speech recognition results from our experiments, depicted as word error rate 
(WER) as a function of SNR are displayed in Fig. 4.1. The left pane corresponds 
to recognition using the clean acoustic model while the right pane corresponds to 
recognition with the multi-condition acoustic model. From top to bottom, the re­
spective rows represent different noise environments, viz. car, entertainment room, 
office and public hall, respectively.
Within each plot we display the results of the following methods:
• The uncompensated baseline, with no further noise robustness processing 
beyond what’s inherent in the channel compensation or acoustic model train­
ing.
• MDT with the ‘cheating’ semi-oracle mask described in section 4.4.1
• MDT with the VQ-based missing data mask described in section 4.4.1
• MDT with the SVM-based missing data masks described in section 4.4.1
In the top left plot of Fig. 4.1, corresponding to recognition in the car environ­
ment using a clean speech acoustic model, we can observe large differences be­
tween the approaches. It is apparent that all MDT approaches improve substantially 
over the baseline. The ‘cheating’ semi-oracle mask (SO) performs better than the 
other missing data masks in the 0 — 5 dB range;at higher SNRs it is outperformed 
by the estimated masks. In the highest SNR bins the VQ mask and the SVM mask 
perform comparably, while at lower SNRs the SVM mask performs better than the 
VQ mask.
When using a multi-condition acoustic model (right pane, top row), the WERs at 
SNRs below 10 dB are much lower. Especially the VQ mask benefits, achieving up to 
24% lower WERs (absolute) in the 0 — 5 dB range. The baseline, on the other hand, 
has performance gains of ^  10% at lower SNRs. The ranking of the missing data 
methods is roughly the same as when using the clean acoustic model, although the 
differences between the methods are much smaller. Importantly, there is no signif­
icant difference in speech performance at high SNRs when using a multi-condition 
acoustic model: 1.5% WER (multi-condition model) vs 1.8% (clean model) for the 
VQ mask.
Compared to the car environment, the entertainment room (second row of 
Fig. 4.1), is a more challenging environment: even the semi-oracle, which does best
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Figure 4.1: Word error rate (WER) as a function of SNR displayed for clean speech (left) and 
m ulti-condition trained models (right). From top to bottom  the rows represent different noisy 
environments, viz. car, entertainm ent room, office, and public hall. In each panel the results 
are shown for the uncom pensated baseline, sem i-oracle mask, VQ mask and SVM mask. Ver­
tical bars around the data points indicate 95%  confidence intervals.
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in this environment, has a 62.3% WER in the 0 — 5 dB range when using a clean 
acoustic model. While SVM performs up to 8% better (absolute) than the baseline, 
the VQ mask performs worse than the baseline in the 0 — 10 dB range. As before, 
there is no significant difference between the methods at high SNRs. When using a 
multi-condition acoustic model, there is again a substantial overall drop in WER. As 
in the car environment, the VQ mask benefits especially and now performs compa­
rably to the SVM mask.
In the office and public hall environments (third and fourth rows in Fig. 4.1), we 
can observe many of the same trends described for the entertainment room envi­
ronment. The SVM and semi-oracle masks perform comparably, and both methods 
perform up to ^  12% better (absolute WER) than the baseline. The VQ mask does 
worse in the office environment but comparably in the public hall environment. 
When using a multi-condition acoustic model, overall WERs are much lower and 
the gap between MDT and the baseline is much bigger.
4.5.2 Discussion
Effect of multi-condition training
Comparing the uncompensated baseline scores in Fig. 4.1 with those obtained with 
MDT, it is clear that MDT manages to substantially improve upon the clean model 
baseline, reaching comparable recognition accuracies as the multi-condition model 
baseline. Moreover, comparing the left and right-hand panes of Fig. 4.1 we can see 
that the use of a multi-condition acoustic model improves MDT recognition accu­
racy substantially, especially at lower SNRs. In fact, the performance increase when 
using a multi-condition model with MDT is much larger than for the uncompen­
sated baseline. From these results we conclude that our hypothesis — that ‘reliable’ 
features do not match the statistics of the clean acoustic model — is correct.
The mismatch of the reliable features with the acoustic model has two causes. 
First, mask estimation techniques make errors and sometimes unjustly label fea­
tures dominated by noise as ‘reliable’, fa lse  reliables. On real-world data, conven­
tional mask estimation techniques do not take into account that the speech sig­
nal can be corrupted by channel and reverberation effects as well as by environ­
mental noise. As a result, speech features that should have been masked because 
they are dominated by any of these effects are also unjustly labelled ‘reliable’. The 
multi-condition model (partly) corrects false reliables because the acoustic model 
matches a much larger variance of the speech features. Second, even if all features 
which are not too heavily affected by additive noise or reverberation would correctly 
be labelled as ‘reliable’, the resulting features can, in contrast to artificially noisi- 
fied data, still mismatch the speech distributions trained on close-talk channel data 
due to remaining microphone characteristics and reverberated speech energy. The 
multi-condition acoustic models will also compensate for this effect.
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The semi-oracle mask, a ‘cheating’ mask created with knowledge of all channels, in 
general hardly performs better than the estimated masks except in the lowest SNR 
bins. And even there, the differences are small, unlike the performance differences 
between estimated masks and ‘true’ oracle masks in experiments with artificially 
noisified data [43, 93]. While it cannot be established what the performance of a 
‘true’ oracle mask would be, especially given the test/training mismatch issues dis­
cussed above, we can point out two shortcomings of the semi-oracle mask. First, 
the semi-oracle is derived under the assumption that the close-talk signal can be 
considered as ‘clean’ speech, resulting in all-reliable masks for close-talk channel 
speech. Even the features of close-talk channel speech, however, maybe occasion­
ally be corrupted and should have been labelled ‘unreliable’. Second, the AEC cap­
tures not only the transmission path between the close-talk microphone and a far- 
talk microphone, but also reverberation. The semi-oracle thus does not label speech 
dominated by reverberation of channel effects as unreliable. We will explore this ef­
fect in more detail in section 4.6.
Compared to the other mask estimation methods, the VQ mask has a lower per­
formance and in various conditions does even worse than the baseline. When using 
a mask derived with multi-condition acoustic models, however, the VQ mask per­
forms much better. As with the semi-oracle mask, this is probably because the code­
book is created using channel #1 speech, under the assumption it contains clean 
speech. Because in the other channels the observed speech results in harmonic 
decomposition components that will often be poorly described by the codebook, 
many reliable features are likely to get mis-labelled as unreliable or vice versa.
The SVM mask generally performs very well, often performing comparably to 
the semi-oracle mask. Its performance is a testament to the generalisability of 
SVM-based machine learning;after all, the mask estimation was trained using the 
a u r o r a -4 corpus. The use of this corpus, which contains noisified Wall Street Jour­
nal (WSJ) speech, means there is a mismatch in noise types, language and content. 
Still, it generally performs better than the VQ mask, even though they share many 
of the features such as the harmonic decomposition. Moreover, the SVM mask does 
not require the tuning of a threshold parameter. A downside of the SVM method, 
not discussed in this chapter, is its high computational cost.
Mask estimation accuracy
4.6 MDT and de-reverberation
In order to investigate whether MDT can be combined with de-reverberation and 
to what extent reverberation can affect the recognition performance of our MDT 
recogniser, we performed two experiments that will be described in more detail in 
this section.
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In the first experiment, we determined to what extent MDT can be used to im­
prove recognition accuracy of artificially reverberated speech. In [94, 95] it was 
shown that treating features which are dominated by reverberation as unreliable, 
can be quite effective when using clean speech models. Here, we investigate to 
what extent this approach can be combined with the use of multi-condition models 
to provide robustness for the artificial reverberation. Using artificially reverberated 
speech constructed by filtering clean speech with a known room impulse response 
filter, we created an oracle mask by considering the difference between the reverber­
ated and the non-reverberated versions of the speech as ‘noise’. Using the conven­
tional mask definition of (4.1) and the previously trained clean speech models and 
multi-condition models (cf. section 4.4.2), we investigated to what extent the recog­
nition accuracy of our MDT recogniser can be improved using this oracle mask that 
labels features unreliable when they are dominated by reverberation.
In the second experiment we applied the insights gained from the first experi­
ment on real-world data. Under the assumption that the channel #1 data has neg­
ligible reverberation and that the reverberation effects become more pronounced 
in microphone channels #2 — #4, we use the estimated room impulse response fil­
ter of the AEC to estimate the underlying non-reverberated speech signal. Thus, 
we can construct, similarly as with the artificially reverberated speech, an improved 
(semi-)oracle mask that not only labels features unreliable when they are affected 
too severely by environmental noise, but also when they are dominated by rever­
beration. By comparing improvements in recognition accuracy, both for acoustic 
models that were trained on clean speech and for multi-condition models, we try 
to estimate an upper and lower bound on the impact reverberation can have in our 
MDT recognition experiments on real data.
4.6.1 Experimental setup
MDT for de-reverberation of artificially reverberated data
We created artificially reverberated speech as follows. First, we measured two room 
impulse responses (RIR) using a microphone at 261 cm from the speaker. The 
room of 36 m3 has curtains on all walls. In the first RIR, the curtains were closed 
(T60 =  140 ms), while in the second RIR they were open (T60 =  250 ms). The RIRs 
were measured with Gaussian white noise excitation using a least-squares estima­
tion approach. The resulting FIR filter had a length of 125 ms (2001 coefficients at 
16 kHz). Next, these two FIR filters were applied to the channel #1 utterances from 
all four environments in the 20 — 25 dB bin of our s p e e c o n  and SpeechDat-Car data. 
This results in two new artificially reverberated test sets, each containing 1236 ut­
terances.
Subsequently, we created a delayed version of the original signal by filtering it 
with the same FIR, but with the tail of the filter coefficients (representing the echo’s 
from the non-direct path) zeroed out. This was done by manually setting all FIR
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filter coefficients of the AEC filter beyond 3 ms after the first peak to zero. Then, we 
calculated the residual between the delayed and the reverberated channel #1 data. 
Using the residual as the ‘noise’ and with the delayed channel #1 data taking the 
place of the clean speech, we applied (4.1) to obtain our oracle mask. This oracle 
mask was then used in the MDT recogniser to decode the artificially reverberated 
signal.
In order to obtain the optimal oracle mask, we performed experiments with a 
large number of SNR thresholds. The results that will be presented pertain to the 
oracle masks obtained with the threshold that resulted in the best accuracy. Tuning 
the threshold on the test data is justified by the fact that with these artificial test data 
we are only interested in an estimate of the upper bound of the improvement that 
can be achieved.
As before, all experiments are done both with the acoustic models trained on 
clean speech and multi-condition speech. No new models were trained for the ex­
periments described here.
MDT using a reverb-masking semi-oracle mask on real-world data
In this experiment, we try to estimate which spectro-temporal features in the 
s p e e c o n  and SpeechDat-Car data are associated with speech energy that reaches 
the microphone via a direct path rather than being dominated by first and higher 
order reflections or additive noise. To that end, we estimate a de-reverberated ver­
sion of the clean speech signal by modifying the room impulse response filter in 
the AEC described in section 4.4.1. Analogously with the experiments on artificially 
reverberated data, the de-reverberated clean speech estimate is obtained by man­
ually setting all FIR filter coefficients of the AEC filter to zero beyond 3 ms after the 
first peak. Thus, the resulting FIR filter ideally should only represent the transfer 
function of the direct path between the two microphones, discarding any reflections 
caused by the room acoustics.
Next, we consider the residual of the features of the observed signal and the non­
reverberated clean speech estimate as noise. We use (4.1) to label only those speech 
features reliable which can be assumed not to be excessively affected by additive 
noise or reverberation. This improved semi-oracle mask, which we will denote by 
reverb-masking semi oracle (RMSO) mask, is then used to decode the original noisy 
speech features. This allows us to test whether or not in our framework, masking 
reverberated speech can improve recognition accuracy as it did in [94, 95].
As before, only the thresholds with the best accuracy are shown and all exper­
iments are done both with the acoustic models trained on clean speech and with 
multi-condition models.
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Figure4.2: Word error rate (WER) for recognition with clean (left) and m ulti-condition models 
(right). Vertical bars around the maxima indicate 95% confidence intervals. In each bar­
graph results are shown for the non-reverberated ‘clean’ test set, the reverberated test set 
with closed curtains and the reverberated test set with open curtains.
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4.6.2 Results and discussion
MDT for de-reverberation of artificially reverberated data
In Fig. 4.2 we can observe a clear trend that on artificially reverberated speech, 
masking the reverberation improves performance. This holds both for the clean 
speech model (left panel) and for the multi-condition model (right panel). More­
over, comparing the overall performance of the multi-condition model and the 
clean model in the various reverb conditions, clearly shows that the multi-condition 
model is the most robust against the artificial reverberation. Surprisingly the perfor­
mance for the no-reverb condition shows a similar trend: with the multi-condition 
model performance is better than with the clean model. Although we do not have a 
solid explanation why the apparent mismatch between the current test set and the 
clean training data would be greater than with the multi-condition training data, we 
take this observation as yet another illustration that recognition with a clean speech 
model is sensitive to even the slightest training/test mismatch and that such a mis­
match can often be compensated by using a multi-condition model.
In the case of the reverberation caused by a RIR of a room with closed curtains, 
the oracle missing data mask is able to completely compensate for the performance 
loss due to reverberation, yielding a performance which is indistinguishable from 
the no-reverb condition. This holds true both for the clean speech model and the 
multi-condition model.
In summary, these results suggest that loss in recognition accuracy due to rever­
beration can be compensated by using a multi-condition acoustic model as well as 
by a suitable missing data mask which labels the features affected by reverberation
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Figure 4.3: Word error rate (WER) for four different noise environments. In each panel the re­
sults are shown for recognition with the sem i-oracle masks in com bination with the clean 
acoustic model, semi-oracle mask with the m ulti-condition acoustic model, and reverb- 
masking semi-oracle mask with the clean or multi-condition acoustic model. Vertical bars 
around the data-points indicate 95% confidence intervals.
unreliable. In fact, it seems that these two approaches are to some extent comple­
mentary and can be combined to combat reverberation.
MDT using a reverb-masking semi-oracle mask on real-world data
In Fig. 4.3 we observe that when using the clean acoustic model, masking the re­
verberation generally increases performance substantially. Especially in the enter­
tainment room and public hall environments, performance differences can be up 
to 23% (absolute WER). From this we conclude that we were successful in estimat­
ing which features were excessively affected by reverberation and therefore should 
be labelled unreliable, and thus better approximate the ‘true’ oracle mask (cf. sec­
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tion 4.5.2). Moreover, these results show that MDT can be used to compensate both 
noise and reverberation at once by using a suitably chosen missing data mask.
In none of the environments, however, does the reverb-masking semi-oracle 
mask (RMSO) in combination with a clean acoustic model perform better than 
the original semi-oracle mask (SO) in combination with a multi-condition acous­
tic model. This means that masking the reverberation effects (using the modified 
RIR filter approach) does not account for all mismatch between the noisy speech 
features and the clean acoustic model. When using the RMSO mask in combination 
with a multi-condition model, the results vary between environments. In the enter­
tainment room and office environments, the performance is worse than when using 
the SO mask. This implies that in these environments, the reverberation is already 
fully compensated by the multi-condition model, and masking more features only 
results in masking features that are useful for imputation or recognition.
In the car environment, the RMSO and SO masks perform comparably at high 
and low SNRs, with the RMSO mask performing better in the 5 -  25 dB SNR range. In 
the public hall environment, which is the most reverberant environment, masking 
the reverberation lowers the WER by ^  7% (absolute) at SNRs <  15 dB. It seems 
that in the public hall environment, the impact of reverberation is substantial in the 
channels that contribute most to the lower SNR bins (i.e., channels #3 and #4).
From these results we can roughly estimate an upper bound on the impact of re­
verberation on our recognition results by taking the difference between the WER ob­
tained with worst performing method (SO mask with a clean acoustic model), and 
the best performing method (usually RMSO mask when using the multi-condition 
acoustic model). This would imply that at most 10% to 35% of the errors in the lower 
SNR bins, depending on the environment, can be attributed to reverberation.
For some environments, we can also try to establish a lower bound by taking 
the difference in performance obtained with the RMSO mask and the original SO 
mask in combination with the multi-condition acoustic model. The rationale be­
hind this would be that the multi-condition acoustic model already accounts for 
various sources of variation, to some extent including reverberation. So if explic­
itly masking reverberation helps, it must be due to the reverberation that multi­
condition models did not capture. Following this approach, we might conclude that 
in the public hall environment, at least at least about an 7% WER loss (absolute) at 
SNRs under 15dB is due to reverberation.
4.7 MDT and feature enhancement
In the sections above we successfully combined MDT with conventional noise ro­
bustness techniques, such as multi-condition training and de-reverberation. In sec­
tion 4.5 it was shown that replacing a clean speech model by a multi-condition 
acoustic model dramatically improves results, confirming the hypothesis that the 
‘reliable’ features no longer match the clean speech distributions. We argued that
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the improvement of using a multi-condition model is partly caused by a greater ro­
bustness against mask estimation errors. Multi-condition training material, how­
ever, is costly to acquire and the computational effort of training multi-condition 
acoustic models is substantial. In this section, we explore the combination of MDT 
with conventional feature enhancement techniques. Our aim is to reduce the mis­
match between reliable features and the clean acoustic model, and to improve mask 
estimation on real-world recorded speech.
First, as an alternative to multi-condition training, we try to reduce the reliable 
feature mismatch by applying feature enhancement to the noisy features prior to 
missing data imputation. In doing so, we keep the estimation procedures for the 
missing data masks unaltered. For unreliable features, feature enhancement may 
also be beneficial since the unreliable features are used as an upper bound during 
imputation. Feature enhancement yields tighter imputation bounds [105]. Here, 
care must be taken since the uncertainty on the enhanced speech energy increases 
as the underlying speech signal becomes weaker and the imputation bound may be­
come inaccurate. We therefore opted for spectral subtraction (SS) [106] as a feature 
enhancement method since the amount of noise suppression is easily controlled.
Secondly, we explore whether mask estimation on real-world data, which was ar­
gued to be more difficult than in artificially corrupted databases (cf. section 4.2.1), 
can be improved by applying feature enhancement on the speech features used in 
mask estimation while not preprocessing (NP) the features used for imputation and 
recognition. The ratio behind this is that on real-world data, the features used for 
mask estimation mismatch the clean speech features used to train or tune the mask 
estimation technique, just like the close-talk channel acoustic models mismatch the 
observed features in recognition. In our experiments, we used the SS feature en­
hancement technique with the VQ-based mask estimation technique. The VQ mask 
was chosen because recreating the codebook was less computationally demanding 
than retraining the SVM mask estimators used for the SVM mask.
Finally, we combine the two approaches described above, leading to four MDT 
scenarios: whether SS is applied to the features used in mask estimation (mSS vs. 
mNP), and whether SS is applied to the features used in recognition (fSS vs fNP). 
These approaches are summarised below:
mNPfNP the VQ-based mask estimation nor the recogniser features are prepro­
cessed with spectral subtraction. This is the VQ-mask result in sec­
tion 4.5.1.
mSSfNP only the VQ-based mask estimation is preprocessed with spectral subtrac- 
tion;the recogniser features are not preprocessed. 
mNPfSS features for mask estimates are not preprocessed;only the recogniser fea­
tures are preprocessed with spectral subtraction. 
mSSfSS both the VQ-based mask estimation and the recogniser features are pre­
processed with spectral subtraction.
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SS SS feature enhancement is used without MDT.
AFE the ETSIAFE front-end is used without MDT.
The last two configurations serve as a baseline. The SS scenario allows us to 
evaluate the quality of the feature enhancement method. The advanced front-end 
feature extraction (AFE) baseline is included in order to compare our approach to 
what is currently regarded as a very good feature enhancement method (though it 
cannot be tuned to control the amount of noise suppression, needed for combina­
tion with MDT).
4.7.1 Experimental setup
Spectral subtraction
The basic principle of spectral subtraction (SS) is to provide an estimate of clean 
speech features (feature enhancement) by subtracting a direct estimate of the mag­
nitude spectrum of noise from the noisy speech. In our approach, spectral sub­
traction was done using the multi-band spectral subtraction approach described 
in [106]. In summary, spectral subtraction is performed independently in each 
frequency band. The first 20 non-speech frames (as decided by the VAD in sec­
tion 4.4.1) are used to provide a noise estimate, which is then assumed constant 
throughout the utterance. Negative values in the enhanced features are floored to 
the noisy spectrum using a flooring parameter ß  set to 0.1 (c.f. [106]). Other param­
eter settings were the same as in [106].
For experiments with SS, new acoustic models are generated through retraining 
with aligned MIDA and cepstral feature streams. This retraining procedure con­
sisted of replacing the means and variances of the MIDA acoustic model with their 
cepstral counterparts.
AFE
The AFE algorithm proposed by ETSI [107] is based on a two-stage Wiener filter­
ing noise reduction. Since the parameters of the two Wiener filters are updated 
on a frame-by-frame basis the ETSI AFE can deal with dynamically changing noise. 
After estimating the linear spectrum of each frame, the power spectral density is 
smoothed along the time axis. A voice activity detector (VAD) determines whether a 
frame contains speech or background noise;the estimated spectrum of both speech 
and noise are used to calculate the frequency domain Wiener filter coefficients. 
Frames labelled as non-speech by the VAD are dropped. The AFE produces cepstral 
features which are directly used for recognition.
As for the experiments with SS, new acoustic models are generated for AFE 
through retraining with aligned MIDA and AFE feature streams. When retraining, 
we do not drop the non-speech frames in order to properly align the MIDA and AFE
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features. The resulting AFE model is then updated using one pass of Viterbi train­
ing. Finally, the AFE model is updated by another pass of Viterbi retraining on AFE 
features with frame dropping enabled.
VQ mask estimation after SS
The VQ-codebook for the mSSfNP and mSSfSS experiments was learned from the 
same close-talk channel data used in section 4.4.1, to which SS was applied. The 
VAD and harmonic decomposition method were applied to the spectral subtracted 
noisy test utterances. The mask threshold was again optimized over the complete 
test set and set to 6 =  8 dB.
4.7.2 Results and discussion
MDT versus feature enhancement
Comparing the results of the SS and AFE baseline feature enhancement scores with 
the MDT recognition scores, it becomes apparent there is a vast difference between 
the methods. SS, on the one hand, performs worst of all methods, often worse than 
the uncompensated baseline in Fig. 4.1 in section 4.5.1. The AFE, on the other hand, 
has a performance that is among the best of all methods. The low performance of 
the SS method is misleading, however, since it was set to be conservative in its noise 
suppression. This was necessary to prevent the MDT method, in combination with 
which it is used, from having upper imputation bounds that are too tight.
The competitive AFE performance underlines that MDT on real-world data is 
difficult, since in previous work on artificially corrupted data our MDT framework 
was superior to AFE. While never compared directly, this can be seen for a u r o r a - 
4 by comparing the AFE recognition accuracies in [76] with the MDT results in [28], 
and for a u r o r a -2 by comparing the AFE scores in [20] with the MDT results in [28].
Spectral subtraction to improve mask estimation
First we compare recognition performance when doing recognition on the origi­
nal noisy features in combination with the unmodified VQ mask (mNPfNP) and the 
mask in which SS is applied to the noisy features used in mask estimation (mSSfNP). 
We observe in Fig. 4.4 that applying spectral subtraction to improve mask estima­
tion does not lead to significant improvements. When comparing the two MDT 
approaches in which spectral subtraction is also applied to the features used in 
recognition, i.e., mNPfSS and mSSfSS, we again observe no significant improvement 
when applying spectral subtraction to the features used in mask estimation. If any­
thing, there is a trend towards higher WERs, especially at lower SNRs and when us­
ing the multi-condition acoustic model.
The reason for this failure to improve mask estimation may stem from the fact 
SS mostly compensates for stationary noise, something which is already covered to
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Figure 4.4: Word error rate (WER), averaged over the four noise environments, is displayed as 
a function of SNR for the clean (top) and multi-condition (bottom) acoustic models. Vertical 
bars around the data points indicate 95% confidence intervals. In each figure we display 
the results of spectral subtraction (SS), AFE, and the four com bination of applying SS to the 
VQ-mask features (m) or to the features used in recognition (f): mNPfNP, mSSfNP, mNPfSS, 
mSSfSS, with NP indicating the use of the original noisy features.
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some degree in the VQ-mask estimation because a noise tracker is employed that 
uses the long-term energy minimum (cf. section 4.4.1). In other words, SS may sim­
ply not be powerful enough a technique to reduce a substantial part of the mask 
estimation errors which are likely due to non-stationary noises. Another possibil­
ity is that the harmonic decomposition underlying the VQ-based method fails after 
speech has been processed by SS because the speech now contains musical noise. 
Although the VQ-codebook is trained on speech processed with SS, it is conceivable 
that not all such errors are covered (‘learned’) by the codebook.
Spectral subtraction to improve MDT recognition
Comparing the results of the MDT approaches in which spectral subtraction is ap­
plied to the features used in recognition (mNPfSS and mSSfSS) with those in which 
the recogniser uses the original noisy speech features (mNPfNP and mSSfNP) in 
Fig. 4.4, we observe a substantial decrease in WER when using SS. With a clean 
acoustic model, the use of SS improves the results significantly at SNRs <  15 dB, 
with differences as large as 18% (absolute WER) in the 0 — 5 dB SNR range. When 
using a multi-condition acoustic model, SS improves results at SNRs <  10 dB, with 
differences up to 9% (absolute WER).
The results show that combining SS and MDT can be beneficial if SS is used 
to modify the features used in recognition. Moreover, our results show that multi­
condition training and SS are complementary, making it advantageous to combine 
the two approaches. With the multi-condition model the impact of applying SS on 
recognition performance is smaller (both in absolute and relative terms).
As discussed in section 4.5.2, a mismatch exists between the reliable features (or 
false reliables) and the clean acoustic model. It is likely that the improvement in 
recognition performance is at least partly due to SS reducing this mismatch. The 
smaller impact of SS when using a multi-condition model could be explained by as­
suming the multi-condition model already compensates for part of the test/training 
mismatch. As mentioned above, however, the application of SS also results in tighter 
imputation bounds when applied to the unreliable features, which may also im­
prove recognition accuracy. Our experiments do not allow us to investigate the rel­
ative contribution of these two factors when using SS;further research is needed 
for that. One possibility to do that would be to only apply SS to either reliable or 
unreliable features.
The improvements found when applying SS raise the question to what extent 
recognition with other types of estimated masks, such as the SVM mask described 
in section 4.4.1, can benefit from feature enhancement. The features used for mask 
estimation in the SVM mask largely overlap with those used in VQ-based mask es­
timation. Therefore, given the results in section 4.7.2, it is doubtful whether SVM 
mask estimation improves after applying SS. Given the success of applying SS to 
the features used in recognition, however, it seems likely that SVM-based mask esti-
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mation will also benefit, and without the additional cost of retraining the SVM and 
re-estimating the missing data masks.
The AFE front-end, used as a baseline in this chapter, was not used for combina­
tion with MDT due to its inflexibility. Its competitive performance, however, merits 
the question whether a feature enhancement technique based on, or similar to the 
Wiener filtering used in AFE can be used for combination with MDT. A very similar 
combination of techniques is described in [108].
4.8 General discussion and conclusions
In this chapter, we have investigated the performance of a missing data recogniser 
on speech recorded in real-world environments. We hypothesised that on real- 
world speech, which is corrupted not only by noise, but also by speaker, reverbera­
tion and channel effects, the ‘reliable’ features no longer match an acoustic model 
trained on clean speech. We investigated the validity of this hypothesis and ex­
plored to what extent performance can be improved by combining MDT with three 
conventional techniques, viz. multi-condition training, de-reverberation and fea­
ture enhancement. Using a multi-condition trained acoustic model in combination 
with MDT, we confirmed the hypothesis and showed that recognition accuracy im­
proves substantially in all noise environments and at all SNR-levels. When compar­
ing the performance of conventional mask estimation techniques, we found that 
even a ‘cheating’ semi-oracle missing data mask did not perform better than VQ- 
or SVM-based estimated masks. We argued this was at least partly due to the semi­
oracle missing data mask not being designed to label speech features dominated by 
reverberation as unreliable.
In a second experiment (cf. section 4.6), we combined MDT with de­
reverberation by doing recognition with the reverberated part of speech labelled 
‘unreliable’, both on real-world recordings and on artificially reverberated speech. 
The experiment with artificially reverberated speech confirmed previous findings, 
that masking reverberation improves recognition accuracy, but also revealed that 
the multi-condition trained acoustic model is intrinsically more robust against re­
verberation. To some degree, these two methods can work together for an even bet­
ter performance. The experiment on real-world recordings showed that the semi­
oracle mask also improved when the reverberant part of speech was labelled un­
reliable, and thus that with a suitable missing data mask, MDT can compensate for 
noise and reverberation at once. Finally, the experiments showed that reverberation 
has a major impact on the recognition performance in far-talk channels.
Third, we did an experiment (cf. section 4.7) in which we combined MDT with 
feature enhancement techniques. We investigated whether spectral subtraction (SS) 
could reduce the mismatch of reliable features to such an extent that it might serve 
as an alternative to multi-condition training. We also investigated whether spectral 
subtraction could improve the performance of VQ-based missing data mask estima­
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tion, which was found to be unexpectedly poor when using clean acoustic models. 
The application of spectral subtraction to the features used in VQ mask estimation 
did not improve results, but the application of SS to the features used in recognition 
proved to be quite successful: WERs decreased when using a clean as well as a multi­
condition model. We argued that this is either due to a reduction of the test/training 
mismatch in the reliable features, or due to tighter imputation bounds on the un­
reliable features. Finally, even though in previous work MDT was shown to be su­
perior to the ETSI advanced front-end (AFE) on artificially corrupted speech, we 
could show only a small advantage of MDT in case multi-condition training is not 
an option, while MDT performs comparably with the AFE under a multi-condition 
scenario.
From our findings we conclude that two issues make applying MDT on real- 
world speech difficult. The first issue is that one of the assumptions underlying 
MDT, viz. that reliable features remain uncorrupted, can be violated. The second 
issue is that conventional mask estimation techniques are not able to deal with the 
the fact that real-world speech can be affected not only by environmental noise, but 
also by effects such as reverberation. In this chapter we showed that the first is­
sue can be dealt with to some degree with conventional noise reduction techniques 
such as multi-condition training and feature enhancement. With even a ‘cheating’ 
missing data performing only marginally better than estimated missing data masks, 
it is clear that in order to deal with the second issue, (much) more effort is needed 
to improve mask estimation techniques.
Based on our results, however, it is not at all obvious whether MDT can beat 
a well-designed feature enhancement technique such as the ETSI advanced front­
end, which operates at a fraction of the computational cost. Yet, the fact that our 
work shows that MDT can be combined with conventional noise robustness tech­
niques and since mask estimation allows to integrate additional knowledge sources 
(e.g. harmonicity), or to use classifiers that do not integrate easily in HMMs (e.g. 
SVM-based classifiers), means there is still potential for improving the results, for 
example by combination with the aforementioned feature enhancement technique.
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Exemplar-based sparse representations for 
noise robust automatic speech recognition 5
This paper proposes to use exemplar-based sparse representations for noise robust 
automatic speech recognition. First, we describe how speech can be modelled as a 
linear com bination of a small number of exemplars from a large speech exemplar 
dictionary. The exemplars are time-frequency patches of real speech, each span­
ning multiple time frames. We then propose to model speech corrupted by addi­
tive noise as a linear com bination of noise and speech exemplars, and we derive an 
algorithm for recovering this sparse linear com bination of exemplars from the ob ­
served noisy speech. We describe how the framework can be used for doing hybrid 
exemplar-based/HMM recognition by using the exemplar-activations together with 
the phonetic information associated with the exemplars.
As an alternative to hybrid recognition, the framework also allows us to take a 
source separation approach which enables exemplar-based feature enhancem ent 
as well as missing data mask estimation. We evaluate the perform ance of these 
exemplar-based methods in connected digit recognition on the a u r o r a -2 database.
Our results show that the hybrid system performed substantially better than source 
separation or missing data mask estimation at lower SNRs, achieving up to 57.1% 
accuracy at SNR= -5 dB. Although not as effective as two baseline recognisers at 
higher SNRs, the novel approach offers a promising direction of future research on 
exemplar-based ASR.
5.1 Introduction
F
o r  the last 30 years Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has been dominated 
by the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) employing Gaussian Mixture 
Models (GMMs) to model the statistics of the acoustics [4]. The ASR perfor­
mance of these systems, however, degrades substantially when speech is corrupted 
by background noise not seen during training. The reason for this is that the ob­
served speech signal does no longer match the distributions derived from the train­
ing material.
There have been numerous approaches that aim at resolving this mismatch, 
such as normalisation or enhancement of the speech features [4], compensation 
of the acoustic models [2, 3] and the use of recogniser architectures that use only
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the least noisy observations [6], to name a few. Originally, most noise robust­
ness techniques were based on strong stationarity assumptions about the under­
lying noise, but methods have been proposed that address non-stationary noise 
[7, 109, 110, 111].
Recently, models based on sparse representations have gained considerable in­
terest in signal processing. Sparse representations are representations that account 
for most or all information of a signal with a linear combination of only a small num­
ber of elementary signals, called atoms. The collection of atoms that is used is called 
a dictionary. In audio, sparse representations have been used for source separation 
by expressing a signal that is a mixture of multiple sources with a sparse represen­
tation, using a dictionary for each underlying source. That sparse representation is 
determined by finding the sparsest possible linear combination that describes the 
observed signal, using techniques best known from the fields of non-negative ma­
trix factorisation (NMF) [112] and Compressed Sensing [113]. Reconstruction using 
parts of the dictionary pertaining to only a single source, results in an estimate of 
the underlying source [65,114, 115,116, 117].
Another application of sparse representations is pattern recognition. This is 
done by associating the dictionary atoms with class labels, and using the weights 
of the atoms in the sparse representation as evidence for the class of the observed 
signal. This approach has lead to state-of-the-art classification results in various 
fields, such as face recognition [42] and phone classification [118].
In this work, we investigate the effectiveness of combining these two ap­
proaches. Expressing noisy speech as a sparse linear combination of speech and 
noise dictionary atoms, we first determine the sparse representation. With the 
atoms in the speech part of the dictionary associated with speech labels, we can 
then use the weights of the speech part of the sparse representation to provide noise 
robust evidence for the identity of the underlying speech unit. Based on preliminary 
experiments in [119, 120], we propose to use this approach, dubbed sparse classifi­
cation  (SC) in earlier work [121], in a hybrid SC/HMM speech recogniser. Hybrid 
HMM systems are commonly used when replacing GMM-based modelling of the 
acoustics by alternative modelling techniques, such as neural network based sys­
tems [4].
In most speech applications of sparse representations, the dictionary atoms ei­
ther consist of fundamental basis functions such as Fourier coefficients or wavelets, 
or are learned  [65, 114, 115, 116, 122]. In this work, however, we model signals 
as a sparse linear combinations of examples of that signal [42]. Thus, we model 
speech segments as a weighted linear combination of example speech segments, 
exemplars [33, 117, 119]. These exemplars are spectrographic representations of 
speech spanning multiple time-frames of speech (typically 50 to 300 ms). The use of 
exemplars to model speech is reminiscent of more traditional exemplar-based ap­
proaches to speech recognition [4, 123]. In those approaches, however, speech is 
represented by one or more exemplars that each individually have the smallest dis-
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tance to the observed speech token, whereas in our framework, speech exemplars 
jointly  approximate the observed speech.
The use of a speech dictionary containing exemplars as atoms has several ad­
vantages. First, the dictionary is relatively easy to construct by extraction of speech 
segments from a speech database. Second, it becomes computationally efficient to 
construct dictionaries with high-dimensional atoms that contain several frames of 
time context, which makes confusion between noise and speech atoms in less likely. 
Third, the dictionary can allow for very sparse representations if an observed speech 
segment closely resembles speech contained in the dictionary [33]. Finally, the use 
of exemplars makes the mapping from atoms to speech classes straightforward: 
Each time-frame in the speech exemplars is directly labelled with an HMM-state 
label, obtained by means of a forced alignment of the transcription on the training 
database using a conventional HMM-based recogniser.
In the SC approach, the weights of the linear combination of speech exemplars 
are used to provide a weighted sum of HMM-state scores for each frame in the ob­
served speech. In order to investigate the effectiveness of the SC approach, we also 
use the exemplar-based sparse representations to apply two conventional robust 
ASR techniques. First, we extend the sparse representation-based source separa­
tion approach described earlier to allow the use of atoms that span multiple time­
frames. We can then do feature enhancement, which aims at providing clean speech 
features which are recognised by a conventional, GMM/HMM-based ASR system.
Second, we use the exemplar-based sparse representations to apply a missing 
data technique (MDT) [6, 7]. In noisy speech, MDT distinguishes between features 
dominated by speech (‘reliable’ features) and features dominated by noise (‘unreli­
able’ c.q. ‘missing’). Discarding the unreliable features, speech recognition (using 
acoustic models trained on clean speech) is done on the incomplete data by impu­
tation or marginalisation of the missing features. We create this reliable/unreliable 
labelling of noisy speech features by comparing the speech and noise estimates pro­
vided by our source separation result [124].
The main contributions of this work are twofold. First, we investigate the ef­
fectiveness of combining two techniques employing sparse representations, source 
separation and classification, and second, we investigate to what extent using dic­
tionary atoms that span multiple frames is beneficial for sparse representation- 
based noise robustness techniques. We compare the recognition accuracies of the 
various approaches using material from the a u r o r a -2 database, which contains 
connected digits artificially corrupted by a number of different noises at several 
SNRs. In order to investigate the influence of using exemplars spanning multiple 
time-frames, we investigate recognition accuracy as a function of exemplar size. 
We compare the performance of the three exemplar-based approaches to a multi­
condition trained recogniser and to a noise-robust MDT approach in which the re­
liability estimates are based on a harmonic decomposition of speech [20].
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5.2 Model for noisy speech
5.2.1 Sparse representation of noisy speech
Speech signals are represented by their spectro-temporal distribution of acoustic 
energy, a spectrogram. The exemplar-based approaches proposed in this paper op­
erate in the Mel-scale magnitude spectrogram domain, with the term magnitude 
referring to the square root of energy in a time-frequency element. The cepstral fea­
tures used in conventional ASR systems are based on a (mostly logarithmic) com­
pression of the magnitude values followed by a decorrelating cosine transform. In 
our framework, however, we use the magnitude values directly to simplify the addi­
tivity of speech and noise.
The magnitude spectrogram describing a clean speech signal is a B x T dimen­
sional matrix S (with B frequency bands and T time frames). To simplify the nota­
tion, the columns of this matrix are stacked into a single vector s of length E =  B • T , 
so that the entry S(b, t ), with 1 <  b <  B and 1 <  t <  T , corresponds to the entry 
s(b +  (t -  1)B).
We assume that an arbitrary speech spectrogram s can be expressed as a linear, 
non-negative combination of clean speech exemplars as, with j  =  1 ,..., J  denoting 
the exemplar index. These exemplars are magnitude spectrograms describing seg­
ments of speech signals extracted from a training database and are stacked in same 
way as was done to obtain s. We write:
J
s asx s =  Asxs subject to xs >  0 (5.1)
j=1
with x s being the non-negative weight or activation of each exemplar. In this pa­
per, the superscript s denotes speech, and the superscript n will denote noise. 
The J  exemplars aj, a ^ ,...,a J are grouped into a speech exemplar matrix As as 
As =  [a  ^ a^ ...a J] and the activations stacked into xs, a J -dimensional activation 
vector.
Previous research has shown that xs can be extremely sparse [33]. That is, only a 
few non-zero entries suffice to represent s with sufficient accuracy. The activations 
are restricted to non-negative values, a restriction which has turned out to be critical 
in audio analysis algorithms employing magnitude spectrograms [115].
Like for clean speech, we assume we can model a B x T dimensional noise spec­
trogram N, represented by the stacked vector n, as a linear combination of K noise 
exemplars akn, with k  =  1, . . . , K being the noise exemplar index. We can now repre­
sent a noisy speech segment Y, reshaped into vector y, as a linear combination of 
both speech and noise exemplars:
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y ^  s +  n (5.2)
E a j*s +  É an * fcn (5.3)
j=1 k=1 
xs
=  [AsAn] s.t. xs, xn >  0 (5.4)xn
=  Ax s.t. x >  0 (5.5)
where xn is the activation vector of the noise exemplars and An is the matrix con­
taining noise exemplars. The whole speech +  noise exemplar dictionary matrix A 
has dimensionality E x L, where L =  J  +  K , and vector x contains the activations 
of the speech and noise exemplars. Since x is assumed to be sparse, and represents 
the noisy observation in terms of the exemplar activations, x is referred to as a sparse 
representation.
We normalise the dictionary rows so each frequency band has the same weight, 
and normalise the dictionary columns (corresponding to exemplars) because this 
has been found to produce slightly better results in source separation [116]. Nor­
malisation is done by iteratively scaling each row and column so that its Euclidean 
norm equals unity. After normalisation, the norms of the columns equal unity, and 
the norms of the rows are approximately equal. During decoding, each noisy speech 
segment y is scaled using the frequency band normalisation applied to A. Because 
the magnitude of the exemplar activations in x can vary, arbitrary speech levels and 
SNRs can be matched.
5.2.2 Finding the activations
In order to obtain the sparse representation x, we search for linear combinations of 
exemplars which are able to represent the noisy speech y with the model Ax, while 
using only a small number of nonzero entries in x. We give a visual example of this 
process in Fig. 5.1. The linear combination of exemplars is found by minimising the 
cost function:
d  (y, Ax) +  ||X. * x||p s.t., x >  0 (5.6)
The first term measures the distance between the noisy observation and the model 
using function d . The second term enforces sparsity by penalising the non-zero 
entries of x using the Lp norm of the activation vector, weighted by element-wise 
multiplication (operator .*) of the vector X =  [X\ X2 ...X L]. The activations of the 
exemplars are constrained to be non-negative.
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Figure 5.1: An example of finding a sparse representation of a noisy speech signal as a lin ­
ear com bination of noise and speech exemplars. The speech and noise were mixed at SNR 
=  0 dB. The vertical axis of each spectrogram represents the frequency index, the horizontal 
axis time. The magnitude spectrograms are displayed using a logarithmic colour scale, with 
higher energies corresponding to brighter colours. The first row depicts the dictionary As con­
taining speech exemplars, while the second row corresponds to the dictionary An containing 
noise exemplars. The third row shows the five largest non-zero activations of the sparse linear 
com bination.
We use the generalised Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for d  :
E
d (y, y) =  Y ye log(yyL ) -  ye +  ye (5.7)
e=1 ye
In source separation methods, the KL divergence has been found to produce 
better results than for example the Euclidean distance [115]. The statistical inter­
pretation behind the minimisation of (5.6) can be found in [125].
We choose to control the sparseness used in the second term of (5.6) by the L 1 
norm, which has been found to be effective in obtaining sparse solutions (cf. [113] 
and the references therein): ||A. * x||i =  ’^ t=1 xiX l . Unlike in most studies, where a 
single scalar weight is used to penalise all non-zero entries equally, we allow differ­
ent weights for speech and noise exemplars in the dictionary. In pilot experiments, 
it was found that enforcing the sparseness of speech exemplars was very important. 
The reason for this is that the linear combination of exemplars is naturally sparse 
because an observed speech segment should ideally be represented only by exem­
plars pertaining to the same underlying speech unit [42]. Therefore, enforcing the 
sparsity of the speech exemplars results (albeit indirectly) in activation of exemplars 
which represent the same underlying speech unit as the observed speech segment. 
We do not make such assumptions about the corrupting noise and thus do not en­
force the sparseness of the noise exemplars.
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Figure 5.2: Schem atic diagram of time-continuous processing using overlapping windows.
The cost function (5.6) is minimised by first initialising the entries of the vector 
x to unity, and then iteratively applying the update rule:
x ^  x. * (At (y./(Ax)))./(AT1 +  X). (5.8)
with .* and ./ denoting element-wise multiplication and division, respectively. The 
vector 1 is an all-one vector of length E . The derivation of (5.8) is given in appendix 
5.A.
5.2.3 Sliding window approach for time-continuity
Describing speech as a linear combination of exemplars is only feasible for relatively 
short signal segments. In this work, we consider segments with a duration of 50 
to 300 ms. In order to decode utterances of arbitrary lengths, we adopt a sliding 
time window approach as in [119]. We first divide an utterance into a number of 
overlapping, fixed-length windows, with the window length equal to the exemplar 
size T . We then find a sparse representation for each window individually. Finally, 
depending on the noise robustness approach, the results for overlapping windows 
can be recombined and averaged.
Consider a noisy speech utterance Yutt represented as a magnitude spectrogram 
of size B x Tutt. We slide a window, a matrix of size B x T , through Yutt, using a window 
shift of A frames. Thus, we obtain a sequence of windowed segments Y i , . . ., YW, 
where W  is the number of windows in the utterance. A graphical representation of 
this process can be found in Fig. 5.2.
The ratio of A and T determines the degree to which subsequent windows over­
lap. Larger step sizes A reduce computational effort, but might decrease representa­
tional accuracy. Throughout this paper, we keep the window shift constant at A =  1 
frame.
At each window position w , the segment is reshaped into an observation vector 
y w similarly as was done for speech and noise exemplars in section 5.2.1. The index
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of the window position w ranges from 1 to W =  Tutt — T + 1 . The observation matrix 
^  of dimensions E x W  has the observations vectors y1, ..., yW as its columns.
Using the notation introduced above, we write the equivalent of (5.2) for the 
utterance Yutt with overlapping windows compactly as:
with the columns of matrixX =  [x1 x2 ... xW ] consisting of the sparse representations 
of each window. The activation matrix X of dimensions L x W  now describes the 
activations of the exemplars for the entire utterance.
5.3 Sparse classification
In this section we describe the hybrid exemplar-based/HMM method called sparse 
classification. In our hybrid system we keep the topology of the HMM system un­
changed, thus describing the speech structure in the conventional way in terms of 
a sequence of states. Rather than estimating the likelihoods of the states by means 
of GMMs, the calculation of likelihoods is based on the activations of exemplars de­
scribed in 5.2.1.
Sparse classification, first introduced in [121] for the classification of isolated 
digits, was extended to enable the recognition of connected digits without added 
noise [119]. In [120] it was shown that the method can be extended to noise robust 
connected digit recognition, while the method was further refined in [126].
5.3.1 Calculating speech state likelihoods
Assuming a state-level labelling of each frame in the speech data used to construct 
exemplars is available, we can label each frame t =  1 ,..., T in each speech exemplar 
as with a state label q j>t e  [1, Q], where Q is the total number of states.
Using the frame-by-frame state labelling of the exemplars, we encode the la­
belling of each exemplar as with label matrix is a sparse, binary matrix of 
dimensions Q x T , the entries having values [^ j]q>t =  5 (q , q j>t ), where 5 is the Kro- 
necker delta function. The label matrix stores the temporal information of the states 
within an exemplar. Fig. 5.3 illustrates two examples of exemplars and their corre­
sponding state label matrices.
Denoting the speech exemplar weights calculated for window w by x sWj , j  =  
1 ,..., J , we calculate state likelihood matrix Lw in window w as the weighted sum of 
exemplar label matrices as
AX s.t. X >  0 (5.9)
J
(5.10)
j=1
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Figure 5.3: Two exemplars of length T =  25 representing two different realisations of the b e­
ginning of the digit “two”. The horizontal axes indicate the time in frames. The top panels 
illustrate the magnitude spectra, with a bright colour indicating a higher value. The lower 
panels illustrate the state label matrices explained in section 5.3.1. The state indices [17,32] 
are the 16 states underlying the digit “two”. The duration of the digit on the left exceeds 250 
ms, and therefore the first 25 frames only cover part of the 16 states. The digit on the right 
takes less than 250 ms and thus covers all states.
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The columns of Lw are denoted with vectors l w,t, t =  1 ,..., T. State likelihood es­
timates of frames from overlapping windows are combined by summing the likeli­
hoods of the frames of all the windows in which they occur, taking into account the 
exact temporal positions of the frames. The combined state likelihood vector l™ for 
each frame t  =  1 ,..., Tutt is given as
min(T,T)
l f  =  2  lT-t+1-t (5-11)
t=max( 1,T—Tutt+T)
After obtaining the state likelihoods for the entire utterance, we use the Viterbi 
algorithm to find the state sequence that maximises total likelihood.
5.3.2 Silence likelihoods
In the sparse classification approach, the likelihoods of silence states cannot be reli­
ably estimated from noisy utterances using the method described above. As silence 
is absence of speech energy, a sparse representation of magnitude spectrograms 
models silence with all exemplar weights close or equal to zero. Since the state likeli­
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hoods are calculated by multiplication of the atom activations with the label matrix, 
silence is represented by all state likelihoods having a low value. After frame-wise 
normalisation of the likelihoods, the resulting likelihoods give rise to numerous in­
sertion errors in areas where there was silence, for example at the begin and end of 
each utterance.
In the approach used in this work, we modify the speech and silence likelihoods 
produced by SC to circumvent this problem. In a nutshell, we first measure the 
activity of speech from the speech and noise exemplar activations. This measure 
is used to change the balance between the existing speech and silence state likeli­
hoods, effectively boosting the silence likelihoods when there is no speech activity. 
The complete procedure, based on preliminary work described in [126], is given in 
Appendix 5.B.
5.4 Sparse representations for feature enhancement
As an alternative way to do noise robust ASR with the proposed exemplar-based 
framework, we use the sparse representations of speech and noise to estimate clean 
speech spectrograms, i.e., do feature enhancement. This is similar to source sepa­
ration methods based on NMF [65, 114, 115, 116,117], but the model is extended to 
deal with overlapping windows that span multiple frames.
Because of the use of a sliding window approach, the model (5.1) is obtained 
separately for each window w =  1 ,..., W , each of which consists of T frames. By 
denoting the spectrum vector of the t -th frame of speech exemplar j  by a j t , the 
clean speech estimate s for the t -th frame of window w can be written as
J
sw,t= 2  a  ,tx),w • (5‘12)
j=1
Likewise, the noise estimate n is given by
K
n w,t =  ^  afc,txfc,w. (5 .13)
k=1
For each frame t  =  1 ,..., Tutt of the utterance, the models pertaining to overlap­
ping windows are summed to obtain the speech and noise models. Normalisation 
by the number of overlapping windows is omitted, since it is cancelled by the later 
processing stages. When the window position within the utterance and the frame 
position within a window are taken into account, summation in frame t  results in 
the speech model
min(T,T)
st =  ^  ' ST—t+1,T (5.14)
t =max( 1,T — Tutt+ T )
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Similarly, we add the noise spectra in overlapping windows to get
min(T,T)
nT nT—t+1,T. (5.15)
t =max( 1,T— Tutt+ T )
The resulting frame-wise estimates are grouped into speech and noise spectro­
gram utterance matrices:
Sutt =  [ * , - ,  sTutt ] (5.16)
IN utt =  [m ,..., nTutt ] (5.17)
The reconstructed speech spectra could be used directly as an estimate of clean 
speech features, as was done in NMF-based source separation with dictionary ele­
ments which span only a single frame [65]. In our exemplar-based framework, we 
obtain better results (in terms of recognition accuracy at high SNRs) by using a time- 
varying filter
ht =  st ./(st +  nt ) (5.18)
and calculating the enhanced features in each frame as ht . * yt . Unlike the recon­
struction in (5.14), filtering the noisy spectra takes the residual into account, that 
is, the noisy speech energy not modelled by the linear combination of speech and 
noise exemplars. The filtering approach is commonly used in source separation 
systems based on a linear model, for example in [116], [117] and [127]. This fea­
ture enhancement approach is also analogous to Wiener filtering in the frequency 
domain [128].
5.5 Sparse representations for missing data techniques
The missing data technique (MDT) approach to robust speech recognition [7, 6] 
is known for its high accuracy at high SNRs and its ability for dealing with non- 
stationary noise types. MDT is built on the assumption that one can estimate— 
prior to decoding—which spectro-temporal elements in the spectrogram are reli­
able (i.e., dominated by speech) and which are unreliable (i.e., dominated by back­
ground noise). The clean speech information in the unreliable features is consid­
ered missing and speech recognition must be done with partially observed data.
To do this, we employ the so-called imputation  approach [10] which handles 
the missing features by replacing them with Gaussian-dependent clean speech es­
timates during decoding [17]. The difference between the feature enhancement ap­
proach described in section 5.4 and imputation of the features, is that the latter is 
potentially more powerful because the Gaussian-dependent imputation approach 
can use information on the hypothesised state and digit identities.
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The reliability estimates of noisy speech features are referred to as a missing 
data m ask . We use the exemplar-based sparse representation framework to obtain 
a missing data mask Mutt:
with the spectro-temporal magnitude speech and noise estimates Sutt and Nutt from 
(5.16) and (5.17), respectively. The constant 6 is an empirically determined SNR 
threshold.
5.6 Baseline recognisers
In this work, we compare the results obtained with the exemplar-based framework 
with two noise robust recognisers. The first is a multi-condition trained recogniser: 
a standard GMM-based recogniser trained on a mixture of clean and noisy speech 
of various noise types and SNRs. As an additional noise robustness measure mean 
and variance normalisation was used. On a u r o r a -2 , multi-condition recognisers 
employing mean and variance normalisation are known to achieve state-of-the-art 
performance, often outperforming much more sophisticated noise robustness tech­
niques [129].
As a second baseline, we use a MDT-based recogniser employing the so-called 
harmonicity missing data mask [20]. In the harmonicity mask, the noisy speech sig­
nal is first decomposed in a harmonic and a residual part using a least squares fitting 
method. The harmonic energy is then used as an estimator of the clean speech en­
ergy and the residual as an estimator for the noise energy, for use in (5.19).
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the exemplar-based framework, we com­
pared the recognition accuracies of the various approaches described above using 
material from the a u r o r a -2 database. For each of the five methods (three exemplar- 
based methods, a baseline MDT-based recogniser and a multi-condition trained 
recogniser), we investigated word recognition accuracy as a function of SNR. For 
the exemplar-based approaches, we also investigated word recognition accuracy as 
a function of exemplar size.
0 d=f  unreliable otherwise
(5.19)
5.7 Experiments
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5.7.1 Experimental setup
Recognition task
For our recognition experiments we used material from test set ‘A’ and ‘B’ of the 
a u r o r a -2 corpus [43]. The material we selected from test set A comprises 1 clean 
and 12 noisy subsets, with the noisy subsets containing four noise types (subway, 
car, babble, exhibition hall) at three SNR values, 15,5 and —5 dB. From test set B, 
which contains four different noise types (restaurant, street, airport, train station), 
we selected the same SNR subsets. Each subset contains 1001 utterances, with each 
utterance containing one to seven digits ‘0-9’ or ‘oh’. We evaluated word recognition 
accuracy by averaging the results over the four noise types.
The training material of a u r o r a -2 consists of a clean and a multi-condition 
training set, each containing 8440 utterances. The multi-condition training set 
was constructed by mixing the clean utterances with noise at various SNRs: 
=  inf, 20,15,10,5 dB. The noises that were used originate from the same noise sam­
ples used to create test set A.
Finding sparse representations
Acoustic feature vectors used in the exemplar-based framework consisted of Mel 
frequency magnitude spectra: B  =  23 frequency bands with centre frequencies 
starting at 100 Hz, using a Hamming window with a frame length of 25 ms and a 
frame shift of 10 ms.
The exemplar-based framework was implemented in MATLAB. The update rule
(5.8) was run for 200 iterations which was enough to obtain solutions that had suffi­
ciently converged. As in [120], the sparsity parameter was set to A =  0.65 for speech 
exemplars and to A =  0 for noise exemplars.
Dictionary creation
The speech and noise dictionaries were created in a two-step procedure which is 
repeated for each exemplar size T e  {5,10,20,30} frames. First, from each noisy ut­
terance in the multi-condition training set two segments were selected of length T 
by choosing a random offset. The segments were allowed to overlap and no effort 
was made to exclude silence frames from the exemplars. For these segments, rather 
than using the noisy speech directly, the underlying clean speech and noise origi­
nally used for creating the noisy speech were extracted from their respective spec­
trograms and added to the speech and noise dictionaries. This resulted in initial 
speech and noise dictionaries consisting of 16880 exemplars.
In the second step, we created the speech dictionary by randomly selecting 4000 
exemplars from the set of 16880. Experiments (not shown) revealed that for this 
dictionary size, the choice of a random subset from the initial dictionary did not in­
fluence recognition significantly. For the initial noise dictionary, we first removed
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exemplars pertaining to silence (corresponding to clean speech utterances in the 
multi-condition train set) and then selected 4000 noise exemplars from the remain­
ing 13504 exemplars. Dictionary creation took place only once, and dictionaries are 
kept fixed throughout all experiments.
Speech recognisers
Two speech recognisers were used. The first, used only for the multi-condition 
trained baseline recogniser, is the HTK-based recogniser described in [43], for which 
the configuration scripts are included in the a u r o r a -2 distribution. The only mod­
ifications that were made were the use of the zeroth cepstral coefficient in place of 
the log-energy and the use of per-utterance mean and variance normalisation of the 
cepstral features.
All other experiments make use of the second recogniser, a MATLAB implemen­
tation of the HMM-based missing data recogniser described in [17]. The acoustic 
models, trained on the clean speech in the training set, consist of 11 whole-word 
models with 16 states, as well as an additional 3-state silence word, resulting in a 
Q =  179 dimensional state-space. Every state was modelled by a mixture of 16 Gaus- 
sians with diagonal covariances.
The recogniser performs per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation during recogni­
tion, guided by a missing data mask. As input the decoder requires log-compressed 
Mel-band magnitude spectra and their first and second time derivatives. During de­
coding, the spectral features are converted to PROSPECT features, an alternative to 
cepstral features [17] which is computationally more efficient for missing data im­
putation. Missing data masks for the first and second time derivatives of the (static) 
speech features were calculated by taking the first and second time derivatives of 
the missing data mask pertaining to static features (cf. [55]). The way the recogniser 
was used differs for the Missing Data Technique (MDT), Feature enhancement (FE) 
and sparse classification (SC) experiments:
MDT The noisy magnitude features (described in Section 5.7.1) were log- 
compressed, after which their first and second time derivatives were calcu­
lated. The missing data mask used for the missing data baseline is the har­
monicity mask described in [20] with 10log10(6 ) =  —9 dB. For the missing data 
mask provided by our exemplar-based framework, we determined 6 for each 
exemplar size separately by maximising recognition accuracy on the multi­
condition training set. Based on these experiments, 10log10(6 ) was set to 
{—2, —1,0,0} dB for exemplar sizes T e  {5,10,20,30}, respectively.
FE The estimated clean speech magnitude features were log-compressed, after 
which their first and second time derivatives were calculated. As a missing 
data mask a mask was used that labels all features reliable, thus ensuring no 
imputation is done. The original clean speech models were updated by single­
pass retraining the acoustic models on the enhanced spectra of the clean
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speech training data. The single-pass retraining consisted of re-estimating the 
Gaussian means and covariances on the processed (enhanced) speech using 
the original Gaussian-mixture weights and the canonical transcription.
SC The forced alignment of the clean speech training set with the canonical 
transcription, used for labelling the speech dictionary, was done using log- 
compressed magnitude features and their first and second time derivatives in 
combination with a missing data mask that labels all features reliable. Dur­
ing recognition, only the back-end of the recogniser was used in order to do 
Viterbi decoding.
5.7.2 Results
The speech recognition results from our experiments on a u r o r a -2 are displayed in 
Fig. 5.4. In each panel we display the results of the following methods:
• The multi-condition trained recogniser (M), described in [43], further aug­
mented with mean and variance normalisation.
• The baseline MDT recogniser (I), described in [17].
• The missing data mask estimation (SMDT) approach with the mask derived 
from exemplar-based estimates of speech and noise, described in section 5.5.
• The exemplar-based feature enhancement (FE) approach described in sec­
tion 5.4.
• The exemplar-based sparse classification (SC) approach described in sec­
tion 5.3.
For clean speech, the top row in Fig. 5.4, we can observe that the SMDT and 
FE methods achieve similar recognition accuracies as the MDT-baseline recogniser 
at 99.3%. Moreover, there is no significant difference between the use of different 
exemplar sizes for the SMDT and FE exemplar-based methods, with the possible 
exception of T =  5. The multi-condition recogniser has an accuracy of 98.4% and 
the SC method achieves at most 96.6% accuracy at T =  10. For other exemplar sizes 
SC achieves lower accuracies.
In the left panel of the second row of Fig. 5.4, corresponding to test set A, SNR =  
15 dB, we can observe that the multi-condition recogniser at 97.8% and the SMDT 
method at T =  10 with 97.4% now outperform the other methods by a small but 
significant margin. For all exemplar-based methods, we can observe clear differ­
ences in accuracy between the exemplar sizes, with the best performance being ob­
tained with T =  10. In the right panel of that row, corresponding to test set B, we can 
observe a different result. While the multi-condition recogniser still performs best
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with 97.8% , SC now performs second best with 93.7% at T =  20, followed by FE with 
91.3% accuracy at T=5.
At SNR =  5 dB, displayed in the third row, most exemplar based methods now 
perform better than the MDT-baseline. The SC method performs second best after 
the multi-condition recogniser, with 88.7% accuracy at T =  20 for test set A.
In the bottom row of Fig. 5.4, we can observe the results for SNR =  — 5dB. On test 
set A the SC method performs much better than all other methods, reaching 57.1% 
accuracy at T =  30. On test set B, the multi-condition recogniser performs best with 
40.6% accuracy followed by SC at 37.0%. All exemplar-based methods perform bet­
ter than the MDT-baseline, although only by a small margin when using the SMDT 
method.
5.8 Discussion
5.8.1 Clean speech
In the results of our experiments on clean speech, we observed that SMDT and 
FE methods delivered the same high recognition accuracies as the MDT-baseline 
recogniser. The high accuracies of the MDT-based systems are due to the estimated 
masks correctly identifying all features as reliable. Consequently, no features are 
imputed and the recogniser (which is trained on clean speech) obtains the same 
results as would have been obtained without missing data imputation.
In the feature enhancement (FE) method, the reconstructions of speech and 
noise results in a filter (cf. (5.18)) that leaves the original clean speech features 
mostly unchanged. While small differences in the resulting features could result 
in an accuracy loss, this is compensated by the retraining of the acoustic models (cf. 
section 5.7.1).
The multi-condition trained recogniser achieves lower accuracies on clean 
speech because its speech model is optimised for noisy speech rather than clean 
speech. Sparse classification (SC) also achieves lower accuracies, but for a different 
reason. SC provides state likelihoods and thus is dependent on a sparse represen­
tation of speech that uses exemplars with the ‘correct’ underlying state identities. 
There are three issues that might play in a role in the lower accuracies obtained with 
SC.
First, the exemplar dictionary is of limited size. Although exemplars from the 
dictionary can be linearly combined to describe the variation in the observations, 
the dictionary probably does not cover the entire acoustic space spanned by the 
complete training database. Increasing the size of the extracted dictionary can im­
prove performance [119]. For maximising the performance, a more principled, pos­
sibly learning-based, method is probably needed to find a combination of exem­
plars which cover the entire training database. This topic is addressed in more detail 
in section 5.9.3.
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Figure 5.4: Recognition results per test set and SNR. Recognition accuracy is displayed on the 
vertical axes. Vertical bars around the maxima indicate 95% confidence intervals. In each 
figure we display the results of missing data mask estimation (SMDT), feature enhancem ent 
(FE) and sparse classification (SC). For each exemplar-based method, we display four bar 
graphs, corresponding to the four exemplar sizes T e  {5 ,1 0 ,20 ,30 }. The baseline recogniser 
employing missing data imputation (I) and the m ulti-condition trained baseline recogniser 
(M) are indicated by dashed and dotted lines, respectively. The left panel corresponds to 
recognition on test set A and the right panel corresponds to recognition on test set B. The top 
row corresponds with clean speech, the second with noisy speech artificially corrupted with 
noise at 15 dB. The third and final row correspond to 5 and -5 dB. SNR, respectively. Note that 
the range of the vertical axis can differ between test sets A and B.
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The second issue could be the use of magnitude spectrum features. We tackled 
the problem of the large dynamic range of magnitude spectrum features by normal­
ising the dynamic range of the features (cf. section 5.2.2). In addition, we used the 
KL divergence rather than the Euclidean distance to give a more balanced weight to 
large and small magnitude values. However, it might be that even after these opera­
tions the distance measure neglects information in low-energy observations.
The final issue that might play a role is the presence of the noise dictionary when 
recognising clean speech. In clean speech, noise dictionary exemplars still get oc­
casionally activated which can result in a less descriptive combination of speech 
exemplars. A principled approach to deal with this issue, as well as with the issue of 
silence balancing, would be to use machine learning techniques to learn the map­
ping from exemplar activations to likelihoods.
5.8.2 Noisy speech
In the presence of the additive background noise, all the exemplar-based techniques 
generally perform better than the MDT-baseline system. At the same time, the 
multi-condition recogniser employing mean and variance normalisation performs 
often better still, even at lower SNRs.
Of the exemplar-based methods, SMDT does worst, especially at lower SNRs. 
On test set B the SMDT approach often does not perform better than the MDT- 
baseline method. While the exemplar-based framework obtains a fairly accurate 
reconstruction of the clean speech spectra, the estimates of the noise spectra often 
contain residual speech. SMDT suffers from the presence of residual speech in the 
reconstructed noise spectra, because the reliable/unreliable classification depends 
on thresholding the difference between speech and noise spectra. The hard thresh­
old makes the classification sensitive to small estimation errors. In addition, the 
empirically tuned threshold turns out to be dependent on the SNR level.
The sparse classification (SC) method clearly performs better than the other 
exemplar-based methods at SNRs <  15 dB. Especially at SNR —5 dB SC achieves 
much higher accuracies, up to 57.1% with T =  30 for test set A. It is clear that SC does 
so well on noisy speech because the underlying states (and therefore digit identities) 
are captured by the exemplar activations themselves. The fact that the enhance­
ment methods and the missing data mask approach achieve lower accuracies, sug­
gests that in noisy environments it is harder to estimate noise-free spectrograms 
than to directly estimate the underlying state or digit identity.
5.8.3 Performance differences between test sets A and B
The results reveal a distinct difference in performance between test set A and B: The 
performance of all exemplar-based methods is worse on test set B. The difference 
is due to the fact that the noise dictionary contains the same noise types as those
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found in test set A. Especially for the SMDT method, the performance of which crit­
ically depends on the accuracy of the noise estimate, this has a detrimental effect. 
Surprisingly, the multi-condition trained recogniser, which is also trained on noises 
encountered in test set A, seems to be the most noise-robust method on test set 
B. An explanation for this result is found in the fact that the noises in test set B, 
although originating from different noise sources, have a similar average spectral 
content as those found in test set A [43]. The noise exemplars employed in SC, on 
the other hand, also model the time structure of the noise and thus do not benefit 
from the similarity in average spectral content.
In order to study the influence of the noise match/mismatch in more detail, we 
performed an additional SC experiment on the full test set of a u r o r a -2 in which the 
real noise dictionary was replaced by a collection of completely artificial noise ex­
emplars. These noise exemplars, first introduced in [130], consist of constant noise 
activity within a single frequency band for the duration of the exemplar. In other 
words, they are B x T dimensional all-zero matrices, with only one row (frequency 
band) having a non-zero, constant value. Thus, the total number of noise exem­
plars is only B =  23. In the experiment, all parameter settings and normalisation 
steps were kept the same as when using a real noise dictionary (cf. Sections 5.2.1 
and 5.7.1).
In Fig. 5.5 the results of SC (T =  30) with both real and artificial exemplars are 
shown, as well as the performance of the MDT baseline and multi-condition base­
line recognisers. The results show a decrease in the accuracy on test set A, but an 
increase in accuracy on test set B. The decrease in accuracy on test set A might be 
an indication that the time structure of the noise types in test set A is more difficult 
to model with the artificial exemplars. The fact that the SC performance on set B 
increased, is another indication that in some sense the real noise exemplars model 
are overfitting the noise, resulting in a lack of generalisation.
Still, the results of this small experiment also show that while SC benefited from 
the match between noise dictionary and noises encountered in the noisy speech 
of test set A, the method can also provide noise robustness with —by definition 
mismatched— artificial noise exemplars.
5.8.4 Effectiveness of Sparse Classification
From the discussions above it is clear that in its current form, SC does not yet reach 
high enough accuracies to be a replacement for GMM-based calculation of likeli­
hoods, such as those that can be obtained with a multi-condition trained recogniser. 
At the same time, the results at low SNRs show the SC approach has potential, es­
pecially when there is some knowledge of the corrupting noises that can be present. 
The fact that at lower SNRs, it is harder to estimate noise-free spectrograms than to 
directly estimate the underlying state or digit identity, makes a strong case for using 
the SC-based likelihoods scores to improve noise robustness.
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The SC framework presented in this work is, to the best of our knowledge, the 
first instance of using exemplar-based techniques for noise robust ASR. As such, it 
may serve as a starting point for exemplar-based ASR research. Being an exemplar- 
based technique, SC is quite different, and potentially more flexible, than model- 
based noise robustness methods.
In popular model-based compensation techniques such as parallel model com­
bination (PMC) and Vector Taylor Series (VTS) approaches [3 ,131,132], the acoustic 
model is updated in each frame to account for the noise estimated to be present in 
that frame. In the end, however, the acoustic model still describes noisy speech, 
which can lead in a lack of discriminative power at lower SNRs. In the SC approach 
the noise and speech are separately modelled. The fact that the SC algorithm has 
the freedom of choosing any noise exemplar at any point in the utterance, without 
relying on any initial noise estimate, can make it more flexible. After all, any ad­
ditional information on the noises that might be encountered in the utterance can 
simply be added to the noise dictionary on the fly.
Also, it is important to notice that the unfavourable comparison to the multi­
condition baseline recogniser may very well be due to its lower performance on 
clean speech: It is likely that these lower accuracies propagated into the lower SNRs. 
Thus, improving the results at high SNRs may make SC a more viable alternative. In 
Section 5.9 we discuss various options for improving the results. Preliminary re­
search on one of the options discussed there, combination of SC and GMM-based 
likelihoods, has already revealed that 98.8% accuracy on clean speech is easily ob­
tainable [133] .
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5.8.5 Influence of using time-context
One characteristic of the exemplar-based representations presented in this work, is 
that they allow straightforward modelling of multiple frames of time-context. From 
the results, we can generally observe that longer exemplar sizes (T =  20,30) improve 
performance at lower SNRs, while at higher SNRs shorter exemplar sizes (T =  5,10) 
work better. The SMDT method is an exception, however, when considering its per­
formance on test set B. The reason for this is probably that its performance, es­
pecially with larger exemplar sizes, is critically dependent on the exemplar size- 
dependent threshold value. These thresholds, tuned on the multi-condition set 
which contains the same noise types used in test set A, do not seem to generalise 
well, which causes shorter exemplar sizes to do better.
The reason for the better performance of longer exemplars at low SNR is that 
including more time context prevents confusion with noise exemplars, by imposing 
more constraints on the search for a sparse linear combination of exemplars. A sim­
ilar result was found in [34], in which log-spectral exemplar-based representation 
were used for missing data imputation.
At the same time, using larger exemplars at higher SNRs decreases the accuracy 
because it becomes more difficult to accurately describe clean speech as a linear 
combination of such large exemplars. In [119] it was shown for clean speech, that 
for larger exemplar sizes a larger dictionary is needed to reach the same accuracies.
Another downside of using more time-context may be the more accurate mod­
elling of noise. As pointed out in Section 5.8.3, modelling the time-context of noise 
may reduce performance when there is a mismatch between the noise types in the 
dictionary and those encountered in the noisy speech. While arguable not a prob­
lem for source separation scenarios in which the characteristics of both sources are 
known, this is detrimental for noise robust ASR in which the corrupting noise type 
is often difficult to predict in advance.
We conclude that the use of exemplars spanning multiple frames of time-context 
is beneficial if the underlying sources are known. Based on these findings, it might 
be beneficial to combine multiple exemplar sizes into a single system: using smaller 
exemplar sizes to improve generalisation while longer exemplars more accurately 
model the time structure of known sources.
5.8.6 Model complexity and computational effort
Because the exemplar-based methods use a dictionary that contains a large num­
ber of real speech spectrograms, the number of parameters needed to model the 
speech is larger than for the corresponding GMM model. In the GMM model, each 
GMM state is represented as a mixture of B -dimensional mean and variance vectors 
for each Gaussian, resulting in Q x B x G x 2 parameters, where G is the number of 
Gaussians per state. In the recognisers used in this work, which also model the first 
and second time derivatives of the static features, this amounts to a model size of
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Table 5.1: Average running times for different exemplar sizes. The ‘solver’ column depicts the 
time spent on minimising update rule (5 .8).
T W solver [s] total [s]
5 178 42.4 42.5
10 173 60.3 60.4
20 163 100.1 100.4
30 153 129.2 129.5
approximately 3.95 x 105 parameters. The dictionary of the exemplar-based meth­
ods contains a total of L x B x T entries. This means the clean speech is modelled by 
approximately 4.6 x 105 to 2.76 x 106 parameters, depending on the exemplar size.
To roughly characterise the computational effort needed, we did a test of the 
running time of the SC and MDT-baseline method on a single core of a 64-bit 
machine with a Core 2 Quad Q6600 2.4 GHz processor. We tested the utterance 
‘MIP_68385A’ taken from test set A, subway noise type, SNR -5 dB, which has a 
length of 182 frames (1.82 seconds of speech). For the baseline method, the aver­
age running time to obtain noise robust likelihoods was 8.6 seconds, of which 4.9 
seconds were spent on missing data mask estimation, and 3.5 seconds were spent 
on imputation and Gaussian evaluation. The running times for the SC method are 
given in Table 5.1. The average time spent on Viterbi decoding was a negligible 0.08 
seconds.
From Table 5.1 we can observe that, depending on the exemplar size T , the SC 
method is a factor 5 to 15 slower than the baseline MDT method. At the same time 
we observe that the running time is completely dominated by the time spent on 
minimising update rule (5.8). This algorithm, fortunately, lends itself well to paral- 
lelisation and speedups of a factor 30 and higher using modern graphics cards have 
already been reported for similar problems [134].
5.9 Future improvements and extensions
5.9.1 Finding a better linear combination of exemplars
The successful application of the sparse representation-based methods hinges on 
the success with which a correct linear combination of exemplars can be found. 
That success, in turn, is largely dependent on the constraints placed on the minimi­
sation in (5.6). Aside from the constraints currently used in SC, e.g. non-negativity, 
sparsity, and the use of exemplars that span multiple frames, there are several op­
tions for additional constraints.
While the current framework models time-context by using exemplars that span 
multiple frames, we do not explicitly model the fact that in addition to the absolute 
energy levels, modulations or changes in the speech energy carry also important
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information. In HMM-based recognisers, this is typically modelled by using deriva­
tive features. Since derivative features are simply a linear combination of the static 
features, they could be combined into the current framework by splitting them into 
a negative and positive part and stacking them with the current features. Such an 
approach has already been used in NMF-based source separation [135].
Another approach to add additional constraints would be to take the identity of 
the exemplars into account by using ‘group sparsity’ [ 136]. At any window position, 
only a limited number of digits (usually only one) can be present. The linear com­
bination of speech exemplars, while sparse, may still consist, however, of exemplars 
pertaining to many more different digit identities. Rather than enforcing the spar­
sity of the linear combination itself, we can enforce the linear combination to be 
sparse between groups (different realisations of the same digit). This could increase 
the accuracy of the resulting sparse representation and would also result in sparser 
and thus better defined likelihoods.
As pointed out in Section 5.8.1, another factor determining the success with 
which a sparse representation is found is the feature representation. In this work 
we employ magnitude domain features which allow for a simple formulation of ad­
ditive noise and speech as a single sparse representation. As an alternative, it may 
be possible to allow speech exemplars to combine in the logarithmic domain, while 
at the same time allowing noise and speech to add in the magnitude domain. This 
will make cost function (5.6) more complex, however, and more research is needed 
to effectively minimise it.
5.9.2 Hybrid recognition using sparse classification
Aside from improving the underlying framework, a practical approach to improve 
the results of sparse classification, especially at high SNRs, would be to combine 
SC with conventional speech recognisers. Such a hybrid approach can take many 
forms. Using a ‘tandem’ approach [137], one could treat the likelihoods produced 
by SC as input features for a conventional GMM based recogniser, in order to ‘learn’ 
the proper mapping between the internal state representation of the HMM-based 
recogniser and the exemplar activations underlying SC. Such an approach would 
have the advantage that we can employ any low-dimensional representation of the 
exemplar activations, such as phone-based labelling.
A more principled approach would be to combine the information provided by 
the SC framework with those provided by GMMs in a Dynamic Bayesian Network 
(DBN). In such a model, we can describe the joint probability of the GMM and SC 
likelihoods. Preliminary experiments on a u r o r a -2 with this approach, described in 
[133], showed that the DBN can have both the high performance atlower SNRs of SC 
while retaining the high performance at high SNRs as obtained by a GMM operating 
on cepstral features.
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5.9.3 Large vocabulary speech recognition
The exemplar-based framework described in this work can be applied to large vo­
cabulary speech without further adaptation, provided the speech can be repre­
sented as a sparse linear combination of exemplars. In [34] the sparsity of an 
exemplar-based representation on large vocabulary speech was investigated. It was 
shown that a dictionary consisting of randomly extracted exemplars can be used 
to sparsely represent large vocabulary spontaneous speech using no more than 30 
exemplars at a time. Although in that work a logarithmic compression of the mag­
nitude features was used (in combination with a Euclidean distance measure), the 
result gives confidence that at least in principle, exemplar-based sparse representa­
tions can be used for the representation of large vocabulary speech.
Still, a more principled approach toward the creation of an exemplar dictionary 
is probably required. An ideal exemplar-based speech dictionary should probably 
cover the full range of variation in speech phenomena. Random selection of ex­
emplars ensures a good representation of the relative occurrence of speech phe­
nomena, but in larger vocabulary tasks rare phones and pronunciations will easily 
be under-represented. Several alternatives are possible, such as ensuring that ex­
emplars are selected from certain phonetic (or state) groups, clustering-based ap­
proaches or dictionary learning approaches [75].
Another issue is that in its current form, many exemplars are needed to provide 
shift invariance and cover variability in duration. An alternative for this is to mod­
ify the model to allow shift and duration invariance. Algorithms that can estimate 
the activations in such a model can be based on the convolutive NMF approaches 
described in [138] and [139].
5.10 Conclusions
We proposed the use of an exemplar-based framework in which noisy speech is 
modelled by a sparse linear combination of speech and noise exemplars. These 
exemplars consist of segments of speech or noise that span multiple time-frames, 
typically 50 to 300 ms. We proposed the use of the sparse classification method 
that uses such sparse representations to do hybrid exemplar-based/HMM decod­
ing. The weights of the linear combination together with an HMM-state based la­
belling of the speech exemplars is used to feed noise robust HMM-state likelihoods 
to the Viterbi back-end of a conventional recogniser. Moreover, we described how 
the exemplar-based approach can be used as a source separation technique in order 
to do missing data mask estimation and feature enhancement.
We compared the sparse classification approach with the other exemplar-based 
approaches to noise robust recognition as well as a missing data based noise robust 
baseline recogniser and a multi-condition trained baseline recogniser. Results on 
the a u r o r a -2 database revealed that the sparse classification method outperformed
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the other exemplar-based methods at SNRs <  15 dB, achieving up to 57.1% accu­
racy at SNR= -5 dB. From this we concluded that at low SNRs, it is better to directly 
estimate the underlying state or digit identities from the sparse representation than 
to try to reconstruct a clean speech spectrogram.
When investigating the influence of using exemplars that include multiple 
frames of time-context, we found that in general, longer exemplars work better at 
lower SNRs. We concluded that the use of longer time-context is beneficial if the 
underlying sources are known, but that smaller exemplar sizes may be more effec­
tive for generalisation to unknown sources.
In comparison to the baseline recognisers, it was found that sparse classification 
only performed better at low SNRs. We discussed the various reasons for its lower 
performance on clean speech and outlined several promising ways for improving 
the performance of exemplar-based sparse representation methods in general, and 
sparse classification in particular. Future research is needed to establish the effec­
tiveness of these strategies.
5.A Derivation of the update rule
This appendix describes the derivation of update rule (5.8), used for minimisation 
of the cost function (5.6). First, we rewrite Eq. (5.6) as:
d  (y, Ax) +  d  (0, diag(X)x) (5.20)
where d  is the KL divergence (5.7), 0 is an all-zero column vector of length E and 
diag(X) is a diagonal matrix having the elements of X in the diagonal. The sum (5.20) 
can be written as d (z, Zx), with zT =  [yT0T] and ZT =  |ATdiag(A)].
For a function of this form an update rule was proposed in [112]:
x ^  x. * (ZT(z./(Zx)))./(ZT 1 ). (5.21)
By substituting zT =  [yT0T] and ZT =  |ATdiag(A)] in (5.21) we obtain update rule
(5.8).
This update rule leads to non-increasing values of the cost function (5.20) as 
proven in [112]. While theoretically that does not ensure convergence to a station­
ary point [140], in our studies with real data we have observed that the algorithm 
converges sufficiently robustly.
5.B Silence balancing
This appendix describes a method for modifying the original, potentially unreliable 
(cf. section 5.3.2) ratio between speech and silence states. This is done through the
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use of a speech level estimate. This speech activity is calculated from the sum of 
speech exemplar activations per window:
J
rw = X  xw j  (5 .22)
j=1
with rw the speech activity in window w  . A frame level estimate rt is acquired by 
linear interpolation of rw. rt is then normalised to the [0,1 ] range over the complete 
utterance, with 0 denoting silence and 1 the maximum observed speech level.
In order to obtain a steeper division between speech and silence regions, we 
then calculate the adjusted speech activity rt by applying a shifted and scaled logistic 
function:
1
rt =  — 7---------- ^  (5-23)1 +  exp (-a r t — ß  )
with the threshold level and steepness controlled by the parameters a  and ß .
At each frame, speech state likelihoods are multiplied by a single scalar so that 
their sum equals rt . Similarly, silence states are scaled together so that their sum 
equals 1 — rt . Consequently, the original ratio between speech and silence likeli­
hoods is replaced by one defined by r, and the likelihoods in each frame sum to 
unity.
In practice, it was found that the parameters a  and ß  of the logistic function 
(5.23) are more stable when defined by a weight factor 0 , which describes the overall 
influence of speech states, and a width factor x , which represents the steepness:
1
a  =  -  (5.24)
x
1 -  e0a
ß  =  log . (5.25) 
The parameters 0  and x  were made exemplar size and SNR dependent. The 
SNR of each utterance is estimated as the ratio of the sum of speech and noise ex­
emplar activations:
yW  y J  x s 
SNR =  y ^ K - - 1 w j  (5.26)
V W V K r nZjw=iZj k=1X w ,k
with the SNR estimate truncated to the [0.04,4] range. The parameters 0  and x  are 
now calculated as:
x  = cx * SNR 2, 
0  =  c 0 — c 0 * x .
(5.27)
(5.28)
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Table 5.2: Silence balancing parameters for different exemplar sizes.
T c x c 0 c 0
5 0.01 0.998 0.03
10 0.05 0.996 0.12
20 0.08 0.992 0.26
30 0.105 0.988 0.225
The constants cx, c0, c0 were optimised by maximizing the recognition accu­
racy on the multi-condition training set (cf. section 5.7.1) for each exemplar size T 
separately using a grid search, and are given in Table 5.2.
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General discussion and concluding remarks
I
n  this thesis, I have investigated various aspects of missing data imputation and 
several applications of exemplar-based representations. In chapter 1 I intro­
duced the topic and outlined three issues that were going to be be addressed:
1. Recognition performance at low SNRs
2. Performance on real-world speech
3. Mask estimation accuracy
In this chapter I will discuss, for each issue, the relevant findings from the pre­
vious chapters. I will then present a discussion of what the findings in this thesis 
might mean for the future of missing data imputation as a noise robustness tech­
nique. Finally, I conclude with a discussion of the future applicability of exemplar- 
based representations for noise robust ASR.
6.1 Recognition performance at low SNRs
In section 1.2.1 it was explained that missing data imputation suffers from a rapid 
decrease in recognition accuracy at low SNRs (SNR <  5 dB), and that this decrease 
occurs even when using error-free oracle masks. In chapter 2 it is argued that this 
performance loss is at least partly due to the fact that conventional methods work 
on a frame-by-frame basis. The reason for this is that at low SNR’s, a substantial 
number of frames contain few, if any, reliable features. The more features become 
unreliable, the more serious the risk that an individual frame contains too little in­
formation for successful imputation of the unreliable features. If there are too many 
frames with few isolated reliable features, recognition accuracy suffers accordingly.
To tackle the problem caused by frames that contain too few reliable features, 
in chapter 2 it is proposed to consider reliable features from a wider time-context 
when doing imputation. Conventional imputation techniques employ paramet­
ric speech models, which do not lend themselves well to larger time-contexts be­
cause the number of parameters quickly becomes unwieldy [12]. In chapter 2, a 
non-parametric, exemplar-based imputation method is introduced, which is in­
spired by techniques from the field of Compressive Sensing [39, 40]. The method,
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dubbed sparse imputation (SI), can impute missing data using multiple frames of 
time-context at an acceptable computational cost.
The SI technique works by using a dictionary of clean speech exemplars, with 
each exemplar formed by a segment of speech spanning multiple time-frames. The 
assumption underlying SI is that representations of physical objects, such as the 
time-frequency spectrogram of a speech segment, can be approximated using a lin­
ear combination of only a small number of exemplars, a sparse representation. For 
imputation, SI first finds the sparsest linear combination of exemplars which jointly 
approximate the reliable features of a noisy speech signal. Next, that linear combi­
nation of clean speech exemplars is used to replace the missing features.
6.1.1 Sparse imputation of pre-segmented isolated words
In chapter 2, the exemplars span a single word, represented by a time-frequency 
spectrogram spanning 35 frames. The fixed-length representations were obtained 
by means of linear time warping of pre-segmented words. SI is evaluated on an 
isolated digit recognition task, with the pre-segmented digits obtained from the 
a u r o r a -2 database. a u r o r a -2 contains utterances with spoken digits artificially cor­
rupted with various noise types and at various SNRs.
In a first experiment, it was shown that using a dictionary of 4000 exemplars 
randomly extracted from the training material, clean speech digits can indeed be 
sparsely represented using a linear combination of no more than 25 exemplars. 
With the assumption underlying SI satisfied, SI was then applied to noisy speech.
SI was compared with two other imputation techniques that serve as a baseline: 
a front-end based technique, cluster-based imputation  and a technique in which 
imputation is integrated in the speech decoding, per-Gaussian-conditioned im pu­
tation. The recognition accuracy results show that SI performs much better than the 
two baseline methods when using an oracle mask, with a recognition accuracy of 
92% at SNR =  —5 dB. In contrast, at this SNR per-Gaussian-conditioned and cluster- 
based imputation only achieve 61% and 50% accuracy, respectively. The accuracy 
gains with error-prone estimated masks are less impressive, but SI still achieves 
higher accuracies than cluster-based imputation and performs only slightly worse 
than per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation.
6.1.2 Sparse imputation of continuous speech
While for an isolated word recognition task SI seemed to solve the issue that im­
putation using oracle masks did not deliver high accuracies at low SNRs, there were 
some concerns whether the method would also work for larger vocabulary tasks and 
for non-segmented speech. In chapter 3, these issues were addressed by modifying 
SI to use a sliding window approach. In this approach, exemplars now describe 
fixed-length speech segments randomly extracted from a training set. An utterance 
is then divided in multiple, overlapping windows of the same size as the exemplars.
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Imputation is done separately for each window, after which the imputation candi­
dates from overlapping windows are merged.
The research described in chapter 2 was based on the Finnish s p e e c o n  large 
vocabulary database which contains read sentences both artificially corrupted 
by noise as well as speech recorded in real-world environments. Per-Gaussian- 
conditioned imputation could not be used for comparison, because it was not pos­
sible to adapt the Finnish-language recogniser.1 For that reasons the performance 
of SI was only compared to cluster-based imputation.
As with isolated word recognition, experiments using a dictionary of 8000 ran­
domly selected exemplars revealed that even in this large vocabulary speech recog­
nition task, speech segments can be sparsely represented with no more than 30 
exemplars. Experiments on artificially corrupted speech indicated that SI outper­
forms cluster-based imputation by a large margin when the oracle mask is used. 
With error-prone estimated masks, SI performs slightly worse than cluster-based 
imputation in the cleanest conditions, but significantly better at lower SNRs.
The decrease in performance of SI at high SNRs was due to the fact that SI can 
impute entire segments with the size of an exemplar using only a few isolated, re­
liable features. In noisy speech this is an advantage, since it allows the method to 
impute speech even when only a few reliable features are left. The other side of the 
coin is, however, that a few spurious reliable features due to mask estimation errors 
in what is effectively silence at higher SNRs, can cause insertion errors. In more re­
cent work, not incorporated in this thesis, this issue was solved by a tighter coupling 
between the front-end based SI method and the recogniser [91]. In that work, the SI 
provided not only estimates of clean speech features, but also estimates of the reli­
ability of the clean speech estimates. Through the use of uncertainty decoding [90], 
the recogniser was made aware of the fact that not all features are equally accurate. 
As a result, SI no longer impacts recognition performance at high SNRs, and further 
improves the performance at low SNRs.
In summary, it was shown that speech can be sparsely represented by a small 
number of exemplars, both for small and large vocabulary speech. The proposed, 
exemplar-based, sparse imputation technique can go a long way in solving the 
problem that at low SNRs even oracle masks exhibit a rapid decrease in recognition 
accuracy. At the same time, when using error-prone estimated masks, the advan­
tages of SI are small. This critical dependency on the accuracy of missing data mask 
estimation is further discussed in section 6.3.
6.2 Performance on real-world speech
In section 1.2.2, it was stated that one issue concerning the applicability of imputa­
tion methods in different ASR tasks that remained under-investigated is the appli­
1Per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation requires extensive changes in the decoder.
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cation to real-world speech. Research on noise robust MDT started out with small 
vocabulary tasks in which the speech data was artificially corrupted by noise [8, 17]. 
While vocabulary sizes have since increased, in the majority of cases artificially cor­
rupted speech is still employed [12, 28, 89] (notable exceptions are [19, 59, 92]).
Chapters 3 and 4, describe the performance of missing data recognisers on 
speech recorded in real-world environments. For this purpose, databases were used 
that contain multi-channel speech recorded in various environments, with each 
channel pertaining to a different microphone positioned at different distances from 
the speaker.
In chapter 3, material from the Finnish s p e e c o n  database was used. The speech 
consisted of read sentences produced in public and car environments and recorded 
with three microphones;a close-talk headset microphone, a lavalier microphone 
and a microphone placed at 0.5 m-1 m distance (in public environments) or with a 
microphone mounted on the rear-view mirror (in car environments). The estimated 
SNRs range from 24 dB down to 5 dB. Additionally, artificially corrupted speech was 
created by mixing speech from the cleanest condition (car environment with engine 
turned off) corrupted with babble noise at various SNRs ranging from 15 down to 
0 dB.
Experiments on the real-world noisy speech comparing SI, cluster-based impu­
tation and an non-noise robust baseline recogniser showed that also on real-world 
speech, both imputation techniques managed to improve the baseline recogniser 
substantially. The different noise environments make further comparisons difficult, 
but the experiments did show that on real-world speech, (estimated) SNRs are not 
always representative of the complexity of the recognition task: A test set with a 
high SNR can be substantially more difficult to recognise than one with a low SNR, 
depending on frequency distribution of the corrupting noise and the presence of 
reverberation.
In chapter 4, the performance of per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation on real- 
world noisy speech was investigated. The recognition performance was evaluated 
on the Flemish isolated word set of the s p e e c o n  database in four environments; 
office, public hall, entertainment room and car. Moreover, not only the three mi­
crophone channels described earlier were used but also an additional far distance 
microphone channel was used, placed at 3 meters from the speaker. Addition­
ally, the Flemish SpeechDat-Car database was used which contains speech material 
recorded in a car environment, using four microphones at different positions.
In previous work it was established that the recognition accuracies obtained 
with missing data imputation on this real-world recorded speech material were 
much lower than previously reported on artificially corrupted databases of com­
parable complexity and SNR [59]. In the beginning of chapter 4 it is hypothesised 
that on real-world speech, which is corrupted not only by noise, but also by differ­
ent speaker behaviour, reverberation, and channel effects, the ‘reliable’ features no 
longer match an acoustic model trained on clean speech.
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Three experiments were conducted. In a first experiment, two acoustic models 
were compared. The ‘clean’ model was trained using only channel #1 speech, ob­
tained with a close-talk microphone, which serves as a substitute of ‘clean’ speech. 
The ‘multi-condition’ model was trained on material from office, public hall, and 
car environments from all channels.
The experiment showed that per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation employ­
ing the clean acoustic model achieves comparable recognition accuracies as us­
ing the baseline recogniser with a multi-condition trained model. Moreover, it was 
found that the combination of using a multi-condition acoustic model together with 
MDT improved recognition accuracy substantially over the multi-condition base­
line. These results were interpreted as support of the hypothesis that on real-world 
speech, the MDT assumption that ‘reliable’ features match the statistics of the clean 
speech is violated.
It was then explained that the mismatch between the features labelled ‘reliable’ 
and the clean acoustic model has two causes. First, with real-world data there is 
a larger proportion of mask estimation errors, because conventional mask estima­
tion techniques do not take into account that the speech signal can be corrupted by 
microphone characteristics and reverberation effects as well as by environmental 
noise. As a result, speech features that should be masked because they are domi­
nated by any of these effects can be unjustly labelled ‘reliable’. The multi-condition 
model is less sensitive to the influence of such false reliables, because the acoustic 
model matches a much larger variation of the speech features. The second cause 
is that truly reliable features can still mismatch the speech distributions trained on 
close-talk channel data, due to microphone characteristics and reverberated speech 
energy.
In a second experiment, the influence of reverberation on the real-world record­
ings was investigated. The experiment showed that reverberation has a significant 
impact on the recognition performance, especially in the far-talk microphone chan­
nels. For example, it could be determined that at least 20% to 55% of the recognition 
errors at SNRs under 15dB in the public hall environment can be attributed to re­
verberation.
In earlier comparisons between MDT and the use of a purely front-end based 
feature enhancement technique, viz. the ETSI advanced front-end (AFE) [107], MDT 
was found to outperform AFE on artificially corrupted speech [76]. It was therefore 
interesting to see whether MDT is also superior in real-world noisy environments. In 
a final experiment, imputation was combined with feature enhancement as a way to 
decrease the mismatch between reliable features and the employed acoustic model. 
While experiments showed some improvements over conventional imputation, the 
combination of feature enhancement and missing data imputation did often not 
perform better than a purely front-end based feature enhancement technique.
From the experiments presented in this thesis, we can conclude that imputation 
of real-world noisy speech is far more challenging than with artificially corrupted
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speech. The fact that speech recorded in real-world environments can be corrupted 
by reverberation and microphone characteristics as well as environmental noise, 
can cause a violation of the MDT assumption that “reliable” features are representa­
tive of the underlying clean speech. Moreover, conventional mask estimation tech­
niques also suffer in accuracy because they are mostly based on the same assump­
tions.
6.3 Mask estimation accuracy
A crucial aspect of MDT is the estimation of the missing data mask. In experiments 
with artificially added noise, an oracle mask can be computed using knowledge of 
the underlying clean speech and noise. In realistic situations, however, the masks 
must be estimated from the noisy speech and can contain errors.
6.3.1 Influence of mask estimation errors
Mask estimation errors can take two forms: features that are unreliable accord­
ing to the oracle mask can erroneously be labelled reliable (‘false reliables’), and fea­
tures that are reliable according to the oracle mask can be labelled unreliable (‘false 
unreliables’). Both types of errors influence the imputation process, but in different 
ways. False reliables will cause the imputation algorithm to make errors because it 
will base its clean speech estimates for unreliable features on features that represent 
noise rather than speech. False unreliables will cause the imputation algorithm to 
miss out on potentially important information, making the imputation more diffi­
cult.
Many different mask estimation procedures are possible. E.g. in chapter 3 the 
mask is created with the help of a speech/non-speech detector that allows to com­
pare the noisy speech with a static noise estimate calculated during (speech) pauses. 
In chapters 2 and 5 a harmonicity-based mask estimator was used that first decom­
poses the noisy speech in a harmonic and a residual part. The harmonic energy is 
then used as an estimator of the clean speech energy and the residual as an estima­
tor for the noise energy. Based on the ratio of these energies the missing data mask 
is constructed.
In the chapters 2 and 3, the recognition accuracies obtained with oracle masks 
and obtained with estimated masks were compared. It was shown that the perfor­
mance that can be obtained at low SNRs with oracle masks in combination with SI 
is much better than previously reported. The fact that it was not possible to obtain a 
comparable improvement with estimated masks means that SI is more sensitive to 
mask estimation errors than conventional imputation techniques.
In [141] the influence of false reliables and false unreliables on SI performance 
was investigated using connected digits of a u r o r a -2 . It was found that the pres­
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ence of false reliables causes insertion errors because a spurious reliable feature 
can cause the imputation of a complete exemplar speech segment. As mentioned 
in section 6.1, the same effect was found in chapter 3 for large vocabulary speech.
The experiments in [141] also revealed, however, that the number of false reli­
ables or unreliables cannot fully explain the difference in recognition accuracy be­
tween estimated masks and oracle masks. In chapter 2 it was explained that the lo­
cation  of the true reliable and unreliable features in the time-frequency plane plays 
an important role. Some incorrectly labelled spectro-temporal elements may hardly 
affect recognition, while others are crucial for discriminating between words.
It was argued that mask estimation procedures are more likely to correctly label 
large coherent areas reliable, because speech energy tends to be concentrated in co­
herent regions of the time-frequency plane. Unfortunately, however, these reliable 
features might be much less informative than a single reliable feature in a different 
area of the time-frequency plane. It was concluded that estimated masks, already at 
moderate SNR’s, fail to label some “crucial” features as reliable, making it impossible 
to correctly impute prior to decoding.
Mask estimation on real-world speech
In chapter 4, the recognition accuracies obtained with different mask estimation 
techniques were compared in a system that employed Gaussian-dependent impu­
tation. In that chapter, recognition accuracy was evaluated on real-world speech, 
which means that oracle masks were not available. Instead, the so-called sem i­
oracle mask was introduced as an approximation of the oracle mask. The semi­
oracle mask is created by comparing the speech signal from a far-talk microphone 
with the close-talk headset microphone, accounting for differences in microphone 
characteristics and delays, and under the assumption that the close-talk micro­
phone resembles clean speech.
Two single-channel mask estimation techniques were used, the Vector Quanti­
zation (VQ) mask and the SVM mask. The VQ mask is an extension of the previously 
mentioned harmonicity mask, and uses a codebook of harmonic decompositions 
to increase robustness. The SVM mask is a new mask estimation technique that re­
lies on the use of Support Vector Machines, which uses essentially the same features 
as the VQ mask such as the harmonic decomposition of noisy speech. Comparison 
of the mask estimation techniques showed that the SVM mask generally performed 
much better than the VQ mask, while the differences between the SVM mask and the 
‘cheating’ semi-oracle mask, created with knowledge of all channels, were small.
The small difference between the single-channel estimated SVM mask and the 
semi-oracle mask is quite remarkable, given the large gap between estimated masks 
and oracle masks described earlier. While it could be argued that the semi-oracle 
mask is simply a bad approximation of the ‘true’ oracle mask, the fact remains that 
even with knowledge of all recording channels, including a close-talk microphone 
channel which resembles clean speech, it is apparently very difficult to create a
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missing data mask that performs better than single-channel mask estimation meth­
ods that have no knowledge of the underlying clean speech.
It was also investigated whether the missing data masks could be improved 
by labelling features dominated by reverberated speech energy as unreliable. In 
[94, 95], it was shown for reverberated clean speech that treating features which are 
dominated by reverberation as unreliable can be quite effective when using clean 
speech models. In chapter 4, it is shown using a modified semi-oracle mask that, 
with a clean acoustic model, this approach can improve the recognition accuracy 
on noisy speech by 10% to 22%, depending on the environment. The results, how­
ever, also show that this procedure does not improve the recognition accuracy if the 
acoustic model already fully compensates for the reverberation by being trained on 
noisy reverberated speech.
unfortunately, it is not at all trivial to develop mask estimation techniques that 
can accurately detect both reverberation and corrupting noise. The reason for this 
is that mask estimation routines focus on speech characteristics to distinguish fea­
tures dominated by speech energy from features dominated by noise energy. By def­
inition, features in which the reverberated speech energy dominates, exhibit many 
of the same characteristics as the unreverberated ‘clean’ speech, which will make 
accurate classification problematic.
6.3.2 The inherent difficulty of mask estimation
As mentioned in section 1.1, one of the basic assumptions underlying MDT is that 
it is possible to estimate, prior to recognition, whether features are reliable or unre­
liable. In section 6.3.1 it was explained that a substantial proportion of the frames 
may contain only one or two reliable values, and that it is essential to discover these 
correctly. Therefore, it may seem that we have replaced one problem —that of cor­
rectly estimating for each frame the correct speech state, phone or word out of a 
set of a few hundred or thousand possibilities — with an even harder one: correctly 
estimating one out of millions possible masks for each frame. After all, assuming 
a spectral resolution of 23 Mel-frequency bands, the number of possible masks for 
each frame is 223.
This point is indirectly illustrated in chapter 5. In this chapter, noisy speech is 
directly modelled as a sparse linear combination of noise and speech exemplars. 
Once the optimal linear combination of exemplars that jointly describe the noisy 
speech is found, the decomposition can be used to estimate the underlying clean 
speech and noise and thus to estimate a missing data mask. Moreover, the speech 
can also be directly recognised by using the weights of the linear combination of 
speech exemplars as evidence for the underlying state or word identities. In a sense, 
the missing data mask estimation can now be seen as a by-product of doing noise 
robust speech recognition.
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In experiments using a u r o r a -2 it was shown that the exemplar-based mask es­
timation performed better than the harmonicity mask, when used in conjunction 
with per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation. The results also showed, however, that 
in noisy speech far better results are obtained by direct recognition on the linear 
combination of exemplars themselves. In other words, it can be easier to directly 
estimate the underlying state or digit identities than to estimate an accurate miss­
ing data mask.
6.4 Concluding remarks
6.4.1 Future of missing data techniques
MDT has become popular for several reasons: first, the concept of splitting the noise 
robustness problem into two separate problems, mask estimation and imputation 
or marginalisation, is attractive since it allows research to focus on either of the two 
sub-problems. Second, MDT can provide noise robustness even in the presence of 
non-stationary noise given a suitable missing data mask. Third, the idea that certain 
time-frequency areas can be ‘masked’ has interesting parallels with the way humans 
perceive noisy speech [8, 88]. Finally, the existence of the oracle mask shows how 
good the method could be if only a good mask estimation method can be found.
In fact, the oracle mask has been used since the birth of MDT to ‘prove’ the po­
tential of MDT, a practise which is also followed in chapters 2 and 3. However, well 
over a decade of research has yielded only marginal improvements in mask estima­
tion. The results in this thesis, in which two new mask estimation techniques are 
proposed and several mask estimation techniques are evaluated, bring little hope 
that the performance gap between estimated masks and oracle masks can be closed. 
If anything, the results in chapters 2 and 3 have shown that the performance that can 
be obtained at low SNRs with oracle masks in combination with SI is much better 
than previously reported. The fact that it was not possible to obtain a comparable 
improvement with estimated masks effectively increases the gap between estimated 
mask and oracle mask performance.
one might argue that the situation is different when a different MDT tech­
nique is used, such as marginalisation. In earlier work, after all, it was shown 
that the marginalisation approach was more robust to mask estimation errors than 
front-end imputation approaches [11]. In that comparison, however, the Gaussian- 
dependent imputation approach was not taken into consideration. In this thesis, 
Gaussian-dependent imputation was found to be more robust than other impu­
tation techniques, probably because, just like in marginalisation, imputation and 
recognition are integrated. More importantly, also in experiments using marginali­
sation the gap between oracle mask accuracy and estimated mask performance re­
mains large.
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Moreover, the tendency of researchers in noise robust ASR to use artificially cor­
rupted data — a choice which is, in itself, completely defendable — may have pro­
vided MDT with a somewhat unfair advantage, since added noise that does not in­
teract with the underlying speech perfectly fits the basic assumption of MDT that 
‘reliable’ features remained uncorrupted. While many, if not all, noise robustness 
techniques make similar assumptions, not all methods will be equally affected by a 
violation of this assumption. MDT techniques do not modify the reliable features 
so any mismatch between the acoustic model and the reliable features, which can 
occur in real-world recordings, impact MDT-based recognition directly. A feature 
enhancement technique such as the ETSI advanced front-end (AFE), on the other 
hand, filters the entire audio signal. The results in chapter 4, in which the ETSI AFE 
was applied to real-world recordings, suggest that it is not at all obvious that MDT 
can beat a feature enhancement technique which does not involve error-prone log­
ical decisions (and which operates at a fraction of the computational cost).
Based on these considerations, the finding in chapter 4 that accurate mask es­
timation in realistic environments is difficult and the finding in chapter 5 that ac­
curate mask estimation is actually more difficult than directly estimating the un­
derlying state identities, I conclude that the seemingly attractive pipeline approach, 
in which mask estimation is a separate process that precedes imputation, is ulti­
mately a dead end. In a way, this should not come as a surprise, especially in a field 
such as automatic speech recognition, where hierarchical architectures have been 
superseded by integrated search architectures that delay hard decisions until no ad­
ditional relevant information is to be expected.
Alternative MDT approaches
A first approach to deal with the issues introduced by the pipeline architecture of 
MDT, is to make MDT aware of the difficulties of accurate mask estimation. This 
can be done by using a probabilistic or ‘soft’ mask estimate: the missing data mask 
now represents the probability that features are reliable or unreliable. Experiments 
with conventional imputation and marginalisation techniques [24, 56, 70], but also 
with the SI approach introduced in this thesis [71], show that the use of probabilis­
tic masks improves recognition accuracies. However, the improvements are only 
marginal and do not reduce the performance gap between estimated and oracle 
masks: The performance of recognition with oracle masks also increases when us­
ing a ‘soft’ oracle mask that is calculated as the ratio between speech and noise en­
ergy.
The MDT approach that most explicitly attempts to move away from a pipeline 
architecture involving a-priori mask estimation is the speech fragment decoding 
(SFD) technique that treats mask estimation and recognition as coupled problems
[142]. In this approach data-driven techniques are used to segment a spectrogram 
into a large set of coherent mask fragments, so that each fragment is dominated by 
a single source. The speech fragment decoder, employing marginalisation, then si­
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multaneously searches for the set of mask fragments and word sequences that best 
matches the language and speech models.
In the speech fragment decoder the decision whether a feature is reliable or not 
is not taken before, but during decoding. As a result, the eventual missing data mask 
that has been used is made dependent on the context and the hypothesised states. 
The SFD approach has been shown to give better performance than conventional, 
pipelined MDT techniques in scenarios in which the corrupting ‘noise’ is a compet­
ing speaker.
Of all MDT approaches, SFD is the only approach that has the potential to avoid 
the pitfalls of a-priori mask estimation. However, for other types of noise than a 
competing speaker (a condition in which both sources are likely to yield identifi­
able spectro-temporal fragments), the advantage of using SFD over conventional 
MDT techniques is small, and SFD does not reach the performances that can be 
obtained with an oracle mask [45]. While SFD is very interesting from the perspec­
tive of a computational model of human speech recognition, much more research 
seems necessary before it can form a viable alternative to other noise robustness 
techniques in ASR.
6.4.2 Future of exemplar-based representations
Arguably triggered by the availability of very large amounts of memory, as well as 
the success of unit selection in speech synthesis, there has been a growing interest 
in the use of exemplar- or template-based approaches to speech recognition. For 
example, De Wachter showed that exemplar-based continuous speech recognition 
can achieve recognition accuracies that are competitive with conventional, HMM- 
based architectures [123].
One of the main contributions of this thesis is the introduction of the exemplar- 
based sparse representation of speech in noisy conditions. The success of sparse 
representations presented in chapters 2 and 3 on missing data imputation using 
only a few reliable features is due to two properties: (1) the ability to exploit time- 
context and (2) the fact that the noisy speech signal is modelled in a non-parametric 
way.
It is argued above that the good results obtained with a combination of sparse 
representations and oracle masks are not, in fact, ultimately useful from a noise 
robustness point of view, due to its dependency on an unrealistic error-free missing 
data mask. The sparse imputation technique may prove useful in other application 
areas, however, in which the location of the missing data is known exactly, such as 
inpainting [64] or bandwidth extension [143].
Moreover, the research presented in chapter 5 has shown that it is possible to use 
the same exemplar-based representation for noise robust ASR without the use of a 
missing data mask. In that chapter, it is proposed to model noisy speech directly as 
a linear combination of noise and speech exemplars, and to use the weights of the
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linear combination of speech exemplars directly as evidence of the underlying state 
identities. At lower SNRs, speech recognition using these exemplar-based state like­
lihoods proved to be more effective than the estimation of missing data masks or 
clean speech estimates, achieving recognition accuracies far better than with miss­
ing data imputation employing estimated masks.
As such, the use of exemplar-based representations has opened up new research 
possibilities in noise robust ASR, and many avenues for future research are avail­
able. Some of these, such as improvements in the way the temporal state structure 
is modelled within exemplars [126], combination with conventional GMM-based 
architectures [133] and the use of artificial and adaptive noise exemplars [130] have 
already been explored, with promising results. others, such as the application on 
large vocabulary speech and the use of convolutive models to replace the sliding- 
window approach, are currently under investigation.
Even more intriguing would be to explore ways to combine the strengths of para­
metric approaches (which can efficiently model a large variety of phenomena) with 
those of non-parametric, exemplar-based models (accurate description of the orig­
inal data and the use of wider time-contexts). One way to achieve this would be 
to use a hierarchical representation, in which the atoms in the dictionary are the 
sparse weights of linear combinations of lower-level dictionary atoms. In such a 
framework, speech phenomena could possibly be more efficiently represented than 
with a single layer dictionary.
Another approach to combine the strengths of parametric and non-parametric 
models would be to define dictionary atoms as distributions rather than points es­
timates. In such a dictionary, the atoms could consist of the mean and the variance 
of a high-dimensional Gaussian, for example obtained by clustering of the train­
ing data. observations would then be sparsely represented by a linear combination 
of distributions, rather than exemplars themselves. For both approaches, however, 
more research in dictionary learning and finding sparse linear combinations is re­
quired.
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Summary
Noise Robust ASR: 
Missing data techniques and beyond
-  Jort Florent Gemmeke -
U TO M A TIC  speech recognition (ASR) is an application in which a speech
recogniser maps acoustic features representing speech to a sequence of
words. While ASR has become reasonably accurate in quiet environments 
and for carefully pronounced speech, performance still degrades rapidly when the 
speech signal is corrupted by noise. Such noises can take the form of environmental 
noises, background music or even competing speakers.
The PhD research described in this thesis focuses on a noise robustness ap­
proach for ASR called missing data imputation. It is first estimated which spectro- 
temporal elements in the acoustic representation of noisy speech are reliable (i.e., 
dominated by speech energy) or unreliable (i.e., dominated by background noise). 
These reliability estimates are referred to as a missing data mask. The speech in­
formation in the unreliable features is then considered missing, and the missing 
features are replaced by clean speech estimates.
Issues in the application of missing data im putation
The research in this thesis addresses three issues of missing data imputation:
1. Recognition performance at low Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNRs): Conventional 
imputation approaches yield a rapid decrease in recognition accuracy as 
SNRs become lower. In this thesis it is argued that the observed performance 
loss is due to the fact that conventional methods only use a very short time- 
context. At low SNRs, too few reliable features remain for properly dealing 
with unreliable features.
2. Performance on real-world speech: Most work on imputation has been done 
on artificially constructed databases, in which clean speech is artificially 
mixed with noise. The results from these experiments cannot, however, be 
generalised to real-world conditions where the observed signal is not a sim­
ple addition of clean speech and noise: channel effects, the Lombard effect, 
and room reverberation can also affect the signals.
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3. Mask estimation accuracy: The effectiveness of imputation hinges upon a 
successful classification of the noisy speech features as either reliable or un­
reliable. Mask estimation itself, however, may be more error-prone in the set­
tings described above, viz., low-SNR conditions and real-world speech.
The structure of this thesis
In addition to the introductory chapter, which is summarised above, this thesis con­
sists of four articles (chapters 3 through 5) and a concluding chapter, (chapter 6), in 
which the findings of the research presented in this thesis are discussed. Below, of 
each chapter a summary of the experiments, results and conclusions is presented.
Chapter 2: Compressive Sensing for Missing Data Imputation in 
Noise Robust Speech Recognition
In chapter 2 it is proposed to consider reliable features from a wider time-context 
when doing imputation. A non-parametric, exemplar-based imputation method is 
introduced, dubbed sparse imputation (SI).
The technique works by using a dictionary of clean speech exemplars, with each 
exemplar a segment of speech spanning up to 350 ms. Speech is represented us­
ing a linear combination of only a small number of exemplars. For imputation, SI 
first finds the sparsest linear combination of exemplars which jointly approximate 
the non-missing features of a noisy speech signal. Next, that linear combination of 
clean speech exemplars is used to replace the missing features.
The method is tested on an isolated digit classification task. The results show 
that SI performs much better than two baseline methods when using an error-free 
‘oracle’ mask, with a recognition accuracy of 92% at SNR = —5 dB. With estimated 
masks SI performs slightly worse than per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation, but it 
achieves higher accuracies than cluster-based imputation.
Chapter 3: Sparse imputation for large vocabulary noise robust ASR
In chapter 3, SI was modified to allow the method to work for larger vocabulary 
tasks and for non-segmented speech by using a sliding window approach. An utter­
ance is divided in multiple, overlapping windows. Imputation is done separately for 
each window, after which the imputation candidates from overlapping windows are 
merged.
The performance of SI was evaluated on a large vocabulary task consisting of 
read sentences, using artificially corrupted clean speech as well as real-world noisy 
speech recordings. Experiments on artificially corrupted speech indicated that SI 
performed much better than the baseline imputation technique using the ideal or­
acle mask. With an estimated mask, SI performs slightly worse than our baseline
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imputation technique in the cleanest conditions, but significantly better at lower 
SNR’s.
Chapter 4: Automatic speech recognition using missing data tech­
niques: Handling of real-world data
In chapter 4, the performance of per-Gaussian-conditioned imputation is investi­
gated on speech recorded in real-world environments.
In a first experiment, a multi-condition trained acoustic model was combined 
with missing data imputation. It was found that on real-world speech, the ‘reliable’ 
features no longer match an acoustic model trained on clean speech. It was shown 
that the multi-condition acoustic model could compensate for some of this mis­
match.
In a second experiment, it was found that the reverberation in real-world record­
ings account for a substantial part of the recognition errors. It was shown that the 
multi-condition trained acoustic model is intrinsically more robust against rever­
beration. It was also shown that imputation combined with de-reverberation, by 
labelling the reverberated part of speech ‘unreliable’, can compensate for noise and 
reverberation at once.
In a third experiment, it was shown that a combination of imputation and fea­
ture enhancement can improve recognition accuracy.
Chapter 5: Exemplar-based sparse representations for noise robust 
automatic speech recognition
In chapter 5, it is proposed to model noisy speech directly as a sparse linear combi­
nation of speech and noise exemplars in order to allow exemplar-based ASR without 
using missing data imputation.
The sparse classification method was introduced, in which speech exemplars are 
associated with their underlying phone or word identities. After obtaining a sparse 
linear combination of exemplars, the activations of the speech exemplars are di­
rectly used as evidence for the underlying phones/words foruse in a Viterbi decoder. 
For comparison, the same sparse representation was used to do source seperation, 
after which the seperated signals were used for missing data mask estimation and 
feature enhancement.
Although not as effective as two baseline recognisers at higher SNRs, it was 
shown that the sparse classification method performed substantially better than 
the baseline, feature enhancement or source separation approaches at lower SNRs, 
achieving up to 57.1% accuracy at SNR= -5 dB.
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Chapter 6: General discussion and concluding remarks
In chapter 6, the three issues with imputation described in the introduction are 
discussed. With respect to the issue of recognition performance at low SNRs, it is 
shown that the proposed sparse imputation technique can go a long way in solv­
ing the problem that at low SNRs conventional systems exhibit a rapid decrease in 
recognition accuracy, even when using oracle masks. At the same time, when using 
error-prone estimated masks, the advantages of SI over conventional systems are 
small.
Another issue that was raised was the performance of missing data imputation 
on real-world speech recordings. It was concluded that imputation of real-world 
noisy speech is far more challenging than artificially corrupted speech. The fact 
that speech recorded in real-world environments can be corrupted by reverbera­
tion, microphone characteristics as well as by environmental noise, can cause a vio­
lation of the missing data assumption that reliable features are representative of the 
underlying clean speech. Moreover, the accuracy of conventional mask estimation 
techniques also suffers in more realistic environments, because mask estimation 
techniques are likewise based on unrealistic assumptions about the noisy speech.
Finally, the difficulty of accurately estimating missing data masks was addressed. 
The influence of mask estimation errors is shown to be very large, and it was con­
cluded that estimated masks, already at moderate SNRs, fail to label some “crucial” 
features as reliable, making it impossible to correctly impute the features that are 
truly missing. It was therefore argued that in very noisy environments it may be 
more difficult to accurately estimate the missing data mask than to directly recog­
nise the noisy speech.
My final conclusion is that it is unlikely that a technique in which the missing 
data mask is estimated prior to imputation can solve the noise robustness problem 
in ASR completely. At the very least, mask estimation and the decoding based on 
partially missing data should be integrated. Perhaps a more promising approach, 
that moves away from the use of missing data masks, is the exemplar-based method 
presented in chapter 5, in which noisy speech is directly modelled as a combination 
of speech and noise exemplars.
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Samenvatting
Noise Robust ASR: 
Missing data techniques and beyond
-  Jort Florent Gemmeke -
UTOMATISCHE spraakherkenning is het door een computer laten omzetten
van spraak naar geschreven tekst. De techniek wordt in tal van toepas-
singen gebruikt, van dicteersystemen, audio-indexering van tv- of radiouit- 
zendingen tot de hands-free controle van navigatieapparatuur. Terwijl spraakher­
kenning redelijk accuraat werkt in een stille omgeving, verslechteren de prestaties 
aanzienlijk wanneer het spraaksignaal aangetast wordt door achtergrondlawaai. Dit 
achtergrondlawaai, aangeduid als ruis, kan veroorzaakt worden door omgevingsge­
luiden, achtergrondmuziek of door bijvoorbeeld het geroezemoes van andere spre-
Het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift beschreven wordt, richt zich op een spe­
cifieke aanpak om spraakherkenning robuuster te maken tegen ruis. De techniek 
die hiervoor gebruikt is heet missing data imputation, en bestaat uit twee stappen. 
Ten eerste wordt geschat welke gebieden in het tijd-frequentie spectrum van het 
spraaksignaal betrouwbaar zijn, en welke door ruis gedomineerd worden en dus on­
betrouwbaar zijn. Vervolgens worden de onbetrouwbare gebieden van het spraak­
signaal vervangen door een schatting van de schone spraak.
Problemen bij de toepassing van missing data imputation
Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift richt zich op drie aspecten van missing data im­
putation:
1. Herkenprestaties van de tot nu toe gebruikte implementaties van missing 
data imputation nemen snel af wanneer het niveau van de achtergrondruis in het 
spraaksignaal toeneemt. In dit proefschrift wordt betoogd dat het waargenomen 
prestatieverlies grotendeels te wijten is aan het feit dat de conventionele methoden 
alleen naar heel korte stukjes van het spraaksignaal kijken. In aanwezigheid van veel 
achtergrondruis blijft er dan te weinig informatie over voor een goede schatting van 
de schone spraak.
2. Het meeste onderzoek over spraakherkenning met missing data imputation 
is gedaan op kunstmatig vervuilde spraak, en niet op spraak opgenomen in realis­
kers.
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tische omgevingen. De resultaten van de experimenten op kunstmatig vervuilde 
spraak zijn niet echt representatief voor de prestaties als spraak in realistische om­
gevingen wordt waargenomen. Onder realistische omstandigheden is het waarge­
nomen spraaksignaal niet simpelweg een optelsom van schone spraak en ruis, maar 
kan het spraaksignaal ook beïnvloed zijn door het Lombard-effect en door nagalm.
3. De doeltreffendheid van de missing data imputation methode hangt ook af 
van het succesvol kunnen schatten van betrouwbare en onbetrouwbare gebieden 
van vervuilde spraaksignalen. Onder de omstandigheden die in dit proefschrift zijn 
onderzocht, namelijk de aanwezigheid van veel achtergrondruis en spraak opgeno­
men in realistische omgevingen, blijkt die schatting moeilijker te maken.
Resultaten in het proefschrift
In dit proefschrift worden de drie hierboven beschreven problemen behandeld in 
verschillende wetenschappelijke artikelen. Hieronder volgt per probleem een sa­
menvatting van de belangrijkste bevindingen.
1. Om een schatting te kunnen maken van schone spraak, heeft een missing 
data imputation methode een spraakmodel nodig. Dit spraakmodel beschrijft hoe 
schone spraak eruit ziet. In dit proefschrift wordt een nieuwe missing data im­
putation methode geïntroduceerd, sparse imputation. Anders dan conventionele 
methoden, die spraak heel abstract modelleren, modelleert deze methode spraak 
door gebruik te maken van een grote verzameling van eerder geziene stukjes schone 
spraak.
Wanneer een schatting moet worden gemaakt van onbetrouwbare gebieden van 
vervuilde spraak, zoekt de methode naar voorbeelden van stukjes schone spraak 
die lijken op de spraak in de nog betrouwbare gebieden van de vervuilde spraak. In 
sparse imputation is het makkelijker om langere stukjes spraak te modelleren dan in 
conventionele methoden, die in de praktijk alleen heel korte stukjes van het spraak­
signaal kunnen modelleren. Het gebruik van langere stukjes spraak geeft meer in­
formatie om een schatting te maken van de schone spraak, wat vooral in aanwezig­
heid van veel achtergrondruis kan helpen.
In het proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat de voorgestelde sparse imputation 
methode veel beter werkt dan de conventionele methoden, zelfs als er veel ach­
tergrondruis is, maar onder voorwaarde dat de schatting van betrouwbare en on­
betrouwbare gebieden succesvol was. Wanneer er fouten worden gemaakt bij de 
schatting van betrouwbare en onbetrouwbare gebieden, wat in de praktijk onver­
mijdelijk is, zijn de voordelen van sparse imputation kleiner.
2. In het proefschrift wordt onderzocht hoe effectief missing data imputation is 
wanneer de spraak opgenomen is in realistische omgevingen. Het is gebleken dat 
een succesvolle schatting van de schone spraak dan een stuk moeilijker is dan wan­
neer er kunstmatig vervuilde spraak gebruikt wordt. Dit komt voor een deel doordat 
de spraak in de gebieden die als betrouwbaar zijn aangemerkt, niet meer precies
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lijkt op het model van schone spraak dat in de missing data imputation methode 
gebruikt wordt. Een ander probleem is nagalm: Een groot deel van de herkenfou- 
ten die worden gemaakt wanneer realistisch vervuilde spraak wordt herkend, blijkt 
veroorzaakt te worden door de aanwezigheid van nagalm.
Het onderzoek laat zien dat missing data imputation flink verbeterd kan worden 
wanneer het model van schone spraak vervangen wordt door een model van spraak 
dat een beetje vervuild is door achtergrondlawaai en nagalm. Ook kan de missing 
data imputation methode gecombineerd worden met andere methoden om ruis te 
verwijderen uit een spraaksignaal.
3. De in dit proefschrift geïntroduceerde sparse imputation methode presteerde 
aanzienlijk beter dan conventionele missing data imputation methoden, wanneer 
de schatting van de betrouwbare en onbetrouwbare gebieden van het spraaksignaal 
succesvol was. Dit betekent echter ook dat het succes van de hele missing data im­
putation aanpak dus voornamelijk bepaald wordt door de mate van succes waarmee 
de betrouwbare gebieden van de vervuilde spraak bepaald kunnen worden.
Uit eerder onderzoek is bekend dat er in de praktijk altijd fouten worden ge­
maakt in de schatting van betrouwbare en onbetrouwbare gebieden van vervuilde 
spraaksignalen. Uit het onderzoek in dit proefschrift blijkt bovendien dat deze 
schatting nog veel lastiger is wanneer het spraaksignaal ook beïnvloed wordt door 
effecten zoals nagalm. Sterker zelfs, het onderzoek laat zien dat wanneer er veel 
achtergrondruis is, het beter is direct een schatting te maken van de schone spraak, 
zonder eerst de betrouwbare en onbetrouwbare gebieden te schatten.
Conclusies
In het proefschrift concludeer ik dat het onwaarschijnlijk is dat een twee-stappen 
procedure, zoals missing data imputation, het robuustheidprobleem van automa­
tische spraakherkenning kan oplossen. Op zijn minst zouden de twee stappen— 
het vinden van betrouwbare gebieden en het maken van een schatting van schone 
spraak voor de onbetrouwbare gebieden — geïntegreerd moeten worden.
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